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1. Neutron scattering (in combination with X-ray scattering) provided new insights into how a fungal lytic
polysaccharide monooxygenase breaks down cellulose. Knowing how oxygen molecules (red) bind to catalytic
elements (illustrated by a single copper ion) will guide researchers in developing more efficient, cost-effective
biofuel production methods [O’Dell, W. B.; Agarwal, P. K.; Meilleur, F. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56, 767–
770]. Neutron instrument used: IMAGINE at HFIR. Image source: ORNL/Jill Hemman.
2. Neutron interactions revealed the orthorhombic structure of the hybrid perovskite stabilized by the strong
hydrogen bonds between the nitrogen substituent of the methylammonium cations and the bromides on the
corner-linked PbBr6 octahedra [Yang, B.; Ming, W.; Du, M-H.; Keum, J. K.; Puretzky, A. A.; Rouleau, C. M.;
Huang, J.; Geohegan, D. B.; Wang, X.; Xiao, K. Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1705801]. Neutron instrument used:
TOPAZ at SNS. Image source: ORNL/Jill Hemman.
3. Neutrons were used to examine the origins of unusual magnetic behavior in ytterbium-magnesium-galliumtetraoxide (YbMgGaO4), a rare earth–based metal oxide that is a quantum spin liquid candidate [Paddison,
J. A. M.; Daum, M.; Dun, Z.; Ehlers, G.; Liu, Y.; Stone, M. B.; Zhou, H.; Mourigal, M. Nature Phys. 2017, 13,
117–122]. Neutron instruments used: CNCS and SEQUOIA at SNS. Image source: ORNL/Jill Hemman.
4. Neutron scattering and ab initio simulations were used to document the discovery of a new “quantum tunneling
state” of the water molecule confined in 5 Å channels in the mineral beryl [Kolesnikov, A. I.; Reiter, G. F.;
Choudhury, N.; Prisk, T. R.; Mamontov, E.; Podlesnyak, A.; Ehlers, G.; Seel, A. G.; Wesolowski, D. J.; Anovitz,
L. M. Phys. Rev. Lett. 2016, 116, 167802]. Neutron instruments used: SEQUOIA and CNCS at SNS; VESUVIO
at ISIS Neutron and Muon Source, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. Image source: ORNL.
5. Neutrons were used to determine how cholesterol enhances the binding of proteins to cell membranes
[Doktorova, M.; Heberle, F. A.; Kingston, R. L.; Khelashvili, G.; Cuendet, M. A.; Wen, Y.; Katsaras, J.;
Feigenson, G. W.; Vogt, V. M.; Dick, R. A. Biophys. J. 2017, 113, 2004–2015]. Neutron instrument used:
EQ-SANS at SNS. Image source: ORNL/Jill Hemman.
6. Neutron scattering revealed a pattern characteristic of the emergent electron motion in the quantum spin liquid
state in the three-dimensional antiferromagnet NaCaNi2F7 [Plumb, K. W.; Changlani, H. J.; Scheie, A.; Zhang,
S.; Krizan, J. W.; Rodriguez-Rivera, J. A.; Qiu, Y.; Winn, B.; Cava, R. J.; Broholm, C. L. Nature Phys. 2019, 15,
54–59]. Neutron instruments used: HYSPEC at SNS and MACS spectrometer at the NIST Center for Neutron
Research. Image source: Brown University/Kemp Plumb and ORNL/Genevieve Martin.
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Executive Summary
Leadership in materials science underpins future technologies in energy, security, and other applications
that drive this nation’s economy. Neutron scattering is among the crucial characterization techniques
necessary to ensure a world-leading position in materials science for the United States. The Second Target
Station (STS) at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) will provide transformative new capabilities for the
study of a broad range of materials using neutron scattering and will support users in many fields of
research—materials science, physics, chemistry, geology, biology, and engineering, among others—and
from academia, government laboratories, and industry.
This report describes examples of first experiments to be conducted at the STS in five key science areas:
polymers and soft materials, quantum matter, materials synthesis and energy materials, structural
materials, and biology and life sciences. These examples serve to illustrate the extraordinary potential of
the STS to impact a broad spectrum of scientific fields. When it is fully built out, the capabilities offered
by the 22 instruments planned for the STS will complement those of two existing US Department of
Energy (DOE) Office of Science neutron scattering user facilities at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL)—the First Target Station (FTS) of the SNS and the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR)—as well
as those of the National Institute for Science and Technology (NIST) Center for Neutron Research
(NCNR). The STS has a pivotal role to play in extending the reach of neutron scattering to new
transformative opportunities for discovery science, including in particular applications that require timeresolved examination of nonequilibrium processes in dynamic hierarchical systems over greatly increased
length, energy, and time scales. It will enable experiments that will not be possible at any other facility in
the world.
The STS, which will be pulsed at 15 Hz, will deliver cold neutrons with the highest peak brightness in the
world and with a broad range of neutron energies. These capabilities, when combined with advances in
neutron optics, instrumentation, and detectors, will sustain the nation’s position at the frontier in neutron
scattering for decades to come. Specifically, the STS is designed to enable:
•

•
•

Time-resolved measurements of kinetic processes and beyond-equilibrium matter, including
cinematic viewing (i.e., “movies”) of materials as they are being synthesized, processed, or
self-assembled; chemical processes at interfaces; and formation and function of biological
macromolecular complexes
More intense neutron beams with smaller cross sections to explore smaller samples of newly
discovered or synthesized materials under extreme conditions, such as magnetic field, pressure, and
temperature
Simultaneous measurements of hierarchical architectures across an unprecedented range of length
scales, from the atomic scale to the micron and beyond, providing new insight into functional
materials

With these new capabilities, the STS will provide world-leading resources for the examination of
materials over broad ranges of length, energy, and time scales, making it possible for researchers to study
the structure, dynamics, properties, and reactions of complex materials that have heterogeneity, interfaces,
and disorder and to conduct temporally resolved, in situ and operando studies of materials and chemical
processes. In addition, by enabling studies of materials systems across length scales from the atom to the
micron and beyond, the STS will reveal how materials self-assemble into hierarchical structures and how
proteins interact in living biological cells.
The new scientific opportunities enabled by the STS were defined in consultation with the research
community at numerous scientific conferences, workshops, and advisory committee meetings over the
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past decade. To illustrate the extraordinary potential of the STS to impact a broad spectrum of scientific
fields, this report describes examples of first experiments to be conducted at the STS in five areas of
science: Polymers and soft materials, quantum matter, materials synthesis and energy materials, structural
materials, and biology and life sciences. Specific advantages of the STS in each of these five areas are
summarized below.
•

•

•

•

•

The STS will transform the way neutron scattering is used to provide fundamental knowledge on the
synthesis, assembly, structure, and dynamics of polymers and soft materials. Specifically, smaller
beam sizes with high brightness will allow in situ and operando examination of dynamic processes
across broad length scales (0.1–100 nm). Examples of dynamic processes to be studied at the STS
include phase transitions, aggregation, crystallization, and processes that occur under the influence of
external forces, such as shear. Greater understanding of these processes will provide knowledge
needed for the design of new soft materials, such as self-healing polymers, membranes for water
purification, and lightweight structural materials, and for addressing the challenge of renewable
resourcing, recycling, and upcycling.
Neutrons are an exquisitely sensitive probe for the study of magnetic properties in materials. The
unique capabilities of the STS will make it possible to study quantum matter in ways that are not
possible at any current neutron source, yielding the knowledge required both to discover new
quantum materials and to control quantum states that could lead to future quantum technologies. For
example, the small beam size and brightness of the STS will make it possible to conduct inelastic
neutron scattering experiments on far smaller samples of new materials (1 mm3), so that neutron
scattering can be employed in the early stages of materials development or when large, high-quality
single crystals are not available. Further, these characteristics will facilitate the study of quantum
materials using higher field magnets (with smaller bores) and specialized sample environments, such
as very high pressure diamond anvil cells. Finally, the STS will enable studies of the dynamics of
quantum systems, such as magnetism beyond thermal equilibrium. Such time-resolved studies—for
example, pump-probe experiments to study excited-state lifetimes and decay pathways with tight
energy resolution and broad momentum coverage—are not possible using other techniques.
The ability to study dynamic processes with the STS will provide a revolutionary capability for
examining materials synthesis and energy materials with neutrons, making it possible to probe the
structure and morphology of materials in real time and across broad length scales, from the atomic
level to millimeters, in situ and operando. This will make it possible to observe materials and even
obtain “movies” as materials are being synthesized or processed, for example during 3D printing, or
as they are modified during use in materials systems, such as changes in battery electrodes during
charge/discharge cycles. The STS will also make it possible to study in real time important chemical
processes that occur at interfaces, such as corrosion, dissolution, catalysis, separations, and other
dynamic processes that are important to a wide range of energy technologies.
The STS will provide exciting new capabilities for structural materials, because it will provide
information at high resolution on specific regions in a material while also examining a material across
broad length scales. This will allow simultaneous characterization of microstructures, including
nucleation and growth of precipitates, metastable phases in complex alloys and composites,
long-range order, and defects. This information will provide a fundamental understanding of how
composition and processing affect the structure, properties, and performance of structural materials
used in transportation, buildings, and other applications.
A major advantage of the STS for biology and life sciences is the ability to study dynamic systems.
Life’s processes are never at equilibrium, and unraveling the dynamic processes requires the ability to
understand these systems by monitoring them in real time. The STS will enable the study of processes
such as the formation and dissociation of protein complexes and the formation of protein aggregates
from intrinsically disordered proteins, without the need to repeatedly reconfigure the experiment to
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probe all of its aspects. In addition, the STS source characteristics will make it possible to conduct
these studies on smaller samples and across broad length scales—from molecules to cells.
The experiments outlined in this report illustrate how the STS will provide wholly new capabilities that
both complement and substantially extend this nation’s current resources for neutron scattering.
This report also includes descriptions of advances in neutron instrumentation and technologies that can be
applied to the STS to make optimal use of the high peak brightness cold neutrons produced by this new
source. The STS, which is projected to conduct its first experiments in 2028, will be a transformative new
tool for addressing grand challenges at the frontiers of energy and matter.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Neutron scattering and spectroscopy were initially developed in the 1940s and 1950s, and the 1994 Nobel
Prize in Physics was awarded to Clifford G. Shull and Bertram N. Brockhouse for their pioneering efforts
[Levi, 1994]. Over the past seven decades, neutron scattering has become a vital tool for studying
materials across many scientific fields and applications, including automotive engines, batteries, data
storage, geology, polymers, and biomedicine. The exceptional properties of neutrons provide unique
insight into the structure and function of materials, as summarized below.
•

•

•

•

Materials structure and dynamics: Neutrons have a broad range of useful wavelengths, allowing the
examination of structures from the atomic level to the size of biological cells. (The achievable
wavelength range is dependent on the design of the neutron source and neutron scattering instrument.)
Neutron energies span a range that is ideal for studying the individual and collective atomic motions
that determine the properties of materials. Differences in neutron energy can be measured to allow
the dynamics of atomic and molecular processes to be followed on time scales ranging from fractions
of a picosecond to microseconds—corresponding to vibrations in rigid lattices to the slow movements
of large macromolecules.
Elemental and isotopic sensitivity: Neutrons are scattered via interactions with atomic nuclei, which
makes them sensitive to the identity of both the element and the specific isotope being studied.
Hence, unlike other techniques that scatter from the electric charge density in atoms, neutron
scattering can readily distinguish between some elements with similar atomic numbers and is
sensitive to light elements such as hydrogen, even in the presence of heavy elements. Further, the
neutron scattering response of some isotopes can vary, making differentiation of isotopes very
distinct. This unique property of neutrons makes it possible to use isotopic substitution—for example,
replacing hydrogen with deuterium—to study the role of hydrogen in catalytic processes or the
association of water in protein complexes.
Magnetism: Neutrons have a magnetic moment, but no charge. Thus, neutrons provide an exquisitely
sensitive probe for the study of magnetic properties and dynamics in materials. This feature has been
exceptionally valuable for the study of materials ranging from superconductors and quantum
materials to computer storage media.
Penetrating power: Neutrons readily pass through most materials, which makes it possible to study
bulk materials and buried interfaces. Further, samples can be studied under realistic conditions, such
as in situ and operando studies of catalytic processes in reactors, studies of geological processes under
extremes of pressure and temperature, and observations of fuel injector performance in an operating
automobile engine.

Today, more than a dozen major neutron scattering facilities exist worldwide, including both reactorbased and accelerator-based neutron sources [Neutrons for the Nation, 2018]. The STS will provide new
capabilities that ensure US leadership in neutron scattering. In the United States, the Office of Science of
the US Department of Energy (DOE) currently supports two major neutron scattering user facilities at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL): the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) and the Spallation
Neutron Source (SNS) and the US Department of Commerce supports the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) Center for Neutron Research (NCNR). Each year, more than a thousand
researchers from nations around the globe use the two DOE neutron sources that are made available by
the Office of Science user program [“Number of Users,” 2019]. A brief summary of the characteristics of
HFIR and SNS and how they compare to other leading neutron sources is presented here.
Operating at 85 MW, HFIR is the highest flux reactor-based source of neutrons for research in the United
States, and it provides one of the highest steady-state neutron fluxes of any research reactor in the world.
Its thermal neutron flux is similar to that of the high-flux reactor of the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL), the
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premier European reactor-based neutron source, and neutron scattering instruments at HFIR and ILL
address similar scientific questions.
The First Target Station (FTS) at SNS is presently the most powerful accelerator-driven neutron source in
the world, operating at a power of 1.4 MW. It provides beams of neutrons in short pulses at a repetition
rate of 60 Hz with the highest peak brightness in the world. When the 25 Hz pulsed neutron source at the
Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) reaches its full power capability in in the near
future, it will exceed the peak brightness of SNS. In addition, the European Spallation Source (ESS), now
under construction in Sweden, will provide similar peak brightness once it begins operating at 2 MW in
the mid-2020s, with a future upgrade path to 5 MW. ESS will deliver beams of neutrons in long pulses at
14 Hz, which will provide time-averaged fluxes of both cold and thermal neutrons comparable to those of
a reactor-based source. The lower repetition rates of ESS and J-PARC compared to the FTS will allow the
use of broader ranges of neutron energies in each pulse. Long-pulse spallation sources, such as the ESS,
are highly flexible, and individual instruments can be optimized for experiments that require high peak
brightness and a broad range of energies or for high time-averaged flux, essentially bridging between
short pulsed sources and continuous neutron sources.
HFIR and the FTS at SNS provide optimized beam characteristics that are used for specific studies of
materials. Briefly, HFIR produces continuous beams of either cold or thermal neutrons that are typically
monochromatic and are optimized for studies of materials over selectable but narrow ranges of length
scale or energy. The FTS produces pulsed beams of neutrons with very short pulses and therefore high
energy resolution. Its high (60 Hz) repetition rate allows for a medium bandwidth of neutron energies to
be used, because neutrons of different energies are separated by their arrival time at the detector; a longer
time between pulses therefore results in a broader energy bandwidth. The FTS is best optimized for
thermal neutrons that are ideal for spatial resolutions on the atomic scale and fast dynamics studies of
materials.
SNS is currently undergoing a proton power upgrade (PPU) to double its power capability to 2.8 MW.
This upgrade, which will be completed in 2024, will deliver 2 MW of proton beam to the FTS, resulting
in a significant increase in thermal neutron brightness to enable new capabilities for materials research in
the thermal energy (shorter wavelength) range. The PPU will keep the FTS competitive with J-PARC and
ESS for experiments that require beams of thermal neutrons with high peak brightness and high energy
resolution and will ensure that researchers in the United States continue to have access to world-leading
neutron scattering capabilities.
Even with these existing sources, there is a global need for a high-intensity cold neutron source that is
able to simultaneously use a broad energy/wavelength range. Such a source would provide the research
community with exciting new opportunities to explore a wide range of materials, including in situ and
operando studies during synthesis and processing, nonequilibrium phenomena, and dynamics. This need
will be partially addressed by ESS in Europe and J-PARC in Japan, as discussed above. The proposed
Second Target Station (STS) at SNS will provide the US with a world-leading capability in highbrightness cold neutron beams with broad energy/wavelength ranges. The STS will complement existing
US sources to ensure future state-of-the-art capabilities for the US research community.
SNS, which began operating in 2006, was designed with an accelerator capable of generating neutrons not
only for the existing FTS, but also for a future second target station. The ongoing PPU project at SNS,
described above, is designed to provide 0.7 MW of proton beam to power the STS (in addition to delivering 2 MW to the FTS). Construction of the STS will provide transformative capabilities that allow
thousands of users to address grand scientific challenges [Hemminger, 2015], advance energy research
[BES Workshop Reports, 2019], and accelerate industrial innovations through the combination of:
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•
•

Cold (long-wavelength) neutrons of unprecedented peak brightness (1.5 × 1015 n/s/cm2/Å/ster
at λ = 3 Å)
Short pulses containing neutrons with broad ranges of usable wavelength or energy (∆λ = 13.2 Å
at 15 Hz at a distance of 20 m from the source)

This unique combination of neutron beam characteristics will open new avenues for examining materials
and systems over greatly increased length, energy, and time scales. These characteristics—in combination
with a proposed suite of new instruments (capacity of 22 instruments) and sample environments,
advances in neutron optics and detectors, and new computational methods—will make it possible to
conduct a wide range of experiments that are not now possible anywhere in the world. Specifically, the
STS will provide unique capabilities for experiments that require:
•
•
•
•

Time-resolved or cinematic (i.e., “movies”) measurements of kinetic processes and beyondequilibrium matter
Simultaneous measurements of hierarchical architectures across unprecedented length scales, from
the atomic scale to the micron and beyond
Smaller sample and beam sizes needed for characterization of new materials
Special environments for exploring new frontiers in materials at extreme conditions

The revolutionary increase in cold neutron peak brightness at the STS is made possible by combining
recent innovations in neutron production technologies that allow (1) neutron production in a more
compact volume by focusing the incident proton beam on a smaller area of the target; (2) using a solid,
rotating tungsten target that can accommodate higher proton flux; (3) locating the cold moderators that
are used to tune neutron energy as close as possible to the compact neutron production zone; and (4) a
compact cold moderator geometry that can increase neutron brightness. These advances, together with
proton pulse compression in the existing SNS accumulator ring, will produce sharp, cold neutron pulses
with unprecedented peak brightness, as described in Sect. 2.
The experiments outlined in this report serve as examples of how the STS will provide wholly new
capabilities that both complement and substantially extend this nation’s current resources for neutron
scattering. The STS has a pivotal role to play in extending the reach of neutron scattering to new and
transformative opportunities for discovery science. These opportunities include studying the structure,
dynamics, properties, and reactions of complex materials that have heterogeneity, interfaces, and disorder
and conducting temporally resolved, in situ and operando studies of materials and chemical processes. In
addition, they include studies of materials systems across larger length scales—from the atomic scale to
the micron scale and beyond—revealing how materials self-assemble into hierarchical structures or
molecules interact in living biological cells.
As highlighted in the report Neutrons for the Nation [2018], the United States is in need of additional
neutron scattering facilities, especially at long wavelengths. The STS addresses the research community’s
need for bright beams of cold neutrons and provides US users with three DOE-sponsored facilities that
offer distinctly different capabilities—the STS, the FTS, and HFIR—in addition to other facilities, such as
the NCNR. The STS will furnish wholly new experimental capabilities needed to address future critical
questions across a wide range of scientific areas and to drive the development of the technologies of
tomorrow.

References for Sect. 1
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2. OVERVIEW OF STS NEUTRON BEAM PRODUCTION
The proposed Second Target Station (STS) is designed to produce beams of cold (long-wavelength)
neutrons in short pulses with high peak brightness. High brightness will be achieved by employing three
coupled processes. First, the cross section of the incoming proton beam at the target will be compressed
by >50% relative to the First Target Station (FTS) at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS). Second, the
STS will be equipped with a solid rotating tungsten target that can support the higher proton flux. Finally,
novel compact moderator designs will be optimally coupled to the target. This source design, coupled
with a short proton pulse that produces neutrons in a short period of time, results in world-leading neutron
peak brightness. The short proton pulse is made possible by using the existing accumulator ring to
compress the train of long pulses produced by the SNS linear accelerator. The STS will receive proton
pulses from the accumulator ring at 15 Hz, allowing the use of a very broad range of neutron energies.
This section presents an overview of how the STS has been designed to provide the unique beams of
neutrons that will enable the experiments described in Sects. 3–7.

2.1 Production of Proton Pulses
A schematic layout of the SNS complex, including the proposed STS, is shown in Fig. 2.1. The
accelerator comprises a negative hydrogen (H–) ion injector (also called the front-end system), a 1 GeV
linear accelerator (linac), an accumulator ring, and associated beam transport lines. The injector consists
of an H– ion source, a low-energy beam transport (LEBT) system that provides initial acceleration to
65 keV and electrostatic chopping of the 1 ms pulses that are produced at a rate of 60 Hz, a 402.5 MHz
radiofrequency quadrupole (RFQ) that accelerates the beam to 2.5 MeV and imposes the radiofrequency
(RF) time structure, and a medium-energy beam transport (MEBT) line. The linac consists of permanent
quadrupole magnets in drift tube assemblies that transversely focus the H– ion beam and superconducting
cryomodules that generate RF standing waves that further accelerate the beam to 1 GeV. The ongoing
proton power upgrade (PPU) project will install additional superconducting cryomodules and upgrade the
RF systems so that the final energy of the beam can be increased to 1.3 GeV. Together with increased H–
ion current output from the front-end system, these changes will increase the power capability of the linac
from 1.4 MW to 2.8 MW.
The linac beam is transported via the high-energy beam transport (HEBT) line to the injection point in the
accumulator ring, where the electrons are stripped off the H– ions by passing through a diamond foil,
converting the H– ions to protons. The accumulator ring consists of magnets that circulate the protons
during accumulation at a fixed energy. The 1000 “mini-pulses” contained in the 1 ms long pulses of

Fig. 2.1. Schematic layout of the SNS complex, including the proposed STS (at right). The beam path is
shown in red. Image source: ORNL.
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protons are “stacked” (accumulated) on top of one another in the ring to produce a 1 µs pulse, reaching an
intensity of 1.5 × 1014 protons per pulse. When accumulation is complete, extraction kicker magnets fire
during the 250 ns gap between pulses to remove the accumulated beam in a single turn and direct it into
the ring-to-target beam transport (RTBT) line.
To support the STS, the kicker magnets will be programmed to redirect one out of every four proton
pulses to a second RTBT line. The STS will therefore operate with a 700 kW beam of proton pulses with
a frequency of 15 Hz, whereas the FTS will operate with a 2 MW beam of proton pulses with 45 pulses
per second delivered at a frequency of 60 Hz. This design allows both target stations, the FTS and the
STS, to be supported by the same accelerator, yet they will operate independently of each other.
In the selection of these operating power and frequency parameters, an important consideration was that
the FTS was designed to receive a maximum power of 2 MW. The selected frequency allows the two
target stations to use almost all of the power capability (2.8 MW beam power, with 46.7 kJ of energy per
proton pulse) of the SNS accelerator after the PPU project has been completed. The lower frequency of
the STS compared to the FTS will provide beams of neutrons that have a greater (4×) range of usable
wavelengths. This increased wavelength range was an important requirement of the scientific case for
STS. Alternative frequencies of 10 Hz and 20 Hz were considered; the recommendation from an external
technical review was that 15 Hz provided a sufficiently broad range of neutron wavelengths to satisfy the
science case while maximizing the power delivered to the STS target and therefore the neutron flux. In
making this decision, the review team took into consideration the fact that operating the STS at 20 Hz
would reduce the number of pulses that could be sent to the FTS to 40 per second. This would reduce the
operating power of the FTS to below 2 MW. The team also took into consideration the fact that neutron
instruments at the STS could be operated at 7.5 Hz by using choppers to remove every second neutron
pulse, increasing the range of neutron wavelengths if required. In summary, an operating frequency of
15 Hz offers greatest flexibility while maximizing the power and performance of both the STS and FTS.

2.2 Compact Source Design
The STS neutron source will be designed to produce high-brightness cold neutron beams by employing
three coupled processes. First, the incoming proton beam at the target will be compressed in size by more
than 50% relative to the FTS to a cross section of ~62 cm2. Second, a solid rotating tungsten target that
can support the higher proton flux will be employed. Finally, novel compact moderator designs will be
optimally coupled to the target. This source design, coupled with a short proton pulse that produces
neutrons in a short period of time, results in world-leading neutron peak brightness.
The proton pulses transported to the STS from the accumulator ring will impact the outer edge of the
rotating tungsten target to spall neutrons that will be directed to instruments (preliminary instrument
concepts are described in Sect. 8). The target is approximately 1.1 m in diameter and 6 cm thick.
Figure 2.2 shows the STS target and moderator design.
The target consists of 21 separate stainless steel segments, each housing a solid 6 cm thick tungsten block
that is encased in a layer of tantalum to protect the tungsten from contact with cooling water. The
stainless steel segments are welded to a central hub at the end of a 4 m long shaft that extends above the
target monolith. This shaft is connected to a drive system that rotates the target at ~42.9 rpm, so that it
completes one rotation every 1.4 s. The target is rotated to spread the power load on the target and
therefore simplify the cooling requirements. The target is cooled by water conveyed through the shaft and
directed through the stainless steel housings around the tantalum-clad tungsten blocks. This design allows
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the incident proton energy to be spread
across the 21 target blocks, so that each
block receives the equivalent of ~33 kW
(700 kW distributed over 21 blocks) of
proton beam power. With a stationary
target, further segmentation of the
tungsten would be needed to allow for
greater water cooling; this would reduce
the average density of the target material
in the neutron production zone and
consequently decrease neutron production
in the vicinity of the moderators. Thus,
the rotating target design enables a
brighter neutron source.

Upper cylinder
moderator

Tungsten
target assembly

Lower tube
moderator

Fig. 2.2. Rotating tungsten target and moderator configuration. The outer diameter of the target assembly is 1.1 m. The
red beam illustrates the incident proton beam coming from the
accelerator, while the blue beams represent the outgoing
neutron beams emitted from the two moderators. The neutron
beam size is shown as 3 × 3 cm2. Image source: ORNL.

The spalled neutrons are then moderated
(reduced in energy) by a pair of compact
moderators (~30 mm tall), located above
and below the target, to optimize the
production of high-brightness cold
neutrons. Neutrons collide with hydrogen
molecules in these moderators, thereby reducing their energy. They are surrounded by 20 mm of light
water, which acts as a pre-moderator. The moderators are operated at a temperature of 20 K and with
high-purity para-hydrogen i.e., molecules of hydrogen with aligned spins.
The upper moderator is a vertical cylinder (3 cm high, 8.2 cm in diameter) that emits neutrons; these
neutrons then enter guides and are delivered to 16 instruments (for clarity, only 8 of the 16 emitted
neutron beams/instrument paths are shown in Fig. 2.2).
This upper moderator has a narrower neutron pulse
width for better neutron wavelength resolution. The
lower moderator consists of three horizontal tubes
(14–16 cm long, 3 cm in diameter) that are connected to
form a triangle; the neutrons enter along the length of
each tube and are emitted from the 3 cm diameter ends
of these tubes to illuminate six beam lines. The lower
moderator has the same peak brightness as the upper
moderator but produces somewhat broader neutron
pulses with a correspondingly higher time-integrated
brightness. Instruments that require better resolution will
view the upper cylindrical moderator, while those that
require lower resolution will view the lower moderator
and benefit from receiving more neutrons. Both
moderators are far smaller than the 120 mm tall
moderators at the FTS; this results in much brighter
Fig. 2.3. Pulse shapes emitted from FTS
beams of neutrons, as discussed below.
Figure 2.3 shows the expected neutron brightness that
will be emitted from the STS coupled moderator design,
compared to that at the FTS. Here we define the
brightness of a beam of neutrons as the number of
neutrons of a certain wavelength (i.e., per angstrom) that
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and STS cold, coupled moderators at a
wavelength of 5 Å (a typical benchmark for
cold neutrons). Calculations are for STS
operation at 15 proton pulses per second and
700 kW and for FTS operation at 45 proton
pulses per second and 2 MW. Image source:
ORNL.

pass through an area of 1 cm2 in 1 s and are traveling in a direction within a solid angle of 1 steradian
(i.e., n/s/cm2/Å/ster). Brightness thus differs from source flux, a quantity that does not depend on the solid
angle (divergence) of neutrons within the beam. For many experiments, brightness is a more important
beam property than flux because higher brightness directly translates into more neutrons on the sample.
This is the foundation for delivering the multiple orders of magnitude gains in instrument performance
required to address the science challenges envisioned for the STS.
In Fig. 2.3, the height of the pulse shapes is the peak brightness; the integral under the curve multiplied by
the number of proton pulses per second (15 and 45 for the STS and the FTS, respectively) is the timeaveraged brightness. Instrument performance scales with peak brightness if the width of the pulse is broad
enough to deliver the wavelength resolution desired, which is true for most of the instruments envisioned
for the STS. This means that the higher the peak brightness, the better the performance of instruments at
the STS.
Figure 2.4 compares the peak
brightness and the time-averaged
brightness of major current and
planned neutron sources; this
comparison shows that the STS
will provide beams of cold neutrons
with the world’s highest peak
brightness. In Sect. 8, we discuss
how these beams will be used to
realize new neutron scattering
instrument concepts that incorporate
additional improvements in neutron
optics to provide the transformational capabilities that enable the
experiments described in Sects. 3–7.
The FTS will remain the source
of choice for many important classes
of experiments, especially for experiments requiring thermal neutrons
to examine materials on the atomic
scale and for fast dynamics of
materials.

Fig. 2.4. Peak and time-averaged brightness of current (closed
circles) and planned (open circles) neutron sources, illustrated at
5 Å. CSNS: China Spallation Neutron Source, China; ESS:
European Spallation Source, Sweden; FRM-II: Forschungsreaktor
München II, Germany; ILL: Institut Laue-Langevin, France; ISIS:
ISIS Neutron and Muon Source, UK (TS: Target Station); J-PARC:
Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex, Japan. Image source:
ORNL.
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3. POLYMERS AND SOFT MATERIALS
The STS will transform the way neutron scattering is used to provide fundamental knowledge on the
synthesis, assembly, structure, and dynamics of soft matter that is currently unobtainable. This
transformation will result from the greatly increased peak brightness of STS cold neutrons, which will
make it possible to address one of the biggest scientific challenges in soft matter science: understanding
how hierarchical structures with desired properties emerge from nonequilibrium processes. Soft matter
experiments at the STS are ideal to couple with high-performance computing simulations, including
machine learning approaches, to enable full decoding of these complicated processes. Smaller beam sizes
with high brightness at the STS will advance the possibilities for spatially resolved in situ, operando, and
multiprobe studies. Further, the much broader range of neutron energies accessible simultaneously in a
single experiment at the STS will allow researchers to follow changes over the ranges of size and energy
scales associated with soft materials with hierarchical architectures—complex fluids, copolymers,
hybrids, composites, coacervates, and vitrimers. These new STS experimental capabilities will provide for
the development of a predictive time-dependent understanding of soft matter and the ability to master
hierarchical architectures for tomorrow’s advanced soft materials for energy applications.

3.1 Introduction
Soft condensed matter researchers examine the properties of an incredibly diverse range of materials that
are composed primarily of carbon and hydrogen, along with oxygen, nitrogen, or other elements. These
materials—which include polymers, liquids, emulsions, gels, colloids, liquid crystals, and biological
materials—are made of molecular building blocks that self-assemble by intermolecular (noncovalent)
interactions, which are often a thousand times mechanically weaker than those found in conventional
solids; nevertheless, they can assemble over long length scales into a wide variety of macroscopic objects,
ranging from soft structures such as micelles, which are influenced by thermal fluctuations, to materials
with strength and functionality that surpass those of conventional inorganic solids (such as Kevlar).
The physical properties of soft materials at ambient temperature emerge from the delicate balance of
weak enthalpic forces between molecules and the entropy of movement of those molecules. In polymers,
the situation is further complicated by large molecule architectures and by the existence of hierarchical
levels of entropic degrees of freedom. In many cases, materials exist in intermediate or metastable states
that are not at thermal equilibrium because the polymer chains are kinetically trapped upon cooling.
Among the biggest scientific challenges in soft matter science is understanding how hierarchical
structures with desired properties emerge from nonequilibrium processes [Hemminger, 2007, 2015].
This underpins all synthesis and processing of soft matter and is beyond our current experimental and
theoretical capabilities. The key to understanding this behavior is to decode the underlying noncovalent
intermolecular interactions and kinetic processes, some of which are irreversible and which span a
daunting range of length and time scales, in hierarchically organized structures. This means
characterizing and sampling an enormous number of different metastable states that are separated by very
small energy differences, approaching kT. Understanding such complex out-of-equilibrium processes
requires new levels of, and approaches to, experimental characterization that probe and capture the
underlying temporal and spatial ranges without directly perturbing those processes, accompanied by
advances in theory.
Understanding nonequilibrium behavior in soft matter will advance our ability to synthesize and process
new materials, such as self-healing polymers, selective membranes, lightweight structural materials, and
recyclable polymers, with superior properties and function. The chemical diversity and tunability of soft
matter are vast and growing; this creates new opportunities and scientific challenges. Tunable polymer
design includes chemical functionality, molecular weight, polydispersity, tacticity, and branching, as well
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as the use of block copolymer, graft or multigraft and dendrimeric architectures, or the addition of organic
or inorganic fillers or reinforcing fibers to make hybrid composites. The molecular building blocks, such
as monomers, polymers or surfactant molecules, may be covalently or noncovalently assembled into
hierarchically organized structures with desirable macroscopic properties, resulting in nearly endless
versatility for creating materials with specific functionalities by design. As the complexity of these
systems grows, so do the challenges for understanding and controlling their fundamental structures and
properties.
One such challenge lies in understanding the interplay between assemblies at different length and time
scales and using this information to manipulate the processing conditions and chemistry to create
materials with prescribed macroscopic material properties. It is important not only to study the static and
dynamic behavior of newly designed soft materials, but also to investigate these materials in situ as part
of operating devices or under “real world” processing conditions to understand how their structure and
properties evolve under external stimuli.
To experimentally investigate the nonequilibrium behavior of soft matter, neutron scattering offers a
major advantage in its ability to nondestructively “see” light atoms (C, H, O, and N) and penetrate
through reaction vessels, allowing in situ measurements to monitor time-dependent processes, without
damaging weak bonds. In addition, neutrons can readily differentiate between hydrogen (H) and
deuterium (D) (using H/D contrast experiments) to provide insight into reaction mechanisms, structure,
and interfaces. With partial deuteration of specific molecules or sections of larger molecules, such as tails
of long polymers, or side chains in branched polymers, for example, it is possible to highlight specific
components or regions in complicated multicomponent and hierarchical materials. Deuteration of soft
matter requires specialized skills in organic and polymer synthesis; the ORNL Center for Nanophase
Materials Sciences (CNMS), which is located near the SNS, has expertise in deuteration for neutron
scattering, and researchers can submit user proposals to CNMS for synthesis and characterization of
deuterated compounds for use in neutron experiments. This ready access to deuteration promotes
optimized labeling strategies to do the best neutron experiment for the highest scientific impact.
Moreover, neutron energies are well matched to those of molecular vibrations, which are ideally captured
in neutron spectroscopy. Even more importantly, neutron spectroscopy techniques, such as spin echo,
simultaneously give information about both energy (or equivalently time) and size scales of the observed
molecular processes, providing a unique avenue to understanding the interplay of structure and dynamics
in soft materials. As described in Sect. 3.2, the STS will have significant advantages over current neutron
sources in that the beam will be smaller and brighter, which will significantly advance the possibilities for
in situ and operando studies, and its short-pulse, low repetition rate will provide simultaneous access to
wider ranges of length and time scales, reaching from below picoseconds and angstroms to microseconds
and micrometers. At the same time, the brighter beams will enable completion of some measurements in
less than a second.
Further, the new capabilities of STS will address knowledge gaps in soft matter research that also arise
from the growing mandate for polymeric materials made from renewable sources. Creating these
materials requires fundamental understanding of how to develop and process materials derived from
sources such as cellulose, corn sugar, or lactic acid into materials with desirable properties that are
compostable or biodegradable at the end of life. Likewise, the need to recycle, or better yet upcycle, vast
quantities of plastics and elastomers requires a deeper understanding of how to blend thermodynamically
incompatible polymers into useful materials through the clever use of block copolymer additives, the
development of new reactions and processes to recycle thermosets and deconstruct polymers into
monomers or feedstocks, and the development of superior resins intended for recycling.
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These emerging trends underscore the need for a foundational understanding of nonequilibrium dynamics
and hierarchical structural features on multiple length and time scales in materials that are subjected to
diverse and sometimes extreme environments during processing or use. The STS will provide wholly new
capabilities for studying the complex interplay of molecular architecture, dynamic hierarchical selfassembly, and emerging macroscopic properties. The bright neutron beams with broad simultaneous
energy range at the STS will make it possible to probe these fundamental aspects under conditions found
in realistic environments through the application of temperature gradients and shear-flow fields and the
creation of extreme chemical environments such as those encountered in batteries and fuel cell
membranes. The information obtained is ideal for validating high-performance computing simulations
that provide information at different length and time scales. Overall, these capabilities will reveal the
synergistic activity and additive properties of soft matter molecules and drive a new paradigm for
designing soft materials from a fundamental understanding of molecular and nonequilibrium dynamics.

3.2 New STS Experimental Capabilities for Soft Materials Research
The broad simultaneous range of neutron energies and high peak brightness of cold neutrons at the STS
will directly translate into unique experimental capabilities that will create new fundamental understanding and address currently unsolvable challenges in soft matter research. Hierarchical soft matter
structures that self-assemble from atom-level interactions up through the nanoscale and mesoscale require
techniques that simultaneously cover broad ranges of observable size and time scales. These techniques
will be enabled by the STS short-pulse, low-repetition-rate source characteristics and realized in new
neutron instruments. Simultaneous observation at multiple scales is crucial because of the
nonequilibrium, transient nature of many soft matter systems. This dynamic behavior over multiple
concurrent length and time scales that are connected in nontrivial ways through molecular architecture
and self-assembly is a key characteristic that makes soft matter research so challenging and interesting.
The most frequently used neutron techniques for studying soft matter structure are small-angle neutron
scattering (SANS), which is applied to bulk samples in transmission geometry, and neutron reflectivity
(NR), which is applied to film surfaces/interfaces. The unprecedented simultaneous neutron energy
bandwidth of the STS in these two techniques translates into broad ranges of measured momentum
transfer (also known as scattering vector, Q), which in turn means that multiple levels of length scale
(0.1–100 nm) are observed at the same time. The STS source characteristics will be especially useful for
new experiments—not possible today—that combine, in a single measurement, SANS and wide-angle
neutron scattering or diffraction (SANS/WANS, SANS/WAND). In this manner, atomic-level details,
such as local solvation around a surfactant headgroup, can be observed concurrently with nanoscale
features such as surfactant self-assembly into micelles or microemulsions.
The broad usable energy bandwidth provided by the STS also means that more neutrons will be on the
sample at a given time; this speeds up measurement times and provides access to kinetic studies. The
ability to perform time-resolved and cinematic studies of kinetic processes and beyond-equilibrium matter
is one of the most important transformative advances enabled by the STS. With the STS, measurement
times for most techniques will be reduced 100-fold and in some cases by more. For example, a typical NR
experiment on a thin film of block copolymer, in which the blocks can be distinguished by selective
deuteration, takes roughly 10 to 15 minutes on existing neutron sources. Reducing this to less than
10 seconds opens a window for probing dynamical phenomena associated with surface-driven structural
rearrangements as a function of environmental stimuli. In favorable cases, data collection will be possible
in less than a second, thereby opening up the possibility of single-shot (i.e., single neutron pulse)
experiments. The ability to monitor the nonequilibrium structural and dynamic evolution that follows
changes in temperature, shear flow, pressure, and other environmental conditions is crucial for
understanding the performance and/or processing of soft materials.
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In addition to the time-resolved (kinetic) snapshots of structure provided by NR, SANS, and WANS,
individual and collective molecular motion is directly observable by neutron spectroscopy methods.
Importantly, these techniques can simultaneously resolve both size scale and time scale by measuring
both momentum and energy transfer of the neutron. The very fine energy resolution of neutron spin echo
(NSE) spectroscopy provides a powerful tool for measuring the low-energy or “soft” coherent collective
dynamics near kT in soft materials that take place from picoseconds to hundreds of nanoseconds. NSE is a
dynamic extension of SANS and WANS techniques, and it will profit as SANS does from the STS source
characteristics. Just as a SANS/WANS technique at the STS will simultaneously cover atomistic and
nanoscale structures, a wide-angle NSE spectrometer will measure molecular motions simultaneously on
the scale from angstroms to 100 nanometers. As with SANS and NR, the gains from the increased neutron
energy bandwidth will speed up data acquisition for NSE, making it possible to address scientific
challenges that were previously out of reach of NSE through dynamics measurements over wide Q-ranges
on systems that evolve in tens to hundreds of seconds.
The smaller neutron beam diameters that will be available at the STS, thanks to the delivery of increased
flux from compact and brighter cold moderators, will enable new experiments on hierarchical,
nonequilibrium systems in several ways: Nonuniform, nonequilibrium systems can be spatially scanned
with smaller beams in situ or operando, for example in the case of shear flow in nontrivial geometries.
The scope of experiments will be greatly broadened to include such approaches as directing a smalldiameter (~0.1 mm) beam at different portions of a specimen subjected to inhomogeneous and timedependent flow, for example in a melt extruder. If sample size is a limiting factor, then the smaller beam
will allow sample volumes 100 times smaller than those needed today. Further, neutrons often enable
unique insights into unresolved soft matter questions by providing information complementary to that
obtained from other probes, such as optical spectroscopy. Smaller neutron beams and faster sampling
times will advance the possibilities for coincident multiprobe experiments. Techniques that lend
themselves to this approach include UV-visible, Raman, and IR. This would permit, for example, the
simultaneous measurement of the optical and electronic performance of an organic photovoltaic and its
structure during annealing to understand structure-performance relationships.
These new STS capabilities will enable studies of nonequilibrium processes, phase transitions, assembly/
disassembly, aggregation, interfacial layer formation, and stimuli-induced active motion in soft matter.
Indeed, the importance of “spatially and temporally resolved maps of dynamics that allow quantitative
predictions of time-dependent material properties” is highlighted in Challenges at the Frontiers of Matter
and Energy [Hemminger, 2015 (see p. vii)], which identifies the Grand Challenge of “Mastering
Hierarchical Architecture and Beyond-Equilibrium Matter.”
The new capabilities of the STS also address the four priority research directions defined in the report of
the Basic Research Needs Workshop on Innovation and Discovery of Transformative Experimental Tools
(Belkacem, 2017):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Establish new frontiers in time, space, and energy resolution for characterization and control.
Create innovative experimental methods for investigating “real-world” systems.
Simultaneously interrogate form and function, bridging time, length, and energy scales.
Drive a new paradigm for instrumentation design through integration of experiment, theory,
and computation.

The neutron scattering techniques developed for the STS, including SANS, NR, and NSE, will have new
capabilities that are enabled by very bright, compact cold neutron moderator sources that deliver neutrons
in short pulses at a low repetition rate, maximizing usable neutron energy bandwidth with superb
time-of-flight resolution. These capabilities will provide new fundamental knowledge for tackling the
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daunting challenges in nonequilibrium polymer dynamics and the evolution of hierarchical structures for
design and synthesis of new functional materials for energy, environmental, and societal needs.

3.3 First STS Experiments
3.3.1

Macromolecular Assembly in External Fields

One of the most important questions in soft matter science is how the structure and organization of soft
materials evolve over time during synthesis, processing, or aging. These dynamic processes are difficult
to study because they can occur over a wide range of time scales, may be irreversible, and take place
under extreme environments. With the peak brightness of the STS and the ability to operate in cinematic
mode, great strides can be made in probing kinetic processes in soft materials, such as self-assembly,
under extreme processing and operating conditions. The brighter beams available at the STS will facilitate
the examination of phase transitions, blend formation, aggregation, crystallization, and even in situ
synthesis with measurements completed in seconds or less. Key areas of study, in which nonequilibrium
dynamics control structural evolution and properties over time, include investigation of thermoplastics
under external forces (such as shear), dynamic polymer networks, self-healing polymers, and
compatibilization of polymers.
Understanding how the macroscopic rheological behavior of soft matter relates to molecular-level
deformations and molecular-scale interactions is critically important because the processing of thermoplastics and many other polymers involves flow under shear and/or extensional deformation in the
presence of temperature gradients. The small, bright beams and broad neutron energy bandwidth available
at the STS will make it possible to simultaneously study structures at the atomic and macromolecular
scale in nontrivial temperature-shear-flow gradient fields. These issues, which are not yet understood
even in simple semicrystalline polymers such as polyethylene, are becoming more urgent with the
development of new polymers and composites and with advances in three-dimensional (3D) processing
methods, which present new challenges and opportunities.
In this context, advances in understanding the evolution of structures and properties under nonequilibrium
flow would revolutionize the processing of plastics and the translation of technology to 3D printing
methods. For example, in injection molding, polymer pellets are heated above their melting point and
pushed through an extrusion nozzle to fill a mold and create a part. Determining the correct mixture and
processing conditions (pressure, flow rate, temperature, etc.) to obtain the desired mechanical properties
is typically accomplished by trial and error rather than through a fundamental understanding of the
structure-property-flow relationships. New insights into the evolution of the structure of the polymer
chains in different regions of the extruder and mold would provide new (currently unavailable) insight
into controlling materials properties under nonequilibrium conditions. With the small, bright neutron
beams at the STS, it will be possible to determine polymer chain structures in different regions of the
extruder and mold, particularly if a small percentage of the macromolecules being studied are deuterium
labeled in a predominantly hydrogenated bulk (or vice versa), because the individual polymer chain
conformation can be observed. SANS/WANS can be used to study the spatially resolved evolution of
structure from the atomistic level to the nanoscale (0.1–100 nm), and the results will be coupled to
development of new computational models for predictive understanding of nonequilibrium flow of
polymer.
Although understanding structural evolution in thermoplastics under flow is challenging, understanding
the evolution of structure and properties in polymers that form dynamic bond networks, such as vitrimers
(see Fig. 3.1), presents far greater challenges—and opportunities. These macromolecules are opening up a
new generation of materials, which could change the landscape of materials science in a variety of
applications and lead to the creation of recyclable thermosets [Christensen, 2019]. Mastering reversible
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changes in polymers is a key for
controlling material structure and
properties through the use of local
stimuli or changes in the nanoscale
environment. Such “dynamic polymers”
possess reversible interactions including
hydrogen bonds, electrostatic
interactions, and dynamic covalent
bonds, such as esters, imines, or DielsAlder adducts.
Fig. 3.1. Dynamic exchange reaction of vitrimers. Image

The key chemistries enabling dynamic
source: Adapted from Fortman et al. [2018, Fig. 2]; used with
behavior are dynamic exchangeable
permission of the American Chemical Society].
groups or dynamic reversible groups,
which enable changes in local chain
connectivity without chemical degradation. As a result, these materials can be processed and reprocessed
into desired shapes through the breaking and reforming of bonds in response to application of the proper
stimulus, but they otherwise remain stable. Understanding and controlling this dynamic process in the
solid state and as a function of environmental stimuli is challenging, but by coupling spectroscopy, to
follow bond making and breaking, with SANS/WANS, to follow structural evolution, new fundamental
understanding can be gleaned. The theoretical aspects of these weakly linked systems require developments in the interplay of quantum mechanics with modern polymer theory; this remains an area in which
major advances can be expected.
Self-healing polymers comprise another exciting class of advanced dynamic polymers that can repair
damage under specific stimulation via a temporary increase in mobility, which leads to a reflow of the
material in the damaged area followed by chemical or physical bonding. The predominant molecular
mechanisms involved in the healing processes include dynamic covalent chemistry, thermoreversible
physical interactions, or supramolecular chemistry. Challenges arise in understanding stimuli-induced
structural and dynamical changes in the polymer on the relevant time and length scales. The SANS/
WANS capabilities at the STS enable simultaneous investigation of the evolution of structures from the
atomic scale to the nanoscale (0.1–100 nm).
The dynamic behavior of these materials arises from reversible interactions (e.g., hydrogen-bonding,
ionic, or even Van der Waals interactions) and drives the self-healing that restores their mechanical
performance and original functionalities; this can extend lifetimes, improve performance, and contribute
to polymer upcycling. Self-healing polymers are of keen interest for separations membranes, structural
composites, sealants, and coatings because of their potential to extend the functional lifetimes of these
materials. Understanding the pathways to self-healing will be useful in the development of synthetic
polymeric materials that exhibit predictable dynamic behavior with controlled reversible interactions.
One of the challenges in the recycling and upcycling of polymers is the requirement for pure polymer
streams. A major step in addressing this challenge would be the development of copolymers that could
compatibilize otherwise nonmiscible polymer blends, such as polyethylene and polypropylene, into
materials with properties that are as good as (or superior to) those of the starting polymers. The challenge
is in understanding the miscibility of the chains at the polymer–polymer interface and the entanglement
and dynamics of the polymer chains. Researchers at the STS will study self-assembly from monomer
interactions to polymer chain conformation, using SANS/WANS and wide-angle NSE spectroscopy, as a
function of chemistry and blend composition. Deuterated polymers will be used to study the polymer–
polymer interface. The flux available at the STS will make it possible to perform in situ characterization
of these blends while they are subjected to temperature and shear gradients. Moreover, by applying the
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small, bright beams of the STS and using millifluidic mixing sample environments, researchers will
explore polymer blend phase spaces by continuously varying composition, time after mixing, and
environmental conditions such as temperature. This type of spatially resolved kinetic experiment can only
be performed at the STS. Although some fundamental theoretical studies of polymer–polymer interfaces
have been conducted, many questions remain, including issues associated with interpenetration of
dangling ends. These new experiments at the STS will surely induce advances from the theoretical/
computational community.
Owing to its excellent penetrating power and sensitivity to the light elements, neutron scattering is one
of few tools for operando characterization of, for example, the morphology and dynamics of membranes
used in fuel cells, batteries, or water purification. The unparalleled spatial resolution and flux offered by
the STS and the broad Q-range of proposed instruments allow time-resolved measurements of structural
changes on length scales from angstroms to a few hundred nanometers during a single experiment. The
knowledge gained from these measurements will help to guide the synthesis of next-generation materials
with revolutionized properties and stabilities.

3.3.2

Making Hierarchical Structures Using Charged Polymers

The unique structures and properties of polymers arise from a combination of the composition (chemical
constitution, size, structure, and cross-linking), noncovalent interactions between the polymer chains, and
the method used to process them. While assembly of many synthetic polymers tends to rely on weak
van der Waals interactions, biological systems also take advantage of electrostatic interactions and
hydrogen bonding. Including these interactions in synthetic polymers adds new diversity to the structure
and dynamics of the polymers and creates new opportunities for novel function, such as ion and proton
transport, catalytic activity, response to stimuli, and biomimicry.
Charged polymers are particularly challenging because the additional interactions are spatially heterogeneous, ranging from the atomic scale (angstrom) to nanometers and micrometers. The interactions also
impact chain dynamics, which changes how the materials assemble and function. Indeed, polyelectrolyte
dynamics in polar solvents has hardly been explored even at the theoretical level. Neutron scattering
studies can provide key insights into the complex interplay of molecular architecture, dynamic
hierarchical self-assembly, and emerging macroscopic properties. The bright neutron beams of the STS
that simultaneously provide broad measurements over length scales from atomic to nanoscale will enable
studies of these fundamental aspects of charge polymer behavior in situ under a variety of temperatures,
pressures, and flows, as well as in various chemical environments.
Polyelectrolytes are synthetic or natural polymers that contain ionizable functional groups that dissociate
in aqueous solution, making the polymers charged. Polyelectrolytes are classified as anionic, cationic, or
ampholytic, depending on whether the ionized polymer carries negative or positive charges, or both. They
can serve as thickening agents, emulsifiers, conditioners, flocculants or dispersants. Polyelectrolytes are
responsive to the environment; this enables, for example, a delivery vehicle for specific cargoes, such as
ions in batteries (triggered with electric fields) and drugs for medical applications (triggered with changes
in pH), as well as robust (strain hardening) or self-healing materials. However, a fundamental
understanding of how polyelectrolyte molecules behave in solution remains elusive. For example, in
typical aqueous media in the presence of salts, ion condensation on the polymers has been a controversial
problem, which requires solution if progress is to be made. Furthermore, as a result of electrostatic
repulsion, polyelectrolytes can be strongly correlated both topologically and at the intermolecular level,
and numerous experimental variables can be used to control their structure and dynamics. Thus, the
description of polyelectrolytes in their liquid and solid states is one of the most challenging issues in
chemistry, physics, and the biological sciences.
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One class of polyelectrolyte materials now being studied is polymer coacervate complexes, which are
mixtures of polyanions and polycations. Coacervates are often used as platforms for encapsulation,
particularly in food and personal care products; they also find application in adhesion, deriving and
transporting biomaterials, and sensing applications. These systems have broad current and future
applications in biomedicine, such as cartilage mimicry, tissue culture scaffolding, and adhesives for wet,
biological environments. Coacervate complexes can be formed from both synthetic and biological
polyelectrolytes. However, synthetic block copolymers provide an excellent platform around which
specific structures and functionalities may be developed and tuned, because the resulting coacervates are
highly dependent on the architectures of the polymers and on their concentrations.
A simple example of a synthetic coacervate complex is
a polyelectrolyte‐rich aqueous solution that results
from the electrostatic complexation of oppositely
charged macroions, such as poly(styrenesulfonate) and
poly(diallyldimethylammonium). The constituents can
also be more complex, such as those that form from
block copolymers. An example of such a coacervate
and the rich phase behavior that can exist is shown in
Fig. 3.2. ABA block copolymers with differently
charged end groups and a water-soluble, central block
form micelles at low concentration. As the
concentration increases, the micelles become linked to
form a gel that transitions to a well-ordered crystal
structure at even higher concentrations [Srivastava,
2017; Krogstad, 2014; Ortony, 2014].
The process of coacervation is kinetic and is strongly
modulated via changes in ionic strength, pH, salt
additives, and temperature. How the polymer chains
respond during the process of coacervation remains
largely unknown but must be determined if the
relationship between formation pathways and control
of the responsiveness of the solid form of these
materials is to be achieved.

Fig. 3.2. Schematic of an ABA block
copolymer complex coacervate. The
oppositely charged A blocks (red and blue)
create the coacervate (lower left) that forms
micelles at low concentration. The coacervate
domains are bridged by the neutral B block
(here, polyethylene glycol [PEG], shown in
grey). The coacervate domains can adopt a loose
gel-like structure (top left) that can become very
well ordered at the nanoscale if concentrations
are high enough [Srivastava, 2017]. Image
source: Used with permission of Peter Allen,
Institute for Molecular Engineering, University
of Chicago.

Assembling and manipulating the properties of
polyelectrolytes on a surface is even more challenging
than in solution because the noncovalent polymer–
polymer and polymer–surface interactions must be
controlled by stimuli such as pH, ionic strength,
temperature, and solvent to achieve the desired film. The potential also exists for covalent interactions,
such as a polyelectrolyte brush on a surface. The polymer composition (including the nature and density
of charged groups), polarity and structure of the polymer backbone, and the polymer morphology all
influence the final structure and properties. Neutron scattering methods are well suited for these studies,
and the flux and bandwidth provided by the STS will be used to perform experiments that result in
unprecedented levels of detail, with time resolution of seconds. These results will engender more attention
to these issues from the theoretical community.
For example, multilayer films of poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA) assembled through hydrogen-bonded
layer-by-layer adsorption with poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) on surfaces can be crosslinked with
ethylenediamine (EDA) and the PVP subsequently released at high pH to leave a crosslinked PMAA
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hydrogel, which can exhibit dramatic and reversible volume changes under external stimuli
[Kozlovskaya, 2013]. However, even for this simple set of polymers, the complex sequence of events that
occur during the crosslinking reaction and lead to the hierarchical structures has yet to be fully characterized, and many fundamental questions remain [Kozlovskaya, 2015]. Specifically:
•
•
•
•

Are the reactions reversible, and how does that impact the structural evolution?
How does the ionization of PMAA disrupts the film stability?
Does the ionic strength of the media impact the final structure?
Do the reagents penetrate into the film or is the surface crosslinked?

Current NR studies demonstrate that spin-coated multilayer films are highly organized after crosslinking;
this implies that reaction must happen on a time scale shorter than or close to the induced ionization by
the EDA. To resolve the reaction pathways, a subminute time-resolved NR experiment is needed; this
experiment can only be performed at the STS. Answers to these and many other fundamental questions
about how polymer coacervates form at surfaces and how they respond to changes in their environment
will lay the foundation for guided functional material development.
Although understanding coacervate structure and dynamics in solution is challenging, assembling and
manipulating their properties on a surface presents many additional issues because the polymer–polymer
and polymer–surface interactions must be controlled by stimuli such as pH, ionic strength, temperature,
and solvent. Moreover, as noted, the final structure and properties are influenced by the polymer
composition, the polarity and structure of the polymer backbone, and the polymer morphology. The
instruments at the STS will enable measurements of coacervation kinetics with a time resolution of
seconds because of the intense beams and broad measurement bandwidth. Such measurements are not
presently feasible at any neutron source. With the world-leading SANS/WANS and NR instruments that
the STS will provide, researchers can finally decode this long-standing mystery and unlock our ability to
predictively employ molecular topology; chemical sequence; orthogonal interactions, such as hydrogen
bonding; and more complex 3D structures to deliver highly functional coacervate materials.

3.3.3

Watching Polyelectrolytes at Work

While many neutron scattering experiments on polyelectrolytes and their complexes seek to gain new,
fundamental knowledge about the physics and chemistry of the materials, a great deal can also be learned
about materials during use. One of the great advantages of neutrons over other experimental probes is that
they are highly penetrating and nondestructive. As a result, systems can be studied under realistic and
operational conditions. In the case of polyelectrolytes, these charged materials can be observed as they
interact with other parts of an assembled system, such as a battery or a fuel cell. With the small, bright
beams of the STS and the wide dynamic range, a deep understanding of functioning materials can be
gained with time resolutions on the order of seconds. Such studies can help drive improvements in device
performance and directly impact real-world applications.
For example, polyelectrolytes can be used as membranes in lithium ion and flow batteries, water purification, and ion exchange applications. Solid polymer electrolytes are highly attractive because of their
mechanical properties and their low flammability compared to commonly used liquid electrolytes.
However, their ionic conductivities are currently an order of magnitude lower than the liquids used in
commercial Li+ ion batteries. Fundamental research in functional devices can be used to help guide
advanced materials development, and the performance gains that the STS will provide will be invaluable.
To improve ion conductivity in solid polyelectrolyte batteries, the relationship between ion transport and
the structure and dynamics of the polymer must be understood and controlled. In particular, an
understanding of how ions interact with the polymer chain is essential. A feature observed in previous
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scattering studies of polyelectrolyte membranes is the so-called ionomer peak, which is thought to arise
from clustering of ions into “multiplets” or cylindrical micelles in the hydrophobic environment created
by polymer backbone. [MacKnight and Lundberg, 1984; Lantman et al., 1988]. Such clustering would
invariably impact performance. However, despite recent successes investigating ion clusters in
membranes [Schmidt-Rohr and Chen, 2008; Middleton et al., 2016], the relationship of this clustering
with the mobility of water, ions and protons in various ionomer membranes has yet to be resolved. The
instruments of the STS can provide new information on the structure of the clusters over a wide range of
length scales under conditions of applied electric field, while also revealing the dynamics of the clusters
under operational conditions, such as in an operational Li+ ion battery, thereby making it possible to
visualize the basis for the differences in ion conductivity.
In fuel cells [Hickner et al., 2004], solar fuel generators [Lewis and Nocera, 2006], and supercapacitors
[Simon and Gogotsi, 2008], understanding and controlling proton transport in amphoteric electrolyte
membranes is critical. However, the relationship between the dynamics of molecular processes (e.g.,
hopping and diffusion) and proton conduction remains elusive. Proton hopping is presumed to decouple
transport from diffusion and enhance both the fraction of the ionic current carried by the proton (i.e., the
transference number) and the overall ionic conductivity [Hoarfrost et al., 2012a, 2012b; Newman and
Thomas-Alyea, 2004]. Learning the underlying physical mechanisms that govern proton transport in
amphoteric electrolytes as well as in aqueous solutions via the Grotthuss proton tunneling mechanism
would constitute a major milestone in alternative energy conversion and storage.
Inelastic neutron scattering can reveal proton dynamics due to the large difference in incoherent scattering
cross section between hydrogen and deuterium. With deuterium labeling of just a fraction of the
molecules, the hydrogenated protons of interest become selectively “visible” to neutron beams without
large changes in the molecular thermodynamic properties. Inelastic neutron scattering is complementary
to nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), since the latter is a purely local probe. In particular, deep insights
can be obtained with the proposed wide-angle NSE instrument, a type of instrument that would greatly
benefit from the brightness of the STS. This instrument, combined with a hermetic, temperature- and
humidity-controlled sample environment for applying an electric field, would have a major impact on the
evolution of the understanding of proton and, more generally, ion transport.

3.3.4

Discovering Advanced Soft Matter Composites In Situ

Advances in soft materials for real-world applications will come not only from optimizing the structure
and properties of pure compounds, but also from employing polymer mixtures, copolymers, and
composites. Soft matter research at the STS will advance our understanding of composite blends of
polymers with organic or inorganic additives, metals, nanoparticles, or fibers, created to enhance one or
more properties of the bulk material. Because polymer composites can have high strength and stiffness,
and are light in weight, corrosion resistant, machinable, and moldable, there has been significant interest
in using them for a wide range of applications, from transportation to construction materials to sports
equipment. For example, new 3D printing technology has been developed for polymer/carbon-fiber
composites. In these polymer matrix composites, the matrix serves as a load distributor by transferring the
applied force to the stronger and stiffer fiber. Therefore, strong interfacial interactions between the
polymer and the fiber are required to establish an efficient load transfer, which increases the mechanical
properties of the composites. This requirement is even more important in nanocomposites, in which
nanoparticles are typically <50 nm and have an extremely high surface-to-volume ratio. Polymer
nanocomposites with functionalized nanoparticles are of great interest because their properties can be
controlled not only by the size and nature of the nanomaterial, but also by its surface functionalization,
which helps to increase compatibility with the polymer matrix.
These advances in 3D printing technology are creating a need to understand and characterize the impacts
of external processing conditions on the interfacial interactions between the polymer and the matrix, the
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influence of the nanoscale particles on the fabrication route, and the final properties of the composite. In
most 3D printing techniques, the polymer and nanoparticles or fibers are mixed and deposited by melting
and curing in a nonequilibrium process. In a layer-by-layer process, the mechanical strength of the final
product largely depends on the strength of the bonding between adjacent layers. It is crucial to understand
in real time the extent to which polymer molecules of sequentially deposited layers interdiffuse and to
know what degrees of orientation or strain are exhibited by the individual polymer molecules, because
these factors are linked to important bulk material properties, including residual stress and layer adhesion.
The situation is further complicated by the presence of filler materials used to produce polymer
composites.
Overall, a clear understanding of the interplay of molecular interactions and packing, polymer chain
conformation, density fluctuations, and filler dispersion and alignment is needed. Through selective
deuteration of the polymer matrix and/or the surface coating, the interactions between the matrix and the
nanoparticles or fibers can be studied with neutron scattering in real time with subsecond resolution
during processing at the STS; these studies can be accomplished only with the STS instruments, which
will simultaneously probe the dynamics and the hierarchical structure from the atomic to molecular scale
(0.1–100 nm).
In polymer-nanoparticle composites, the nanoparticle can act as a template for the self-assembly of
hierarchical structures with unique properties. To understand and control the properties of polymernanoparticle composites, it is necessary to identify and characterize the different kinetic phenomena and
molecular interactions in the self-assembly and crystallization processes. For example, it has been found
that single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) can induce self-assembly and crystallization of an
amorphous nonlinear polyetherimide in a polymer nanocomposite [Hegde et al., 2013; Hegde et al., 2014;
Hegde et al., 2015]. This results in appreciable improvements in thermomechanical properties (Fig. 3.3).
However, many fundamental questions regarding this self-assembly process remain elusive: how the
CNTs induce crystallization in this high-performance polymer; what initiates and promotes nucleation
and growth; what are the crystallization kinetics and what is the morphology of the crystalline domains;
and how does crystallization influence the hierarchical structure of the composite? Electron microscopy
techniques provide limited information due to the poor contrast between the crystalline polymer and
SWCNT, moreover, these measurements observe limited area of the samples. The high flux of cold
neutrons and wide Q-range SANS instrument at
the STS are critical for the in situ experiments
where crystal growth as function of time and
temperature can be investigated. Simultaneously probing length scales from 0.1 to
100 nm, uniquely enabled by these new STS
capabilities will permit investigations of the
origins of CNT as well as other nanomaterial
induced crystallization and advance the design
of novel polymer nanocomposites for both
structural and functional applications. Access
to the higher flux and brighter beam will be
Fig. 3.3. Crystalline domains of ODPA-P3 matrix
critical for these time-resolved experiments.
containing 2.4 vol% SWCNTs. The repeat distances of
These experiments will provide new insights
the crystalline domains are marked, but the microscopy
into how the interfacial interactions in
has little contrast [Hegde et al., 2013]. The STS will
polymers and matrix controls the structure and
provide structural information over several length scales
properties of polymer composites and provide
for studies of both polymer and nanotube structures.
insights into the design of new materials with
Image source: Reprinted with permission from Hegde et
superior properties.
al. [2013, Figs. 2 and 5].
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Perhaps one of the greatest opportunities for applying the unique capabilities of STS to soft matter
research will arise from correlating soft material composition and processing with the structure and the
desired property—and to do so in situ and in real time. Relating the composition of any polymer
composite to function is not simple because it involves length scales from angstroms to hundreds of
nanometers. Significant fundamental research is required to forge this link. The relationships between
composition, degree of polymerization or polydispersity, and miscibility or crystallization, as well as all
combinations of these parameters, must be established. The resulting data will be multidimensional,
which presents opportunities and challenges. Machine learning methods are an enabling technology for
bridging complex experiments with actionable knowledge, and the ORNL Leadership Computing Facility
(OLCF) has been leading efforts to apply these methods to a wide variety of problems. The tools and
expertise developed in this task will be of great value in developing and validating models that explain the
data collected at the STS; leveraging the resources of the OLCF would go a long way toward addressing
fundamental challenges identified at a 2016 National Science Foundation workshop held to assess the
opportunities and challenges facing the field of polymer science and engineering [Bates, 2016].
Beyond simple composition, processing conditions such as temperature, shear flow, or curing time can be
varied in time and integrated with post-fabrication performance characterization to train integrated
machine learning such that if a composition is specified, its performance parameters can be predicted
based on the processing performed to produce it. Such “in situ discovery of material fabrication” is
currently unthinkable but will be feasible by combining STS instrumentation enabled by the available flux
and bandwidth with novel sample environments and new approaches to neutron data evaluation aided by
machine learning. Applying these methods to renewable polymers and nanocomposites will speed up
development of new materials and may reveal ways to achieve heretofore unforeseen properties.
Ultimately, the STS and the beamlines that it serves enable these approaches, which are currently not
possible due to flux and measurement bandwidth limitations.

3.3.5

Controlling Structure and Flow in Complex Fluids

Complex fluids are integral to many facets of daily life. Shampoo, engine oil, mixed solvents for chemical
separations, and fluids for hydraulic fracking to recover oil and natural gas are all examples of complex
fluids. The key challenge posed by complex fluids is that synergistic interactions between components
may lead to an unpredictable behavior that none of the components exhibits by itself. Further, complex
fluids are rarely encountered when they are static. Instead, they are found in constantly changing conditions that alter how they interact with their environment, which creates challenges to understanding how
they work and respond. A fundamental understanding of the link between the structure of a complex fluid,
its dynamics, and its response to changing conditions, such as temperature, pressure or shear, is lacking.
Developing a predictive level of quantitative understanding remains a grand challenge because the scope
of the problem—the ranges of length and time scales that are important—is immense. Interactions that
take place from the atomic level to hundreds of nanometers represent a regime from which macroscopic
behaviors emerge and on which the STS will have a critical impact. The small, bright beams and broad
bandwidth provided by the STS will enable rapid, simultaneous measurement of these length scales with
time resolution of seconds or faster—which is required for studying materials that are not static (i.e.,
nonequilibrium phenomena) or uniform, such as are found when complex fluids are flowing in confined
spaces.
The solvent mixtures employed in the PUREX process for recovering plutonium and uranium from used
nuclear fuel (i.e., nitric acid, water, tri-n-butyl phosphate [TBP], and n-octane) provide a useful example
[Motokawa et al., 2019]. Metal nitrates are coordinated by two TBP molecules (Fig. 3.4). Hydrophobic
coordination complexes assemble into well-defined primary clusters, which further assemble into
superclusters, resulting in a hierarchical assembly that is vital for the most efficient performance of this
separations chemistry of metal ions. If the concentrations of the components of the solvent change, this
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system phase separates and fails to
perform. Previous studies have used a
combination of X-ray spectroscopy and
neutron scattering experiments to cover
all of the relevant length scales. Instruments at the STS will be able to cover
the same length scales with a single
measurement in real time, thereby
making it possible to correlate the
impact of experimental variables, such
as temperature, concentration, and pH,
with structure and performance.
Understanding and controlling the
formation of these aggregates will lead
to the design of more efficient
separations processes.

Fig. 3.4. Hierarchical structures in the complex fluid used in
the PUREX process. Complexes (left) assemble into clusters
(center) that themselves form superclusters (right). Image source:
Motokawa et al. [2019, Fig. 2].

Fluids employed in hydraulic fracking are prime examples of complex fluids that are subjected to a
variety of changing flow, shear, temperature, and pressure during use. All of the interactions that create
the functional structure of the fluid and how it interacts with the surrounding rock and responds to these
forces are not fully understood. Many fracking fluids in current use are primarily aqueous based but have
additives that improve various aspects of their performance, such as flow through pipe and shale and
ability to extract products from the well. As noted in Basic Research Needs for Energy and Water [Tirrell,
2017], current technologies require a great deal of water over the lifetime of the well, and the water
cannot always be readily recovered or recycled. The development of new hydraulic fracking fluids has the
potential to both improve performance and reduce environmental impact.
Nonaqueous foams composed of polymers, nanoparticles, and surfactants, which contain low water
content, constitute a proposed replacement for fracking fluid that would greatly reduce water consumption
over the lifetime of a well [Middleton et al., 2015] and could be more environmentally friendly than
current fluids. The challenge lies in learning how the components assemble into the foam and
understanding how the foam changes as it is injected into a well and pressurized to extract oil and gas.
During use, these foams will be subjected to pressure, flow and shear, as well as changes in chemical
composition. Because neutrons are highly penetrating and uniquely sensitive to light elements,
specifically hydrogen and deuterium, neutron scattering is one of the few probes that can study these
materials under the conditions that they would experience in an active well. The self-assembled structures
(formed at length scales from 1 Å to hundreds of nanometers) that are responsible for the intrinsic
physical and chemical properties of the foam and govern its behavior as it transitions from outside the
well to inside the fractures that form in the shale can only be probed simultaneously at the STS. By
combining the intense beams of the STS with realistic sample environments that can probe foams in situ
(i.e., rock) at relevant temperatures and pressures, it will be possible to study the relationship between
foam composition, preparation methods, and the resulting structure and properties in real time with time
resolution of seconds or faster.

3.4 Conclusion
The STS will enable major breakthroughs in addressing the grand challenges in soft matter science. New
fundamental knowledge will be gained in the understanding and control of nonequilibrium processes and
resulting hierarchical structures and properties in soft matter; this will have an enormous impact on a wide
range of industrial processes, including melt processing of thermoplastics (extrusion, blow molding,
co-extrusion, thermoforming); thermoset and adhesive reaction engineering; extruding fiber-reinforced
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and nanoparticle polymer composites; and applying self-healing coatings and films. Moreover, emerging
technologies in 3D and 4D printing and additive manufacturing of polymeric composite materials require
new understanding of polymer flow and self-assembly to bring them closer to competitive and
commercial applications. Current knowledge is limited to what can be borrowed from bulk processing
and conventional formative manufacturing methods. There is a need to find new materials, such as
monomers, additives, and binders; new hierarchical structures; and innovative processes to create soft
matter with desired properties for future applications. This requires new fundamental knowledge and
understanding and advanced in situ characterization tools, which can be leveraged to advance American
competitiveness in the generation of transformational materials and advanced manufacturing processes
not easily duplicated by other countries.
The increased peak brightness of cold neutrons and the advances in neutron optics and detector technology at STS will reduce neutron scattering measurement times by two orders of magnitude or more,
enabling studies with subsecond time resolution of the interplay between structure and dynamics during
nonequilibrium processes that are not possible today. The STS will offer smaller beam sizes for spatially
resolved in situ and operando studies and a much broader range of neutron energies that will allow the
simultaneous measurement of atomic to nanoscale changes in structures from 0.1 to 100 nm, which is key
to understanding the evolution of structure and properties.
These new STS experimental capabilities provide for the development of a predictive time-dependent
understanding of the structure and dynamics of soft matter and the ability to master hierarchical
architectures, paving the way to innovative and sustainable soft materials for energy applications. The
experimental advances gained from the STS also have the potential to stimulate important advances in
theory, simulation, and the management and exploitation of increasingly large data sets (see Sect. 8). The
development and operation of the STS will equip the scientific community with tools for pursuing many
of the priority research directions articulated in the series of workshops and roundtables organized by the
U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Basic Energy Sciences over the past two decades [BES Workshop
Reports, 2019].
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4. QUANTUM MATTER
The STS will make it possible to explore quantum phenomena in ways that are not possible on any
current neutron source in the world. The increased peak brightness of neutrons at the STS, in combination
with advances in neutron optics, will make it possible to exploit the neutron’s exquisite sensitivity to
magnetism and low-energy excitations for studies of quantum materials at the very earliest stages of
materials discovery—long before large crystals are available. This will provide researchers with the
ability to test theoretical predictions as soon as new materials are synthesized, with the potential to
significantly accelerate the discovery of quantum materials. In fact, the STS will enable the reduction of
the sample size required for inelastic neutron scattering by at least two orders of magnitude, ultimately
enabling timely studies of artificially layered materials, epitaxial interfaces, or layers of nanoparticles. In
addition, the characteristics of the STS will lead to groundbreaking advances in studying the response of
quantum materials to extreme external conditions, such as magnetic fields and applied pressure.

4.1 Introduction
Quantum properties in materials have transformed our society: silicon, the material that underpins much
of today’s technology, is a semiconductor whose electrons and holes make our phones smart, power the
internet, and make energy from sunlight. Nearly everything we do is affected by how these charge carriers
move around at the atomic scale. The Silicon Age came about as a result of new ideas about the quantum
behavior of electrons, combined with ingenuity as to how these ideas could be used to do things that were
formerly impossible. Another transformation is now in progress, driven by the discovery of new kinds of
quantum states in real materials and the exploitation of their remarkable properties and behavior
In many ways, silicon is not fully a quantum material; its charge carriers only come about because of
quantum rules that exclude electrons from sharing states, but one thing is missing: entanglement.
Entangling independent particles means putting them into a combined quantum state that can transport,
process, and convert energy and information in new ways. For example, harnessing entanglement is at the
heart of unbreakable encryption, teleportation, and quantum computation. It is only very recently that the
principles behind the formation of highly entangled states in materials were proposed and that methods
were developed to exploit the ability of these materials to generate charge carriers. The key to this
breakthrough is the recognition that topology, the mathematics of how to classify different types of knots,
for example, could act as a guide to finding new quantum states that could become the full quantum
replacement for silicon.
An explosion in discoveries has begun with new types of quasiparticles, from Dirac and Weyl fermions in
topological quantum materials to magnetic monopoles and Majorana fermions in spin liquids being
proposed and even in some cases seen. Magnetism is central in quantum materials research because it
provides a way of controlling the quantum states; frequently, the states themselves have magnetic
constituents. Neutrons are vital to making progress not only because they are both able to unravel the
magnetism in solids but also because, as a quantum probe, they give irreplaceable information on
quantum states at the atomic scale.
Neutron scattering provides a unique view of the magnetic structure and dynamics of quantum materials.
As a recent example, inelastic neutron scattering (INS) has provided essential information needed to
understand the exotic Kitaev quantum spin liquid state proposed to exist in α-RuCl3 [Banerjee et al.,
2016]. Many exotic quantum behaviors have been predicted, some of which require extreme conditions of
temperature, magnetic field, and pressure. Current neutron sources have limited access to this parameter
space, making experimental verification challenging or impossible.
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The quantum materials revolution is just beginning, and the discoveries and understanding that will only
be made possible by the leap forward in neutron capabilities provided by the STS will keep the United
States at the forefront of the new science and technology. The extraordinary properties of quantum
materials will have far-reaching impact, with the promise of transformative properties in energy storage,
conversion, and transmission and in new types of computing involving low-power electronics, spin-based
processing, or quantum computing and storage.

4.2 New STS Experimental Capabilities for Quantum Materials
As recommended in the report on the Basic Research Needs Workshop on Quantum Materials for Energy
Relevant Technology [Broholm, 2016], a detailed understanding of complex quantum materials, including
their fundamental structures and quasiparticle excitations, will require new experimental tools. Many of
the exotic properties exhibited by quantum materials are mediated by quantum fluctuations, where the
energy scale of the associated quasiparticles is low. This requires probes optimized to explore these
energies and measurements at very low temperatures. Furthermore, the complexity of these materials
requires measurements over a range of length scales from atomic to mesoscale. These characteristic
energies and length scales make the high peak brightness beams of cold neutrons provided by the STS
ideal for exploring the fundamental properties of quantum materials.
The intense interest in quantum materials is leading to the discovery of new materials at a rapid pace.
These materials are often complex, and crystal growth requires different approaches including techniques
such as high-pressure synthesis that only yield small quantities. The high peak brightness of cold neutrons
combined with focusing optics will enable INS measurements on samples ~100 times smaller than is
possible today.
Sample environment equipment used to provide extreme conditions, such as pressure cells or high-field
magnets, often limits sample sizes and results in a restricted detector view. Time-of-flight (TOF) neutron
scattering can enable neutron diffraction and INS under such restricted conditions, and the accessible
range of d-spacing and energy transfer is directly coupled to the available neutron bandwidth. The broad
range of wavelengths delivered within a single pulse of the STS will enable simultaneous mapping of
wide regions of the energy-momentum landscape. Combining this bandwidth with the unrivaled
brightness of the STS and focusing optics will enable neutron scattering measurements in regimes of
pressure, field, and temperature. These unique source characteristics, together with advances in diamond
anvil cell design, will allow neutron diffraction measurements at pressures up to 100 GPa and INS beyond
10 GPa.
Similarly, the bandwidth and peak brightness of the STS open new possibilities for neutron scattering in
high magnetic fields. High-temperature superconductors can now be used in ultrahigh-field magnets for
neutron scattering with a maximum field exceeding 35 T. Such magnets (similar to those at the National
High Magnetic Field Laboratory) require substantial infrastructure and would necessitate a dedicated
installation with an optimized neutron scattering instrument built around the magnet. The scale of the
magnet infrastructure, in combination with the need to avoid stray field impacts on neighboring
instruments, would require positioning this magnet relatively far from the source. In a TOF neutron
scattering instrument, the available neutron bandwidth is reduced at larger distances from the source due
to overlap with subsequent pulses. With the distance restriction imposed by such a high-field magnet, the
15 Hz operation of the STS is required to provide the necessary neutron bandwidth to enable both elastic
neutron scattering and INS under these extreme conditions. Further, the magnet bore size will restrict the
available sample volume; consequently, the high peak brightness and focusing optics that will be
available at the STS are essential, particularly for INS. Together, these characteristics of the STS will
provide an unprecedented ability to comprehensively study magnetic structure and dynamics of quantum
materials in fields above 35 T.
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As informative as conventional unpolarized neutron scattering is, polarized neutrons provide even greater
specificity. Such measurements enable separation of competing and intertwined orders and detailed
studies of chiral states in topological materials; they may hold the key to quantitatively understanding
quantum entanglement. Polarized neutron scattering over a broad range of energy-momentum space is
technically challenging and has only been possible in recent years. Despite progress in polarizing neutron
optics, these methods are still subject to intensity limitations, making such measurements for both elastic
neutron scattering and INS possible only for large samples and large magnetic scattering cross sections.
The STS provides the peak brightness and bandwidth to overcome these limitations and will deliver
critical information that can be uniquely obtained from polarized neutron scattering when it is needed
most: for small, high-quality samples with quantum spins.
In summary, the next-generation neutron scattering capabilities provided by the STS are ideally suited
to probe quantum materials across relevant length and time scales, simultaneously, both in and out of
equilibrium. The broad impact of the STS in this area of research is described through a series of specific
examples in Sect. 4.3.

4.3 First STS Experiments
4.3.1

Revealing the Fundamental Interactions in Quantum Disordered Materials

Conventional magnetic materials undergo a symmetry-breaking phase transition to spin or valence bond
order upon cooling below the characteristic interaction energy scale, J. In some quantum materials,
quantum fluctuations suppress this phase transition to temperatures far below J, opening a temperature
regime with exotic emergent quasiparticles such as spinons, visons, skyrmions, and monopoles, which
may persist to the absolute zero temperature analogous to superfluid helium. Gaining a deeper
understanding of quantum materials and their potential technological applications requires detailed
measurements of their emergent quasiparticle excitations and of the fundamental magnetic interactions
that define them. The STS will provide transformative insight into quantum materials to accelerate
progress.
A prototypical quantum state of matter is the quantum spin liquid (QSL). The defining property of the
QSL state is quantum entanglement, which can result in topologically protected quasiparticles [Savary
and Balents, 2017]. Examples include spinons, which are fractionalized magnons; Majorana fermions;
and visons [Kitaev, 2006]. Neutron scattering can provide unique insight into candidate QSL materials;
neutron diffraction can identify potential long-range magnetic order and INS can map the diffuse
spectrum characteristic of fractionalized excitations (see Fig. 4.1). As these phenomena are driven by
quantum fluctuations, the resulting energy scale of the excitations is typically low (often well below
10 meV, as in the case of α-RuCl3 shown in Fig. 4.1), and measurements must be performed at low
temperatures. Detecting such low energy excitations requires cold neutrons. The high peak brightness of
the STS, coupled with advances in polarized neutron techniques and extreme sample environments as
described in Sect. 8, will transform our ability to understand and design materials governed by strong
quantum fluctuations and entanglement.
The number of QSL candidate systems has grown substantially in recent years, in part because of an
expanded materials space resulting from the realization that effective spin-1/2 systems exist in 4d/5d
electron materials (e.g., Ir4+, Ru3+) and certain rare earth magnets with ground state doublets (e.g., Yb3+).
Candidate QSL systems identified recently include Na2IrO3 [Chun et al., 2015], α-RuCl3 [Banerjee et al.,
2016], YbMgGaO4 [Paddison, 2017], Zn-doped brochantite (ZnCu3SO4(OH)6) [Li et al., 2014], Zn-doped
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Fig. 4.1. Fractionalized excitations in candidate QSL materials result in a diffuse response in INS
experiments. A recent example is the wave vector and energy response of the excitation spectrum in the Kitaev
candidate material α-RuCl3 [Banerjee et al., 2017, 2018]. These measurements were enabled by two modern
time-of-flight spectrometers at SNS: (a) SEQUOIA and (b) HYSPEC. The STS will enable similar measurements on much smaller samples than those required today, making it possible to obtain such information earlier
in the materials discovery cycle. Image source: (a) Reprinted with permission of the American Assocation for
the Advancement of Science from Banerjee et al. [2017, Fig. 2]; (b) Banerjee et al. [2018, Fig. 2].

averievite Cu5−xZnxV2O10(CsCl) [Botana et al., 2018], β-Li2IrO3 [Takayama et al., 2015] and H3LiIr2O6
[Kitagawa et al., 2018]. As INS provides crucial information on fractionalization required to identify a
QSL, it is critical to make such measurements more routine and
integral to the materials discovery cycle.
Current INS capabilities impose limits on sample size that often
preclude the most interesting experiments on small samples with
quantum spins. The peak brightness of the STS will enable detailed
INS measurements on much smaller samples, perhaps as small as
~1 mm3 single crystals. This reduces the demands on crystal
synthesis, making it possible to perform crucial experiments using
INS earlier in the materials development process. For example, the
intensity gains at the STS will enable INS measurements on crystals
synthesized by techniques that limit sample mass, such as electrochemical and high-pressure methods. One long-standing example is
the organic QSL candidate material κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3
[Shimizu, 2003] (see Fig. 4.2). Only small single crystals of this
compound can be obtained because of limitations of the
electrochemical growth process. Thus, INS measurements of these
types of samples have not yet been possible and, consequently,
fractionalized excitations have not been observed. The broader
family of these organic magnets exhibits a wealth of correlated
magnetic phenomena, including metal-insulator transitions,
superconductivity, and strong spin-lattice coupling, about which INS
can provide important fundamental information. By substantially
reducing the size of the sample needed, the STS will dramatically
broaden the applicability and impact of INS in quantum materials
and beyond.
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Fig. 4.2. Single crystals of the
organic superconductor
κ−(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br.
Typical crystal dimensions in this
synthesis are submillimeter. Other
members of this family of compounds, including the QSL
candidate κ-(BEDTTTF)2Cu2(CN)3, are synthesized
using the same electrochemical
process. Photo source: Used with
permission of J. A. Schlueter,
Argonne National Laboratory.

Detailed features of the spectrum of magnetic excitations in a proposed QSL candidate can help to elucidate the nature of the ground state. As these are often low-energy features requiring microelectron-volt
energy resolution, the high brightness of cold neutrons at the STS can provide essential information. For
example, in materials proposed to be realizations of the Kitaev model on a honeycomb lattice, the socalled vison mode is predicted [Knolle et al., 2014] to have a signature in the form of a characteristic
peak, visible at energies that are small compared with the broader spectrum of excitations. The compound
Na2IrO3 is predicted to be a realization of a Kitaev QSL [Chun et al., 2015]. However, the weak magnetic
signals and the neutron absorption cross section of iridium have precluded successful single-crystal
neutron measurements, even with today’s best instruments. INS measurements of this family of
materials—and others in which synthesis limitations or neutron absorption restricts the crystal size—will
finally become possible; the observation of the vison at millikelvin temperatures will establish a key
signature of Kitaev physics in QSLs.
Key to the interplay between theory and experiment is knowledge of the interactions and anisotropies that
define the spin Hamiltonian of a given material. This quantitative information can be obtained using INS
by using high magnetic fields. As spinons form bound states in high fields, fractionalized excitations are
replaced by spin wave excitations, whose dispersion relations directly reflect the fundamental magnetic
interactions. One example of this approach is a study of Cs2CuCl4 [Coldea et al., 2002], for which a 12 T
field was sufficient to saturate the magnetization and allow the underlying interactions to be determined
from INS measurements. The STS will facilitate the use of extreme sample environments, such as higher
field magnets, as its intense neutron pulses and broad dynamic range of energy and wave vector transfers
enable both diffraction and INS measurements despite restrictions imposed by the magnet geometries.
With current neutron sources, the field limit for INS experiments is typically ~15 T, the practical limit of
split bore magnets employing low-temperature superconductors. This severely limits the number of
materials that can be driven to magnetic saturation for determination of their interactions with INS. The
STS will enable INS at 35 T and beyond, so this method can be applied to quantum magnets with 2–3
times higher energy scales, including perhaps α-RuCl3 [Yadav, 2016]. A model-free determination of the
relevant exchange constants and anisotropies in α-RuCl3 and related compounds would be an important
step in the process of realizing the Kitaev spin liquid and probing its anticipated Majorana fermions.
Theoretical efforts to understand quantum materials are leading to new concepts; for instance, entanglement entropy may be the key to classifying QSL states. How to experimentally study entanglement
entropy remains an important open question [Islam et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2012; Hauke et al., 2016].
The STS will enable mapping S(Q,ω) over a wide range of Q-ω space with excellent energy resolution,
and advanced polarized neutron techniques will allow separate access to each component of the full
tensor, Sαβ(Q,ω). Such measurements may hold the key [Hauke et al., 2016] to experimentally
determining entanglement entropy. The peak brightness of the STS will enable fully polarized INS for a
much wider range of quantum materials.
Finally, the diffuse neutron scattering characteristic of quantum disordered states requires advances in
modeling to facilitate interpretation. Machine learning approaches to understand such data are being
developed using the instruments at the FTS and the leadership-class supercomputing resources at ORNL.
Such approaches can help to understand a range of quantum materials, from QSLs to topological semimetals and frustrated magnets. Figure 4.3 shows a three-dimensional (3D) diffuse scattering data set
collected on a spin liquid material using the CORELLI diffractometer at the FTS. Machine learning was
used to train a neural network to interpret the data and identify the experimental features and phases over
five independent dimensions of model interactions/parameters [Samarakoon et al., 2019]. This example
demonstrates how new science that goes beyond current theory and analysis can be realized utilizing such
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new approaches. The high peak brightness and broad neutron bandwidth of
the STS will result in larger, multidimensional data sets with unique
information on the fundamental
properties of materials. Machine
learning approaches can greatly
accelerate the extraction of scientific
knowledge from such data sets to
advance understanding and the potential
for applications for a wide range of
quantum material. See Sect. 8.5 for
further discussion of the promise of
leveraging big neutron data through
machine learning.

4.3.2

Exploring Magnetism
Beyond Thermal
Equilibrium

Fig. 4.3. Machine learning using neural networks leading to
visualization of glass formation in a cooled spin liquid.
(a) Rendering of a 3D diffuse scattering measurement of spin
correlations in the gauge spin liquid Dy2Ti2O7 measured on
CORELLI. (b) Results of machine learning, which denoises and
removes experimental artifacts and directly optimizes model
parameters from the 3D data set. (c) Slice through a fivedimensional parameter space where machine learning has
identified distinct physical behaviors (phases) and features.
(d) Visualization of the model in real space, showing monopole
localization and intertwined order formation that constitutes the
emergent low-temperature glass phase. Image source:
Samarakoon et al. [2019]; used with author’s permission.

While neutron scattering provides
unique information about magnetic
structure and excitations in thermal
equilibrium, new quantum-based
applications raise fundamental
questions that cannot be addressed with
traditional methods at existing neutron
sources: How do materials approach
thermal equilibrium? How fast can a
quantum material transition between degenerate states? In a system where entropy decreases with
increasing internal energy—a phenomenon that is statistically equivalent to having a negative
temperature—is the structure of matter fundamentally different? The STS will provide an atomic-scale
view of materials beyond thermal equilibrium under conditions that are technologically relevant and
scientifically revealing, as outlined below.

As the timing resolution of a neutron scattering experiment is intensity limited, the unrivaled peak brightness of the STS will dramatically expand our ability to probe time-dependent processes in materials. For
measurements on time scales of seconds or longer, the additional intensity will permit faster measurements and better time resolution. More advanced stroboscopic methods will enable measurements on the
microsecond to millisecond time scale [Granroth et al., 2018]. It will be possible to excite samples with
pulsed extreme conditions and to follow the subsequent thermalization with momentum and energy
resolution. Examples described below involve stimulating quantum magnets with pulses of terahertz
radiation at low temperatures. In such cases, the STS will enable time-dependent neutron scattering
(diffraction, INS, SANS, or reflectometry) while stimulating the sample. New regimes of fields and
current densities can be employed to follow quench dynamics of strongly interacting quantum systems at
the atomic scale. Because these experiments will provide new information about unfamiliar and
technologically relevant regimes of materials, the potential for impact and discovery is high.
Time-resolved neutron scattering offers new insight into the nature of quantum materials that are dynamic
at low temperature when competing interactions and quantum fluctuations frustrate the formation of
conventional static orders. An example is the Coulomb phase of quantum spin ice formed by ferro-
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magnetically interacting spins on a lattice of cornersharing tetrahedra (Fig. 4.4) [Kimura et al., 2013].
In the Coulomb phase, spins fractionalize into pairs
of monopoles with opposite magnetic charges and
Coulomb interactions. To understand and perhaps
develop applications of the Coulomb liquid, we look
to experiments that expose the quantum dynamics of
monopoles, including their creation, quantum
coherent motion, and pair annihilation. The intense
pulsed neutrons provided by the STS, combined
with terahertz electromagnetic radiation, will be
able to provide information on monopole dynamics
that is currently inaccessible.

Fig. 4.4. Schematic of a pyrochlore Ising ferromagnet. Monopoles of opposite signs (red and blue
spheres) can be created with pulsed radiation
(green), and the subsequent quantum dynamics and
pair annihilation probed with intense pulsed
neutrons. Image source: Reprinted with permission
from Pan et al. [2016, Fig. 1].

Additional possibilities for nonequilibrium
measurements can be illustrated with a specific
example. Molecular magnets contain complex
molecules of strongly interacting transition metal
ions, where intramolecular magnetic interactions far
exceed intermolecular interactions (inset, Fig. 4.5).
Time-resolved inelastic neutron scattering on these
systems is already feasible in some instances; for
example, it has been applied to examine magnetic
relaxation in the Mn12ac system [Waldmann et al.,
2006]. Depending on the temperature the relevant
time scales in Mn12ac can span seconds to years; the
experiments of Waldmann et al. achieved time
resolutions better than 2 minutes. The STS will
enable a more interesting class of experiments—for
example, measuring normally forbidden transition
with inelastic scattering. Molecular magnets exhibit
a tower of discrete excited states that can have long
Fig. 4.5. Energy level scheme for the
lifetimes and might be employed as qubits for
chromium-8 molecule. Blue and red symbols
quantum computing (Fig. 4.5). While neutron
indicate L- and E-band states, respectively; grey
scattering can probe the excitation spectrum and
symbols indicate states not belonging to these
eigenstates, selection rules preclude access to all but
bands. The states are classified by total spin S, and
a few excited states from the ground state. Rather
only the indicated states are accessible from the
than working from a thermal ensemble at elevated
ground state. By creating a population inversion of
temperatures, a pump-probe experiment establishes
low-energy S = 1 states with pulses of terahertz
radiation, states with S = 2 become accessible to
a specific excited state as the initial state with pulsed
INS. Inset: Schematic of Cr8 molecule
microwaves before probing excitations from that
(C80Cr8F8D144O32). Image source: Reprinted with
state with a synchronized pulse of neutrons. Such
permission from Baker et al. [2012, Fig. 1(a)].
time-dependent neutron scattering experiments are
greatly advanced by the high peak brightness of the
STS. Through the time dependence of the scattering
cross section, such pump-probe experiments will provide unique information, including excited state
lifetimes and decay pathways, which are important for applications in quantum computation and
inaccessible through other techniques.
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4.3.3

Understanding Structure and Dynamics of Topological Quantum Matter

Topology classifies the geometrical properties of an object, which are invariant under continuous
deformations. A series of theoretical discoveries, some recognized by the 2016 Nobel Prize in physics,
have revealed the importance of topology in materials. Beyond symmetry, the topology of the electronic
wave function has profound impacts on electronic structure and transport properties in solids. Extensive
research has predicted and, in some cases, realized multiple types of topological materials, including
interacting and noninteracting topological insulators, topological superconductors, correlated topological
matter, and topological magnets and spin liquids. The intense interest in topological quantum materials is
in part driven by their potential for diverse applications ranging from quantum computing [Kitaev, 2003;
Das Sarma et al., 2015; Nayak et al., 2008] to spintronics [Heremans et al., 2017] and thermoelectrics
[Heremans et al., 2017].
Throughout much of the solid-state electronics revolution, the
impacts of topology on electronic transport went largely
unnoticed and unutilized [Xiao et al., 2010]. In 1984, Berry
showed that an eigenstate can acquire a unique phase shift (the
Berry phase) when Hamiltonian parameters traverse a closed
trajectory [Berry, 1984]. As an example, electrons moving
through a noncollinear spin structure acquire a Berry phase
shift equivalent to that associated with motion in an extremely
large magnetic field (see Fig. 4.6). Indeed, the effective field
strengths can approach the field strength within a neutron star!
This leads to strong coupling of charge and spin currents to
topologically protected spin order with great potential for
technological applications [Nagaosa and Tokura, 2013]. These
effects enable efficient manipulation of spin structures by
charge and spin currents, and vice versa.

Fig. 4.6. Emergent electrodynamics
of topological spin structures:
deflection of an electron when
passing through a skyrmion. Image
source: Reprinted with permission
from Pfleiderer and Rosch [2010,
Fig. 1].

Magnetic skyrmion lattices—topological spin structures
first observed experimentally in chiral magnets using neutron
scattering [Mühlbauer et al., 2009] and later confirmed through
microscopy [Yu et al., 2010b]—provide rich opportunities to
explore the emergent electrodynamics associated with Berry curvature. A wide variety of materials can
form topological spin textures. Of importance is understanding the precise topological character of
complex spin structures, comprising incommensurate forms of spin, orbital and charge order. Some
topological spin structures are predicted to exist at zero magnetic field but may also be stabilized under
large magnetic fields up to many tens of tesla [Morin and Schmitt, 1980; Amara and Morin, 1995; Martin
and Batista, 2008; Kamiya and Batista, 2014; Leonov and Mostovoy, 2015; Wang et al., 2015]. Highresolution neutron diffraction, small-angle scattering and spectroscopy using high-brightness cold neutron
beams are required to reveal topological spin textures, particularly when only small quantities of materials
can be accessed. Polarized neutron scattering is of critical importance to expose these complex
incommensurate magnetic structures and their chiral nature. Combined with the ability to tune the
magnetic structure with magnetic field and pressure, the STS will transform our ability to understand and
exploit topological spin structures and their profound effects on quantum behaviors.
Correlated topological materials represent another exciting class of materials. It is important to understand
both the band structure and the magnetic properties of these materials. Angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy is a powerful tool here, but it does have limitations. Neutron scattering can provide essential
complementary energy and momentum sensitivity and spin-polarized specificity to understand both the
bulk band structure and magnetism in such materials. Importantly, neutron scattering experiments can be
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conducted under the
extreme conditions of
pressure, temperature,
and magnetic field
required to access
distinct phases induced
by electronic
correlations.
As an example, the
topological Kondo
Fig. 4.7. Exploring the properties of SmB6. (a) Wave vector dependence of
insulator SmB6 defied
energy-integrated magnetic neutron scattering from SmB6. Image source:
understanding and
Reprinted with permission from Fuhrman et al. [2015, Fig. 1]. (b) Temperature
classification for decades
dependence of the electrical resistivity ρ of SmB6 vs hydrostatic pressure. The
because knowledge of its
plateau at low temperature and pressure is a result of topologically protected
surface transport [Wolgast et al., 2013]. Pressure induces a transition from
underlying topology is
topological Kondo insulator to a bulk conducting state about which little is
needed to understand the
known. Image source: Reprinted with permission from Derr et al. [2008, Fig. 1].
effects of its electronic
correlations. The data
shown in Fig. 4.7(a),
acquired on the SEQUOIA instrument at the FTS, show the wave vector dependence of magnetic neutron
scattering from SmB6 at ambient pressure, reflecting the electronic band structure and therefore the
topology of this material [Fuhrman et al., 2015]. However, Fig. 4.7(b) shows that pressure in the range of
10 GPa induces an insulator to metal transition [Derr et al., 2008; Sun and Wu, 2016]. It is not currently
possible to perform INS at these pressures, and therefore little is known about band structure and
topology in the high-pressure phase.
The high brightness and focused beams of the STS will make it possible to perform these measurements
at pressures beyond 10 GPa, yielding detailed information about electronic correlations in each of the
topologically distinct phases. This information will significantly advance our understanding of the
interplay between correlations and topology and move us closer to controlling and applying their effects.

4.3.4

Tuning Emergent Quantum States of Matter

The phase diagrams of many quantum materials are complex, resulting from strong interplay among the
relevant degrees of freedom. As magnetism is a natural consequence of electronic correlations, the
sensitivity of neutron scattering to magnetic degrees of freedom makes it an indispensable tool in the
study of competing and intertwined order. The STS will enable measurements of both structure and
dynamics in magnetic fields beyond 35 T. Additionally, inelastic measurements will be possible at
pressures exceeding 10 GPa, and diffraction studies will be possible beyond 100 GPa. Thus, the STS will
greatly expand capabilities for exploring phase diagrams with neutron scattering. An illustrative example
is superconductors, which often exhibit multiple magnetic and electronic phases, some that compete and
others that coexist.
An applied magnetic field is ideal for tuning novel phases in quantum materials. In superconductors, high
fields can stabilize the underlying normal state for study. Such an approach can be used to understand the
pseudogap phase in high-Tc cuprate superconductors, which represents a long-standing scientific
challenge. The superconducting phase induced by hole doping in layered cuprates intersects several other
phase boundaries (see Fig. 4.8), including the pseudogap phase, where some electronic states on the
nominal Fermi surface appear coherent, while others are incoherent and partially gapped [Keimer et al.,
2015]. With doping, the pseudogap phase boundary tends toward a quantum critical point (QCP), which
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is hidden beneath the superconducting dome
[Tallon and Loram, 2001]. There are
tantalizing indications of a profound
restructuring of the Fermi surface near the
apparent QCP [Badoux et al., 2016].
Theoretical proposals for various electronic
orders seek to explain the pseudogap phase,
with the order ending in a QCP under the
superconducting dome, though the question
remains whether one of these orders
disappears at the QCP. To answer this
question, it is necessary to suppress
superconductivity with a large magnetic
field (>30 T) and probe the structure and
dynamics of the resulting normal state. The
peak brightness and bandwidth of neutrons
provided by the STS will enable both elastic
and inelastic studies in the presence of a
sufficiently high magnetic field, allowing
for understanding of the magnetic and
charge orders in the resulting normal state
and providing definitive information about
the nature of the controversial pseudogap
phase.

Fig. 4.8. Representative phase diagram of a cuprate
superconductor as a function of temperature and hole
doping. Phases include superconductivity (green), antiferromagnetism (blue), pseudogap (yellow), charge-densitywave order (red stripes), and strange metal (violet). Image
source: Reprinted with permission from Keimer et al. [2015,
Fig. 2].

Because superconductivity and magnetism
are sensitive to small structural distortions, hydrostatic pressure is an ideal tool for modifying these
properties. Pressure often mimics the effects of chemical doping but has the advantage that measurements
can be performed without changes in the amount of disorder; thus, pressure is often referred to as a
“clean” tuning mechanism. Neutron scattering provides unique insights into the structural aspects,
including the nature of competing ordered phases, and can be used to explore lattice and magnetic
excitations. The high-brightness, focused beams of the STS will enable expansion of the available
pressure range for neutron scattering to more than 10 GPa for inelastic measurements and ~100 GPa for
elastic measurements.
As an example, FeSe is a superconductor at ambient pressure with a structural distortion associated with
magnetic correlations, though magnetic order does not occur [Hsu et al., 2008]. The rich pressuretemperature phase diagram is shown in Fig. 4.9(a). Under hydrostatic pressure, the structural transition is
gradually suppressed while the material is tuned into a magnetically ordered state that coexists with
superconductivity. Furthermore, the superconducting transition temperature increases from 8 K to near
40 K under a pressure of ~6 GPa [Medvedev et al., 2009]. With existing capabilities, it is impossible to
use neutron scattering to follow the evolution of spin excitations with pressure. It is also desirable to
simultaneously use magnetic field to suppress superconductivity, so as to probe the pressure dependence
of the normal state from which superconductivity develops. The high pressure and high magnetic field
capabilities enabled by the high brightness of the STS will offer unique opportunities to systematically
study this problem. Elastic and inelastic neutron scattering under high pressure will enable detailed
understanding of the evolution of both the structure and excitation spectrum of FeSe, which can be
compared to other families of iron-based superconductors [Dai, 2015]. The availability of high pressure
and field at the STS to simultaneously probe lattice, charge, and spin degrees of freedom will provide new
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Fig. 4.9. Pressure as a parameter for tuning superconductivity. (a) Pressure-temperature phase diagram for
the Fe-based superconductor FeSe. Image source: Sun et al. [2016, Fig. 1]. (b) Resistivity curves for protonated
and deuterated sulfur hydride, indicating superconductivity below 200 K at pressures of ~140 GPa. Image
source: Reprinted with permission from Drozdov et al. [2015, Fig. 2].

understanding of unconventional superconductors, opening the way to predicting and designing novel
materials with desirable properties.
Superconductors such as the cuprate and iron pnictides represented a significant leap forward and led to
the conclusion that “unconventional” mechanisms are required to achieve the highest transition temperatures. Nonetheless, it has long been posited that systems composed of light elements, specifically
hydrogen, even within the framework of conventional BCS theory could result in greatly increased
transition temperatures [Ashcroft, 1968, 2004]. This was recently realized in sulfur hydride with the
remarkable observation of superconductivity at ~200 K at very high pressures (~150 GPa) (see
Fig. 4.9(b)) [Drozdov et al., 2015] and followed by even higher transition temperatures of >250 K
(at ~200 GPa) in lanthanum hydride [Somayazulu et al., 2019; Drozdov et al., 2019]. Despite the
extremely high transition temperatures, it is believed that these materials are conventional phononmediated superconductors. However, this has not yet been verified because of the inherent difficulty in
measuring the structural information at such high pressures. X-ray measurements have been attempted to
determine the crystal structure of these materials [Einaga et al., 2016; Gordon et al., 2016], but the
insensitivity of X-rays to hydrogen makes the results imprecise. It is crucial to know the detailed
structural properties, and neutron diffraction can provide this critical information because of the inherent
sensitivity of neutrons to hydrogen. The high brightness of the STS will enable diffraction measurements
on smaller samples than are currently possible today. This will allow for structural determination at
pressures above 100 GPa, providing fundamental information to understand these and other
hydrogen-based metallic alloys that host high-temperature superconductivity.

4.3.5

Exploiting Advances in Heterostructure Fabrication for Applications
of Quantum Matter

Interfaces can break inversion symmetry and, if magnetic, time reversal symmetry. As such, interfaces
provide a nexus for the emergence of quantum matter. For example, the interface between a ferromagnet
and a ferroelectric enables the wave functions of each phase to mix, allowing control of ferroelectricity by
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magnetic fields or magnetism by electric field [Ramesh and Spaldin, 2007]. Similarly, the interface
between a superconductor and a topological insulator may host Majorana fermions [Linder et al., 2010].
Heterostructures composed of dissimilar materials joined at planar or curved interfaces often yield new
material properties that cannot be found in the constituent materials. Examples of interface-mediated
physics include superconductivity [Logvenov et al., 2009], two-dimensional electron gases [Ohtomo and
Hwang, 2004], magnetism [Nichols et al., 2016], spin transport [Brinkman et al., 2007; Myoung et al.,
2016], thermoelectric properties [Choi et al., 2014] and topological phases [Qi et al., 2008]. Interfaces
offer unprecedented opportunities to manipulate the interplay between charge, spin, orbital and lattice
order parameters. One way to manipulate the interplay involves synthesizing structures of 3d, 4d, and 5d
transition metal oxides in ways that take advantage of combinations of Coulomb interactions and
spin-orbit coupling. For example, heterostructures of SrMnO3, an antiferromagnetic insulator, and SrIrO3,
a paramagnetic metal, yield ferromagnetic interfaces exhibiting strong anomalous Hall effects that are
absent in the parent compounds [Nichols et al., 2016]. Numerous other examples exist in which
combinations of atomic reconstruction [Moon et al., 2014], orbital reconstruction [Yu et al., 2010a],
charge transfer [Grutter et al., 2013], polar discontinuity [Ohtomo et al., 2004] and strain [Lee et al.,
2010] across interfaces lead to exotic properties. The opportunities appear so numerous and the physics so
intriguing that integration of computational modeling with experiment is essential to focus paths of
research and to provide insight into the complexity of multiple interacting degrees of freedom.
Interfaces spatially confine matter, and spatial confinement—particularly at nanometer length scales—
implies quantization of properties. For sufficiently small dimensions, quantization may be observed at
modest temperatures and magnetic fields [Bertaina et al., 2008]. One effect of spatial confinement is to
truncate the density of states. Confinement of phonon and spin waves in proximity to interfaces will alter
the dispersion of these waves, and the coupling of interface dispersion to that of the bulk can be used to
control physical properties. Phonon and spin wave dispersion at interfaces is unexplored territory, waiting
for advances in neutron scattering capabilities and sample growth. The STS will enable the study of
interface dynamics in samples containing 1 mg or more of interfaces, which can now be produced, as
discussed below.
The dynamics of disordered regions in materials are fundamental to a myriad of materials properties. The
disordered regions are separated from the bulk by interfaces. One example is electromechanical coupling
in relaxor-based ferroelectrics [Manley et al., 2014]. The motion of small disordered regions in such a
material in response to mechanical force (and concomitant changes in electronic properties) has enabled
high-resolution 3D medical ultrasound imaging used for everything from detecting a life-threatening
blood clot to imaging a fetus in utero. Other examples include strain-induced changes of magnetic
coercivity due to disorder associated with phase coexistence [de la Venta et al., 2014], dynamics of spins
and conductivity [Dhakal et al., 2007], and interfacial disruption in thermoelectrics [Choi et al., 2014].
The dynamics of bulk materials have been extensively investigated by neutron scattering, and this technique has provided important insight into structure–property relationships. Yet despite the importance of
novel functions arising from spatial confinement and interfaces, we have relatively little experimental
data about dynamics of atoms or spins in and near interfaces. Such data are needed to guide development
of predictive theories for nano- and mesoscale materials. By performing INS experiments on systematically grown materials with large quantities of well-defined interfaces, we may understand how excitations
of atoms and spins at or near interfaces differ from the bulk and how these excitations control function at
the mesoscale.
The combination of high peak brightness neutrons at the STS and neutron optics with techniques to grow
unprecedented quantities of interfaces will enable the use of INS to study the dynamics of atoms and
spins at interfaces. An illustrative example involves testing the Haldane effect vs disorder. Haldane
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Fig. 4.10. An organic superlattice consisting of 1D pthalocyanine chains can be used to generate custom,
variable spin, 1D chains. Image source: C. Monton and I. K. Schuller (unpublished; used with author’s
permission).

showed that there is a gap in the magnetic excitation spectrum of a Heisenberg chain of integer spin with
antiferromagnetic interactions, whereas the half-integer spin chain is gapless [Haldane, 1983]. The
Haldane effect and the importance of finite size quantization and disorder can be explored by growing
superlattices of one-dimensional (1D) chains of pthalocyanine (see Fig. 4.10). Perfectly ordered pthalocyanine superlattices, 2 cm by 2 cm by 1 μm thick, can be grown with complete control of characteristics
including chain length, spacing, and integer or half-integer spin species. Notably, photoactive elements
can be systematically introduced anywhere along the chain, making it possible to sever the chain on
demand. Disorder can be produced or removed reversibly in the chains with light [Qu et al., 2015]. With
the peak brightness of the STS, we will be able to probe spatially confined 1D spin chains, for example, to
test the robustness of topologically protected edge states against varying degrees of disorder—a critically
important concern for development of devices that rely on topologically protected states. Specifically,
spectrometers at the STS could be used to measure the spin wave dispersion in pthalocyanine
superlattices. This experimental protocol provides a robust test of a fundamental tenet of topological
protection: that topological protection is impervious to disorder.
Interfaces represent another kind of disorder. Recent advances in far-from-equilibrium sample synthesis
have made it possible to grow samples containing milligram masses of interfaces, such as so-called
nanotrees [Lee et al., 2017], which enable exploration of the dynamics of disorder (of atoms or spins). As
shown in Fig. 4.11, nanotrees are single crystal structures ~20 nm in diameter by ~1 μm tall. Each tree is
single crystalline, has the same orientation, can be grown alternately with another material to create
interfacial materials such as superlattices. This technique can be applied to grow various types of

Fig. 4.11. CeO2 nanotrees. Such arrangements allow the creation of up to ~1 mg of interfaces, opening new
avenues for exploration of interfacial effects using neutron scattering. Image source: Reprinted with permission
from Lee et al. [2017, Fig. 1].
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materials [Fan et al., 2017]. With the high peak brightness of the STS, the dispersion of phonons and
magnons at interfaces could be measured for the first time using such samples.
A particularly intriguing example of interfacial effects is the enhanced superconducting critical temperature of FeSe on SrTiO3 (STO; see Sect. 4.3.4). It has been attributed to electron-phonon coupling across
the FeSe/STO interface [Rademaker et al., 2016]. High-sensitivity, high-resolution INS could be used to
explore this hypothesis through measurements of interfacial phonon line widths. As INS will be possible
with milligram quantities of material at the STS, nanotrees consisting of FeSe/STO interfaces will enable
such studies, and similar structures have already been grown epitaxially (see Fig. 4.11). Structures such as
these, containing a large number of interfaces, will enable the study of other topics, such as the influence
of interface disorder on acoustic modes, including ballistic modes (relevant to thermoelectric response) or
spin waves (relevant to magnetocaloric or spin Seebeck response) from heterostructures grown with the
nanotree architecture.
A similarly challenging task is clarifying the origin of thermal transport across interfaces. Measurements
of an epitaxial oxide superlattice indicate a transition from incoherent to coherent phonon scattering with
decreasing layer thickness [Ravichandran et al., 2014]. The onset of coherence occurs when the layer
thickness is reduced to the coherence length of the phonons. When this happens, it is also expected that
coherence will result in standing wave phonons between the layers, which would appear as discontinuities
in the phonon dispersion curves at wave vectors corresponding to the layer thicknesses. Standing waves
transport no thermal energy. Such size-dependent coherence effects can only be observed in samples
containing milligram quantities of a material consisting primarily of interfaces—and epitaxial nanotrees,
such as those in Fig. 4.11, with a regular layer thickness. Such information, combined with theory, may
enable optimization of the thermoelectric figure of merit, with impacts on the development of efficient
thermoelectric devices, which are critically needed to recover waste heat and mitigate challenges of the
water-energy-land nexus [Water-Energy Tech Team, 2014].
Presently, INS experiments can be performed with 100 mg samples at the FTS. In fact, the existing CNCS
has successfully measured magnetic excitations from S = 1/2 samples with masses of 150 mg [Perren et
al., 2015]. It is anticipated that a similar spectrometer at the STS will show intensity increases by factors
up to 200. With the increase in performance enabled by the STS, and a demonstrated ability to generate
samples containing >1 mg of interfaces (which can be expected to improve in the future), INS
experiments on interfaces will be possible for the first time.

4.4 Conclusion
The discovery and understanding of new quantum materials is a rapidly evolving field, and these
materials have the potential to revolutionize the energy and information technologies on which society
now depends. Quantum materials challenge our traditional understanding of materials with exotic
physical properties driven by quantum mechanical effects. Harnessing their potential will require a deeper
understanding of exotic ground states and the resulting quasiparticles and the development of insight into
the role of quantum coherence and entanglement in solids. Achieving this understanding requires new
experimental tools to enable measurements that are not possible today. The STS, with its ability to
provide cold neutron beams of unprecedented brightness and broad wavelength spread, represents such
a tool.
The spectrum of neutrons provided by the STS is ideally suited to investigate a range of quantum
materials. The combination of high brightness and broad bandwidth enables neutron scattering in
extremes of pressure and magnetic fields. For instance, high-pressure neutron scattering at the STS will
advance our understanding of topological correlated materials and the structure and dynamics of
superconductors. Elastic and inelastic neutron scattering will be possible in magnetic fields beyond 35 T.
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This world-leading capability can be used to determine the fundamental magnetic interactions underlying
quantum materials and provide access to the static and dynamic electronic correlations underlying the
pseudogap phase of the cuprates. The STS will make polarized neutron scattering a versatile probe of
quantum materials, providing access to topological spin textures and possibly even quantum entanglement. STS neutron beams will enable INS measurements on small, high quality crystals and on interfaces
in artificial heterostructures. Overall, the STS represents a next-generation characterization tool optimized
for quantum materials research, with the potential to transform our understanding of a broad range of
these materials.
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5. MATERIALS SYNTHESIS AND ENERGY MATERIALS
The study of materials synthesis and of the behavior of energy materials under operating conditions
requires methods to probe the structure and morphology of materials in real time, often on time scales of
seconds or minutes, and the ability to probe length scales ranging from the atomic to the mesoscale.
Current neutron sources have already enabled breakthroughs in many areas of energy-related materials
research because of the neutron’s sensitivity to a wide range of elements and its penetrating power, which
have enabled the use of complex and realistic sample environments. However, it is only with the STS that
experiments providing cinematic details will be possible—observing samples over wide ranges of length
scales under realistic operando conditions at the relevant time scales of materials synthesis, battery
charging and discharging, pressure-induced transformations, and other processes. The knowledge gained
will accelerate the realization of a new generation of energy technologies, such as safer, longer-lasting
batteries and inexpensive solar cells.

5.1 Introduction
Progress in human capacity to create and use materials has long been a measure of our civilization: we
have progressed from the Stone Age to the Bronze Age, the Iron Age, and ultimately to our current
abilities to harvest and store energy, collect and analyze information, and use complex chemistry and
materials in a myriad of applications that define our daily life. Advances in our ability to understand and
create new materials and structures often underpin new technological breakthroughs. Hierarchical
architectures—i.e., structures in which different parts of the assembly perform specific roles at dissimilar
length scales (from atomic to mesoscale) and time scales (from minutes to hours)—are at the heart of
systems used to store or harvest energy. These include fuel cells, supercapacitors, and batteries for energy
storage, and approaches to convert energy from the sun, geothermal sources, or waste heat and spurious
mechanical vibrations for energy harvesting. Moreover, it is being increasingly recognized that
hierarchical architectures and self-assembly are commonplace during the formation of both natural and
engineered materials. Understanding how networks of atomic-scale chemical reactions synergistically
influence and/or determine larger-scale structures and material properties is a grand challenge that often
defies current capabilities.
Their unique physical properties make high-intensity neutron beams an important tool for the discovery,
characterization, and application of new materials and chemical reactivity, complementing the capabilities
of electrons and photons [Crabtree and Parise, 2014]. The ability of the neutron to nondestructively
penetrate real samples and materials under functional conditions, its sensitivity to hydrogen and light
elements, and its ability to probe modes and dynamics over wide length and time scales make it an
extremely powerful probe. Moreover, the weak interaction and attendant simplicity of the neutron
scattering cross section offer critical complementarity to computational modeling probes, and classical
and ab initio calculations have emerged as powerful tools to predict formation and stability, to simulate
the structures and behavior of materials, and to probe the effects of chemical reactivity. Modeling has
proven valuable in interpreting and rationalizing experimental outcomes and has served to accelerate
improved performance in many advanced materials. Continued progress in high-performance computing
and modeling algorithms, exemplified by capabilities at the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility
(OLCF), can be combined with the results of experiments conducted using the high-intensity neutron
beams of the STS to realize a synergistic program in materials synthesis and discovery and in control of
chemical reactivity.
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5.2 New STS Experimental Capabilities for Materials Synthesis
and Energy Materials
The STS offers opportunities to propel critical advances in instrumentation methodologies with beamlines
that can combine multiple techniques such as diffraction, small-angle scattering and spectroscopy. New
instrument suites with higher flux, wider momentum transfer (Q) range, unique detector layouts,
improved focusing optics, and integrated advanced sample environments (see Sect. 8) will provide high
temporal resolution over a broad range of length scales in situ. This will improve capabilities to
probe small sample volumes to understand complexities and variations in, for example, chemistries and
macro-/microstructure that typically control essential materials properties such as (ion) transport and
durability and ultimately functional performance and reliability.
Neutrons are essential for acquiring a detailed understanding of materials characteristics and behaviors,
including the role of disorder and defects; fluid flow and reactivity in glasses and liquids; kinetics studies,
exploration of materials growth and synthesis, and exploration of materials in nonequilibrium conditions
and also in extreme conditions far from equilibrium; and for understanding how components and
integrated materials in devices function under realistic in situ/in operando conditions. Obtaining this
information is a prerequisite for developing the next generation of energy technologies and understanding
hierarchical and heterogeneous structures from the atomic scale to real-world components and systems
[Wadsworth, 2007; Alivisatos and Buchanan, 2010; Crabtree et al., 2010; Hemminger, 2010].
To transition the knowledge of the properties of these hierarchical materials to practical applications
necessitates an integrated understanding of synthesis at the nano-, meso-, and macroscale. It is now
possible to envision an integrated model that considers precursor materials, process design (including
tuning of reaction kinetics and pathways), and property predictions. The interplay between these elements
is becoming increasingly important in the endeavor to fully understand and develop new materials with
advanced functionality. The challenge of tracking potentially rapid changes at multiple length scales
requires a new generation of instrumentation, as envisaged for the STS—incorporating multiple
modalities, not only by combining different neutron scattering analyses made simultaneously on a single
sample, but also by combining neutron measurements with concurrent measurements of materials
properties using other analytical tools.
The ability to combine sophisticated synthesis and processing with highly configurable instrument
layouts, tunable optics, and other analytical tools will allow for studies not previously possible at neutron
sources. The results of these experiments will be compared to predictions from high-speed computational
studies that provide direct guidance for the design of experiments. The STS thus enables the concept of a
beamline as a laboratory to explore new horizons in matter under controlled perturbations such as
combinations of deformation, pressure, temperature, or photon irradiation, and simulating synthesis,
processing, and service conditions. The power and adaptability of the proposed STS beamlines will allow
a significant advance in the ability to conduct complex experiments in situ and in real time, probing these
processes with a temporal resolution of minutes.
Another area in which the STS will excel, thanks to its wide bandwidth, is understanding and probing
nanoscale interfacial structure. The STS will make it possible to develop neutron reflectometry that
provides a high-time-resolution, real-time view to elucidate complex mechanisms occurring at the
interface and to develop innovative ways to control the moving interface. The broad wavelength
bandwidth delivered by STS, coupled with its unparalleled peak brightness, will enable the observation of
interfacial structure at a single instrument setting (like a camera) in exposures on the order of a few
seconds, enabling cinematic experiments. This novel capability will be transformative, because it will no
longer be necessary to collect data for tens of minutes for a system that is known to change many times
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over in that timeframe. All the richness and varieties of chemical reactivity and mass transport will be on
view in real time.
The strengths of these new experimental capabilities are illustrated in the form of three experiments
described in Sect. 5.3.

5.3 First STS Experiments
5.3.1

Mastering Hierarchical Assembly and Crystallization from Complex Solutions

The high data collection rates offered by the STS will open the possibility of observing in detail reactions
occurring on the scale of minutes to hours under real-world conditions; current neutron sources require
much longer data acquisition times to capture the full information. Thermal decomposition reactions,
solid-state reactions, rearrangements, etc., are amenable to this treatment, as are investigation of catalysts
under reaction conditions with realistic gas pressures and gas adsorption and separation processes. The
expanded length scales accessible in a single measurement at the STS—simultaneously spanning from the
atomic scale to the mesoscale—will enable us to link atomic-scale structures to nano- and macroscopic
properties, such as hierarchical assembly. This capability will revolutionize our ability to control matter
and chemical reactivity through the design of new synthesis strategies, allowing for the tailored design of
complex functional materials.
Materials with hierarchical architectures have the potential to transform the generation, storage, and use
of energy [Hemminger, 2015]. By their very nature, these complex materials challenge our established
frameworks for understanding and characterizing their structure and associated chemical processes, which
have typically targeted specific length or time scales. Because neither the formation nor the function of
hierarchical assemblies can be understood without first understanding the interplay across these scales—
which extend over many orders of magnitude—entirely new approaches are needed to advance the
development and eventual deployment of these structures and materials.
Understanding the formation of such hierarchical assemblies presents a daunting challenge, because
multiple processes are involved which must be studied simultaneously across broad length and time
scales. No single technique can span all time scales involved in synthesis, from picoseconds to hours.
Some experiments, such as vibrational spectroscopy to provide access to the timescales of atomic
processes, are ideally suited for the capabilities of the FTS. However, at the time scales of the coarsening
of nanostructures and the evolution of hierarchical assemblies, i.e., at minutes and hours, real-time
observations will become possible at STS, coupled with an ability to investigate length scales from the
atomic (through diffraction) to micrometers or larger (through small-angle scattering). Only by
understanding the totality of these assembly processes can we control synthesis processes and direct their
assembly to realize desired functionalities. Currently, uncertainties in the chemical reaction mechanisms
that occur during the nucleation and growth of solid phases from liquid solutes, and the subsequent (self-)
assembly of nanoscale structures into macroscopic aggregates, hinder our ability to predict and control
crystallization phenomena.
In the past decade, numerous potential mechanisms have been identified by which crystallization might
occur (see Fig. 5.1). However, we still lack the ability to identify which mechanism is dominant under an
arbitrary solution condition, and which solute or solvation properties are driving that mechanism. This
information is essential for providing the knowledge needed to formulate a quantitative predictive theory
that can be used to guide new synthesis methods. The prototypical example is that of biomineralization:
organisms can create inorganic structures and inorganic/organic composites of complexity far beyond
what is possible to synthesize. Organisms do this by manipulating the nucleation processes, and their
locale, that control the precipitation reactions and resultant atomic structure of solid phases that affect
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particle morphology and assembly of
nanoparticles. By focusing on a wide range of
length scales, the STS will allow us to examine
the interplay of atomic-level chemical reactions
that drive assembly of nanoparticles and their
macroscopic properties. Harnessing these
reactions and processes could enable dramatic
new synthesis strategies and device
efficiencies. Examples range from the
hierarchical assembly of nanodevices for
increased efficiency during solar energy
conversion, to controlling defect density as a
way of tailoring device properties (such as
band-gap or reactive surface site density),
tailoring catalyst morphologies to favor a
specific ensemble of chemical reactions (e.g.,
converting CO2 to a specific liquid multicarbon chemical), utilizing confinement effects
on adsorbents to develop new efficient and
selective separation methods (e.g., critical
materials such as adjacent lanthanides that are
difficult to separate), or relieving rate-limiting
reactions while designing crystallization
methods to deal with contaminants or other
undesirable species.

Fig. 5.1. Mechanisms of crystallization from aqueous
solutions. The STS will allow us to identify which
mechanism is important under a given solution condition, identify why that mechanism is occurring, and
conduct quantification that will lead to predictive
capabilities far beyond existing theories, all accelerated
by integration with high-performance computing
simulations. Image source: Reprinted with permission
of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science from De Yoreo et al. [2015, Fig. 1].

Simultaneously observing these types of systems across time and length scales will provide detailed
insight into crystallite or amorphous phase formation and morphological changes, together with
elucidation of solvation structures of dissolved species. A recent publication shows how even with the
current capabilities the addition of neutron data can be invaluable in understanding the structure within
solutions [Semrouni et al, 2019]. Even in static cases (thermodynamic equilibrium), the combination of
SANS with diffraction and total scattering (WANS) can provide a remarkably complete picture.
However, to gain a quantitative and mechanistic understanding of how the kinetics of nanoparticle
assembly and crystallization are influenced by the atomic-scale structure of the liquids from which they
are formed, such measurements must be performed in one experiment (see Fig. 5.2), covering the length
scales from ~0.3 Å to ~300 nm, and on a time scale that is relevant to these assembly processes, i.e.,
minutes rather than hours.
The design features of the STS will enable entirely new types of neutron experiments that will provide
unprecedented insight into these important processes:
•
•

The combination of the increase in cold neutron peak brightness with the broad range of usable
wavelengths in each pulse will enable simultaneous observations across this entire relevant length
scale, by SANS and WANS, with one instrument (SANS/WANS).
The increase of cold neutron brightness will allow researchers to conduct measurements on
materials that have a far lower solubility or behave differently at lower concentration compared
with what is currently feasible, opening up these experiments to many more scientifically and
technologically relevant material and chemical systems.

The revolutionary insight that these novel data sets provide will challenge our current understanding of
associated processes across length and time scales. This will clearly require a tight integration with high-
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performance computing capabilities that have
become available for simulations of the
contributions of atomic-scale structure and
dynamics to macroscopic properties, such as
the morphology and rheology of a material.
Experiment details: This experiment aims at
linking atomic-scale solution structure and ion
association to precipitation, aggregation and
crystallization reactions. Within a single timeresolved in situ measurement, it will be
possible to monitor simultaneously the
extended solvation structures of dissolved
species, their reactivity, and the morphologies
of precipitates resulting from crystallization
reactions. Such measurements will target not
just the atomic-scale structure of complex
aqueous solutions, but also the ionic and
molecular association reactions that create
polynuclear clusters, the aggregation of those
clusters into amorphous nanomaterials or
incipient nuclei, and finally the crystallization
into bulk-like materials.

Fig. 5.2. Simulated neutron scattering data. Ex situ
measurements of nanoscale (small-angle) and atomic
structure (structure factor for pair distribution function
analysis) of carbide-derived carbon (model in inset),
stitched together to create a single data set spanning the
relevant length scale range, as will be possible in a single
in situ experiment on STS instruments. Such a capability
will make time-resolved in situ measurements of
coarsening, aggregation, and crystallization a reality.
Curves are displayed for samples annealed at different
temperatures (ºC). Image source: Data from H-W. Wang,
personal communication; inset image: Zhan et al. [2017].

This experiment at the STS will probe SiO2 and
CaCO3 crystallization to link the atomic-scale
hydration structure of an aqueous solution to its
precipitation, aggregation, and crystallization behavior. Neutron data is essential to gain a complete
picture of the solvation structure, since some correlations can only be characterized via neutron data even
when high quality X-ray synchrotron data is available [Semrouni et al., 2019]. Despite the significant
prior work on these systems, we currently lack the ability to quantitatively link specific atomic-scale
solvation structures in solution to their reaction pathways during liquid-solid transitions, and then to
specific nanoscale morphologies, aggregation behavior, and their ultimate macroscopic crystal form. This
is despite the fact that their rich liquid-solid transition chemistry—via which isolated ions in solution
associate to form clusters, amorphous hydrated nanomaterials, and ultimately well-crystallized
macroscopic crystals [Cartwright et al., 2012; Belton et al., 2012]—has long been recognized. Because of
this rich reactivity and their use as biominerals by organisms, these materials are often thought of as
candidates for the synthesis of bio-inspired devices, the goal of which is to control hierarchical assembly
and crystallization reactions to tailor specific properties or material morphologies. Without the ability to
link the relevant reaction and assembly mechanisms across length scales, a crystallization strategy must
be developed through phenomenological discoveries and not as a rational design process.
Performing simultaneous SANS/WANS experiments at the STS will allow us to break through this bottleneck by linking atomic-scale solvation structures to ion and molecule association reactions, to the
aggregation behavior of nanomaterial solids, and to the ultimate crystallization outcome. Coupling the
results to simulations will allow us to generate quantitative, predictive theories of hierarchical assembly
during precipitation that are currently lacking, thus enabling the creation of a rational-design workflow
for bio-inspired materials. This in turn will have benefits with scientific impacts beyond materials
synthesis and aqueous solution reaction chemistries, extending to many processes in which complex
aqueous solutions, or other environments, are involved.
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This same type of approach can be applied to more complex systems for explorations such as examining
how confinement affects ion adsorption, aggregation, and precipitation within a porous medium,
including reaction dynamics, and phase selection. In all of these cases, combining advances in highperformance computing capabilities with cutting-edge advances in coarse-graining and upscaling methods
in reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) and other simulations could provide a comprehensive model to fit the
scattering data across the four decades of length scales measured at the STS. Such models can then be
used to predict macroscopic properties of the solution, such as rheology, and to predict the morphologies
of the synthesized material quantitatively.
The new STS capabilities and the time-resolved approach, spanning an extraordinary range of length
scales that can currently be covered only by combining measurements performed in different
configurations or with different instruments, represent a powerful tool to observe complex materials in
their native/operating environments, which will have broad scientific impact. Neutron diffraction and
spectroscopy measurements will provide critically needed quantitative data that complement additional
characterization measurements—some of which will eventually be carried out concurrently on multimodal instruments. This will allow researchers to uncover, with unprecedented detail, how atoms come
together through irreversible and transient processes to form materials at solid-solid, solid-liquid, and
solid-gas interfaces, informing computation and the rational synthesis of new and more efficient
materials. This ability is currently lacking in many use cases, inhibiting our ability to create specific
structure-function relationships. This in turn would establish quantitatively how a given synthesis method,
structure, or reaction environment favors a specific ensemble of atomic-scale reactions. It is precisely
these interactions and sequences that impact larger-scale properties, ultimately determining the functionality or efficiency of the macroscopic product or device.

5.3.2

Discovery and Synthesis of Functional Materials via High Pressure

The STS, through the increase in peak brightness for cold neutrons and characteristics that can exploit
advanced focusing optics, will overcome many obstacles currently faced during the study of exotic
materials. These exotic states exist (far) away from equilibrium within a material’s energy landscape and
are usually accessed via extreme conditions such as high pressures, high temperatures, or nonlinear
conditions present during irradiation. Specifically, STS instruments will provide orders of magnitude
increases in measurement of signal and minimized background, while allowing for small beam sizes
suitable for such experiments, which are usually conducted within the constraints of a confining sample
environment.
The application of extreme conditions allows for the synthesis of novel materials with revolutionary
functionality that cannot be accessed any other way. Indeed, such synthesis may alter the properties of
materials well established in their technological uses through improvement of a particular characteristic.
Neutron scattering is a critical tool for understanding the dynamics and properties of novel exotic
materials. A prime example for useful new synthesis pathways via high pressure is found in the many
exotic allotropes of the elemental semiconductor silicon. Silicon has enabled technological revolutions
through its many wide-ranging applications, from computer chips to solar power conversion. The main
advantages of silicon lie in its wide abundance and nontoxicity rather than its band gap structure. Highend semiconductor applications require more suitable band gap characteristics—for example, the direct
band gap of ~1.42 eV found in gallium arsenide for improved solar power conversion. Such materials are,
however, expensive, often toxic, and not easily scalable to industrial needs. These issues could be overcome if different allotropes of silicon with improved band gap characteristics were used.
Several structures of silicon synthesized via high pressure can be recovered to ambient conditions [Haberl
et al., 2016]. Under strain application or in the form of hydrogenated nanoparticles, these polymorphs are
expected to be hugely advantageous for inexpensive, Si-based solar power conversion [Haberl et al.,
2016; Wippermann et al., 2016; Taylor, 2016; Beekman, 2015]. Furthermore, a 2015 study has reported
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the high-pressure synthesis of a novel allotrope of
silicon, Si24, from a NaSi clathrate as precursor (see
Fig. 5.3) [Kim et al., 2015]. Application of sufficient
strain or pressure may turn the quasi-direct band gap of
Si24 into a direct band gap close to the ideal range for
solar power conversion. To facilitate such strain-induced
tuning of the band gap, a full understanding of Si24’s
phonons is necessary. This understanding can only be
obtained with inelastic neutron scattering under pressure
such as afforded through the brightness of the STS with
advanced focusing optics.
This powerful capability of inelastic neutron scattering
under pressure could have equal impact on high pressure
synthesis from silicon’s sister element carbon. The
energy landscape of carbon is particularly amenable to
searches for new synthesis pathways, since many
metastable carbon allotropes already exist and are often
synthesized under extreme conditions [Hirsch, 2010;
Bovenkerk et al., 1959; Bundy et al., 1955; Kasper and
Wentorf, 1977; McKenzie, 1996; Robertson, 1986;
Fitzgibbons et al., 2015] with diamond [Bovenkerk et
al., 1959; Bundy et al., 1955] being the prime example.
One of these novel super-strong carbon allotropes was
first discovered through neutron scattering at the FTS
[Fitzgibbons et al., 2015]. Furthermore, many new
functional carbon phases have been predicted in this
highly active field [Clark et al., 1995; Yin, 1984;
Hoffmann et al., 2016]. A key focus thereby lies on
carbon allotropes that exhibit a hardness higher than that
of diamond [Clark et al., 1995; Yin, 1984; Pan et al.,
2009]. Such a material clearly would have a transformative impact on major industries, ranging from
mining to reactor safety.

Fig. 5.3. Details of the new phase of silicon.
Top: The unit cell of Si24, exhibiting three
crystallographically unique positions in each
color. The open channels in this unit cell are
obtained through “leaching” Na from the
parent NaSi clathrate. (b) The quasi-direct
band gap in Si24, calculated to be 1.30 eV,
making it a potentially highly useful material
for solar power conversion. Image source:
Reprinted with permission from Kim et al.
[2015, Figs. 1 and 3].

Synthesis of these predicted new materials is often unsuccessful because the application of extremes to
crystalline precursors is insufficient to overcome the strong kinetic barriers in the carbon energy
landscape. This issue can be overcome through the use of disordered precursors, which are inherently
metastable. Recent work thereby demonstrates the synthesis of hexagonal-diamond/lonsdaleite carbon
from glassy carbon, a disordered sp2 bonded carbon [Shiell et al., 2016]. Hexagonal-diamond is predicted
to exhibit higher hardness than diamond [Pan et al., 2009]. The transition process from sp2 bonded glassy
carbon to the fully sp3 bonded crystalline hexagonal diamond/lonsdaleite is not understood. To understand
this transition—and apply new knowledge to the synthesis of other carbon materials—it is crucial to
investigate and understand the changes that occur in the disordered material under pressure prior to
crystallization and phase transition.
Neutron scattering is an invaluable tool for such amorphous structure determination, specifically when
inelastic and elastic data are combined. Although high Q resolution is not usually necessary for studying
amorphous materials, the broad wavelength capabilities of STS confers major advantages. The
combination of elastic and inelastic data enables the creation of advanced models that elucidate structural
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changes as they occur under compression in ways impossible with either data set alone. The formation of
hexagonal diamond and of other desirable carbon allotropes will, however, require pressures beyond
current capabilities at the FTS for elastic data, and even more so for inelastic data.
Experimental details: The inelastic pressure experiment will be performed inside a diamond anvil cell
(DAC) specifically developed at ORNL for neutron measurements [Boehler et al., 2017, Haberl et al.,
2018]. This DAC, in combination with the increased flux of neutrons and advances in neutron optics at
the STS, will enable in situ inelastic neutron scattering (INS) to unprecedented pressures. Although
INS of ~1 mm3 size samples pressurized to 10 GPa is possible now on the VISION instrument at the FTS,
this technique can be used only with materials that contain significant percentages of hydrogen. A small
sample of a relatively poor scatterer, such as silicon, or a small sample of a disordered material such as
the glassy carbon precursors cannot be observed inside a pressure cell. Even if prohibitively long
exposure times were to be used, the sample signal would remain beneath parasitic scatter from the
surrounding pressure cell. Indeed, no neutron spectrometer in the world is currently capable of obtaining
useful inelastic scattering from Si samples or disordered carbon samples small enough to allow for
pressures well in excess of 10 GPa.
With significantly increased brightness, advances in collimation, and beams focused to optimized sizes
for DACs, the STS will overcome this limitation, offering world-leading instruments for high-pressure
INS. This capability at the STS will allow in situ observation of the pressure dependence of phonons and
the band gap of Si24 during compression to ~10 GPa. Such data will give new insights into the formation
of superhard allotropes and will be used to identify the next functional silicon or carbon.

5.3.3

In Situ Examination of Dynamic Interfaces in Batteries and Supercapacitors

Within a relatively short amount of time, the markets for—and opportunities with—personal electronics
were transformed by the introduction of lithium-ion batteries. The next advances in electrical energy
storage could lead to similarly revolutionary changes in transportation, grid-scale renewable energy
harvesting and storage, and distributed power, or in wearable devices and deployed sensors powered by
energy efficiently harvested and stored at the point of use. For most of these applications, today’s
batteries are not good enough—they are too big, too heavy, too expensive, and often too dangerous.
Electrical energy storage relies on the coordinated motion of electrons and ions through a material that is
undergoing atomic-scale rearrangements mediating voltage and cyclability. Our scientific understanding
of these processes is challenged by the complexity of the motion of atoms and molecules through and in
the hierarchical architectures of electrode/electrolyte interfaces, embedded nanoparticles, and materials
containing a variety of vacancies and voids that are needed to facilitate the transport. To advance our
understanding of these processes, and thus to ultimately discover and develop the next generation of
energy storage mechanisms, requires an approach that integrates in situ and operando experiments with
computational models, design concepts, synthesis, and characterization [Crabtree, 2017]. Real-time
characterization of operating batteries needs to probe their behavior from the nano- to the mesoscale.
Neutron studies of materials for electrical energy storage include a variety of needed techniques and
methods, and the different neutron sources at ORNL and across the world provide complementary
capabilities for these investigations. Powder diffraction on this class of materials, for example, will best
be performed at the FTS due to its optimized performance for thermal neutrons, the medium range of
neutron energies, and the high energy resolution. In contrast, the STS provides a unique opportunity for
the study of interfaces using neutron reflectometry (NR), for which the broad range of neutron energies
will enable the needed cinematic experiments, i.e., studies in which the evolution of an interface can be
probed over time and under realistic operating conditions.
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Understanding interfaces in energy materials is crucial: Energy generation, storage, and conversion
technologies depend on high rates of transfer of heat, mass, ions, and electrons that result in highly
heterogeneous interfaces and associated chemical and physical processes that are far from equilibrium.
For example, energy storage processes involve the transport of ions, electrons, and molecules through
complex chemical environments at the interface with electrode surfaces. The poorly understood
interfacial structure between two dissimilar materials in liquid or solid electrolytes is confounded further
because this interface continually changes and relaxes during charge/discharge cycles, with currents
producing significant atom rearrangement on the time scale of seconds [Hemminger, 2007]. Correlating
interfacial structure and relaxation with electrical and mechanical response is a prerequisite to realizing
next-generation energy technologies. It is impossible to make a predictive assessment of how to best
optimize the facile transport of ions, mass, and heat across and along these interfaces without a full
understanding of the complex, dynamic interfacial environments and the involved chemical and physical
processes, such as:
•
•
•
•

the structure, kinetics, and dynamics of atom segregation and cascades that form at solid-solid, solidpolymer, and solid-liquid interfaces with external modifiers like heat, electrical potential, and
mechanical load;
phonon coupling across nonepitaxial interfaces during ion motion or heat transfer;
transport of ions and atoms at and across grain boundaries; and
the contact formed between disparate materials during fabrication and its relation to adhesion
strength, ion motion, and heat conduction.

All of these issues involve dynamic processes that occur far from equilibrium or in transient states over
length scales from nanometers to microns; exploring them requires nondestructive, real-time
characterization, with specificity to light elements, and without perturbing the processes of interest. Ion
transport across a solid-solid interface is a particularly intriguing challenge, as applications in electrical
energy storage require current densities of almost 1019 ions/s⋅cm2. Currently, we do not know how
materials and interfaces accommodate this massive flux, or how collective ion transport in the bulk
correlates to ion transport through an interface. A full understanding of how mass is transported through
and along interfaces is a significant bottleneck in the advancement of these energy technologies.
NR can provide much-needed insight into interfacial structure at the nanoscale. In addition, this tool is
sensitive to different isotopes of light elements and is able to penetrate solid substrates to view buried
interfaces. The evolution of such interfaces during chemical changes or other operando conditions is of
paramount importance. A combination of specular and off-specular reflectivity can reveal structure both
normal and parallel to a planar interface. However, observing transient phenomena in real time with
today’s NR capabilities is hindered by the length of time required to collect a complete specular
reflectivity curve in a single instrument setting, typically restricting measurements to a “semiequilibrium” state with 1-hour increments [Veith, 2017].
Instrumentation proposed for the STS will overcome this limitation by taking advantage of unprecedented
peak brightness distributed over a large wavelength bandwidth. High STS flux delivered into a broad
wavelength bandwidth will enable the observation of interfacial structure in a single instrument setting on
time scales able to capture transient processes. This powerful and efficient way of collecting data
observes the sample but does not interfere with the operando environment. As shown in Fig. 5.4, refinable
specular reflectivity data will be available in as little as a few seconds. Thus, the STS will provide a
revolutionary capability to examine interfacial systems in real time and provide insight into timedependent phenomena (e.g., temperature, electrochemical, magnetic, or chemical alteration).
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Fig. 5.4. Simulated performance of a reflectometer designed for the STS, derived from fitted reflectivity
data obtained on the FTS Liquids Reflectometer. Reflectivity profiles (left) were generated by exposing a
sample to simulated STS flux for 1, 10, 100, and 1000 seconds. The evolution of an interfacial layer and the
variation of its fitted value are shown at right as a function of counting time. A 100 s exposure yields equivalent
goodness of fit to that of the 40 min (2400 s) data set from the current instrument, a 24-fold improvement. Image
source: Courtesy of John Ankner, ORNL.

Experiment details: In energy devices, the interfaces often constitute a dynamic boundary where large
amounts of mass are rapidly added or removed. Control of nucleation and growth processes is critical to
maintaining the desired interface and phase distribution required for optimal and reliable device
operation. At a solid-liquid interface, porous and dendritic structures may form; at a buried solid-solid
interface, however, observation and control are more challenging to observe and difficult to predict,
particularly at high rates of mass flow. Nominally ideal layers may in fact exhibit a complex morphology,
with pores, dendrites, inclusions, cracks, and delamination. Interruption for slow or ex situ characterization gives the structure time to anneal and redistribute, obscuring information about critical processes,
without modifying the system.
It is thus critical to explore these processes as they occur in situ and operando. A specific case in point is
solid-state electrolytes, which are essential for the next generation of energy storage technologies because
they eliminate the necessity of organic and potentially flammable liquids. However, the dynamics of
atomic and structural rearrangements in solid electrolytes remain unknown. Initial studies will explore the
lithium-metal/glassy-electrolyte lithium phosphate oxynitride (Lipon) interface during lithium plating.
This system is currently the only solid electrolyte that is compatible with elemental lithium electrodes. To
date, it has not been possible to study the dynamics of this interface because lithium has a weak X-ray
atomic form factor, and current neutron-based instrumentation lacks the time resolution necessary to
capture the dynamics of these interface processes.
As mentioned above, the STS will make it possible to develop a reflectometry instrument to provide
a high–time-resolution, real-time view to elucidate complex mechanisms occurring at the interface
and to evaluate innovative ways to control the moving interface. All the richness and varieties of
redox reactions and mass transport will be in view in real time. Because neutrons can penetrate most
structural materials, this approach will enable the operando study of these dynamic processes, with a time
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resolution of seconds to minutes, which will enable elucidation of the processes involved in the initiation
and transient growth of lithium metal at a solid-solid interface in a working battery. Further insight will
be afforded using isotope contrast techniques. In this case, real-time observations of heterostructures of
plated 6Li and then 7Li (isotopes distinguishable by neutrons) will be used to yield fundamental insight
into these diffusion and reorientation processes. With such insight, we will examine, in real time, the
effect of applying static or dynamic loads or variation in electrical current or temperature as likely factors
that may influence the structure of moving interfaces—something that has never been observed before.

5.4 Conclusion
STS will offer transformative opportunities for capturing the structure and dynamics of complex systems
in situ, in real time, and in industrially relevant settings. Researchers will be able to follow self-assembly
and other reaction networks at the atomic/molecular level through to aggregation/crystal growth of
particles toward targeted architectures and functionalities. Quantitative validation of theories on eutectic
compositions, solute-solvent interactions, and deviation from ideality will impact the rational control of
biological and geological systems, electrical energy storage systems, catalysis processes, separations
science, and more. Linking reactivity, stereoselectivity, chemoselectivity, and kinetics toward reactions
with macroscopic device or product efficiencies, under realistic conditions of temperature and pressure,
will have a broad impact on many industries and position us for future applications in energy efficiency,
production, and storage, and in extreme environments.
Extreme environments provide a prime example for the impact of the STS. Such environments inherently
require a sample to be measured within a confining space, often made of nontransparent materials.
Neutrons can be an ideal nondestructive probe because they penetrate many materials easily.
Furthermore, the application of extreme conditions typically requires small samples, since extreme
pressures or temperatures, for example, typically cannot be maintained uniformly across large areas or
volumes. To date, this has prevented studies of materials with INS at pressures above 10 GPa and of
materials with elastic neutron scattering at pressures above 100 GPa. Access to these pressures is,
however, critical to understand the formation of many new materials, such as superhard carbon allotropes
or new functional semiconductor allotropes; it is equally important in planetary sciences and even in the
understanding of new superconducting superhydrides such as the lanthanum hydrides.
With regard to the study and control of interfaces, the STS, with its unprecedented peak brightness and
broad range of usable wavelengths, will present the opportunity to observe numerous chemical processes,
under environmental control, in real time as they happen, for example inside an energy storage cell during
electrochemical reactions under current-voltage control. The ability to make such observations offers
unprecedented opportunities. Beyond electrochemical energy storage, the importance of observations of
solid-solid or solid-liquid interfaces is far reaching. Interfaces operating under extreme conditions play a
key role in systems such as concentrating solar power plants, nuclear reactors, and turbines. The ability to
perform studies of corrosion, dissolution, rearrangements, and other processes dynamically using the new
capabilities available at the STS will clearly be transformational for a broad range of applications in
which the time evolution of a chemically active interface, or an interface exposed to extreme chemical
constraints, is important, as well as in areas of polymer films and coatings, synthetic or biological
membranes, and liquid-liquid interfaces.
The STS will have a tremendous impact overall on DOE mission space, but it will be particularly useful
in aiding us in the design and synthesis of new energy materials, through better understanding of their
chemical reactivity and other processes. These breakthroughs will be achieved by using the enhanced
bandwidth and brilliance of the STS to conduct the required cinematic experiments, where structures of
samples are observed over wide ranges of length scale with enhanced time resolution under realistic
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operando conditions, i.e., at the relevant time scales of materials synthesis, battery charging and
discharging, pressure-induced transformations, etc.
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6. STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
The higher brightness of long-wavelength neutrons at the STS, combined with advances in neutron optics,
will be transformative for neutron scattering investigations of structural materials. In particular, the STS
will significantly shorten the time needed for measurements and allow smaller beam sizes with higher
brightness to be targeted on specific regions of interest for real-time, in situ, time-dependent, and
location-specific characterization of complex materials during synthesis (e.g., additive manufacturing),
processing (e.g., metamorphic manufacturing), mechanical testing, and environmental exposure (e.g.,
corrosion and irradiation) of specimens of realistic size. The higher intensity of STS instruments will
enable subsecond time-resolved measurements of structural changes in complex materials. Additionally,
the availability of a much wider range of neutron wavelengths will allow simultaneous characterization of
microstructures and phenomena across multiple length scales, including nucleation and growth of
precipitates, metastable and intermediate phases in complex alloys and composite materials, long-range
order, and defects. These new capabilities of the STS will have enormous impact on advancing the
fundamental understanding of how composition and processing affect the structure, properties, and
performance of structural materials.

6.1 Introduction
Structural materials are, and will remain, critical to broad swaths of the economy, from energy, transportation, security, aerospace, and health to manufacturing and infrastructure. New materials are needed
to withstand increasingly demanding conditions, such as extremes in temperature, stress, and chemical
environments. For example, new alloys are needed to reduce the weight of vehicles while maintaining or
enhancing stiffness, strength, and energy absorption during crashes. Materials for more efficient engines
and turbines, and for advanced hypersonic applications, require fail-safe operation at higher temperatures
and stresses. Increasing demand for “green” materials that are energy efficient and environmentally
friendly drives the search for new low-cost recyclable structural materials. New materials are also needed
to realize next-generation terrestrial and space nuclear reactors that will experience extremes of radiation
and temperature and exposure to corrosive coolants such as molten salts and liquid metals. Safe long-term
storage of nuclear waste is a longstanding problem for which new materials solutions are critically
required. Cheaper, lighter, and tougher cryogenic materials are needed for a range of applications from
the everyday (e.g., transoceanic transport of liquified natural gas) to the exotic (e.g., colonization of Mars
and mining of asteroids). In short, structural materials perform a myriad of functions that impact our lives,
and they will remain at the heart of technologies, devices, and societal infrastructure into the future.
Most materials currently used for structural applications have reached, or are close to reaching, their
performance limits. In order to accelerate the development of next-generation advanced structural
materials to meet future needs, broad scientific principles that can guide alloy design are needed.
Unfortunately, our understanding of the “materials pentahedron,” where composition, structure,
processing, properties, and performance comprise the five corners, is limited in several fundamental
ways. Arguably, the biggest gap in our understanding is: how exactly do structure and properties evolve
during synthesis, processing and service? This is important because these aspects of structural materials
(structure and properties) are not state variables that depend only on the initial and final states; rather they
are path-dependent (i.e., they depend on the precise route taken to reach the final state). Therefore,
postmortem evaluations can only provide a limited view (or are extremely tedious if multiple ex situ tests
must be interrupted for subsequent characterization), making in situ characterization invaluable.
In this respect, the introduction of in situ testing capabilities in electron microscopes and X-ray and
neutron beamlines was a significant development, because it made possible the study of the evolution of
structure and (some) properties in a single specimen. Among these techniques, in situ neutron scattering
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offers benefits accruing from the unique physical properties of neutrons that complement the capabilities
of electrons and photons [Crabtree and Parise, 2014]. The neutron’s ability to nondestructively penetrate
real components and materials under operational conditions, its sensitivity to hydrogen and light
elements, and its ability to investigate modes and dynamics over virtually all practical length and time
scales make it an extremely powerful probe. Collimation of intense neutron beams enables the
measurement to be defined from a small (~1 mm3) scattering volume within a comparatively large bulk
sample, thereby enabling mapping of critical microstructural features such as phase fractions,
orientations, elastic strains, and dislocation densities. Beyond conventional time-resolved measurements,
stroboscopic techniques enable much finer time resolutions than are intrinsic to the source pulse rate.
Structural evolution in response to a cyclically applied perturbation can be resolved to time scales as short
as the neutron pulse width—on the order of tens of microseconds.
Notwithstanding these past successes, it is important to articulate what cannot be done, either easily or at
all, at the FTS. Because the peak brightness occurs at short wavelengths (0.1 nm), investigations requiring
longer wavelengths (e.g., measurement of the d-spacings of complex crystal structures and composites)
are difficult to perform because of the rapid drop-off in flux with increasing wavelength. This reduction in
intensity also makes the FTS ill-suited for complementary (and simultaneous) transmission-based
measurements, such as SANS.
Similarly, the temporal resolution at current facilities is significantly lower than is desirable for following
time-dependent phenomena in near-real time. Critical limitations restrict our understanding of the
evolution of structure and properties during synthesis, processing, and service—which, as noted,
represents a key gap in our understanding of the behavior of structural materials. The challenge of
tracking potentially rapid changes at multiple length scales under complex mechanical, electromagnetic,
and thermal conditions requires a new generation of neutron facilities that support multiple measurements
and analyses simultaneously from a single bulk sample in near-real time under realistic conditions (stress,
strain, temperature, environment, etc.). A detailed understanding of how structure and properties evolve
during synthesis and processing across multiple length scales, from subnanometer to microns, represents a
crucial step in advancing scientific understanding of materials’ performance. Such understanding can then
be integrated into future models that also consider precursor materials and process variables (including
reaction kinetics and pathways).
The interplay between these elements and property predictions is becoming increasingly important in the
endeavor to fully understand and develop new materials with advanced functionality. The STS will
combine sophisticated synthesis, processing, and analytical tools with highly configurable instrument
layouts, tunable optics, and high-speed computational tools, which will allow studies not previously
possible.

6.2 New STS Experimental Capabilities for Structural Materials
The STS offers opportunities to propel critical advances in characterization methodologies with beamlines
combining multiple techniques such as diffraction, spectroscopy, and imaging. New instrument suites
with higher flux, better resolution, wider Q range, unique detector layouts, improved focusing optics and
integrated advanced sample environments will provide high temporal and spatial resolutions for in situ
characterization. This will improve capabilities to probe even smaller sample volumes to understand
complexities and variations in chemistries and macro-/microstructure that typically control essential
materials properties such as (ion) transport under corrosion conditions, strength, and ultimate functional
performance and reliability. With the existing suite of neutron scattering instruments, there are
measurements that simply cannot be done today.
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An integrated understanding of synthesis and processing at multiple length scales (from <1 nm to a few
nanometers, through micrometers, to millimeters and beyond) represents a crucial step beyond (static)
structure-based prediction of materials properties. The STS will incorporate multiple modalities, combining different neutron scattering analyses simultaneously from the same sample as well as combining
neutron measurements with parallel measurement of materials properties and high-speed computational
tools. The STS thus enables designing a beamline as a laboratory to explore matter under controlled
perturbations such as combinations of deformation, pressure, temperature, or irradiation, with simulation
of synthesis, processing, and service conditions.
The power and adaptability of the proposed STS instruments will allow a significant advance in the
ability to conduct complex experiments in situ and in near-real time. At current neutron sources, a series
of experiments is needed to study the features of materials via separate diffraction, SANS, imaging,
and/or spectroscopy measurements. The multimodality potential of the new instruments built around the
STS opens entirely new capabilities for materials science experiments, so that the measurements are made
on the same volume of the same sample at the same time.
The next generation of advanced alloys will be increasingly complex and even hierarchically structured
materials. The macroscopic properties of these materials result from multiscale interactions among
features from the atomic scale to the microscale. Thus, probes are needed to simultaneously examine
those features across those length scales as a function of time. The new capabilities at the STS will enable
neutron diffraction, SANS, and Bragg edge imaging data collection and allow the observation of microstructural changes, such as changes in precipitate density and morphology, from the same sample volume.
This capability will eliminate the ambiguity of comparing measurements taken with different techniques
on different samples. The ability to simultaneously observe these phenomena on relevant time scales is
essential to advance our understanding of how complex materials respond to realistic external stimuli.
These insights into structure-property relationships will aid materials design; improve the reliability of
critical structural materials; and provide new opportunities for the study of time-resolved phenomena and
kinetics associated with processing, additive manufacturing (3D printing), and the development of new
alloys to meet future needs in energy technologies, national security, and a wide range of manufacturing
applications.
The new capabilities provided by the STS (i.e., high-intensity neutron beams over an extended energy
range in energy) will greatly expand the opportunity to develop a synergistic program in materials
synthesis and discovery. Historically, scaling up from the laboratory to the “real world” has been a major
challenge. STS neutron instruments will leverage the high penetration depth to precisely probe small
volumes buried in intact large-scale components, with a range of energies that will resolve microstructural
details over a considerable length scale (i.e., from angstroms to microns), with high brightness enabling
time-resolved studies. The STS will enable transformative strides in probing transient, time-dependent,
and nonequilibrium processes in structural materials by simultaneously providing
•
•
•

high brightness to enable rapid collection of data to capture structural evolution during processing or
operation, and real-time capability to resolve interfacial structure and chemistry;
high neutron flux at longer wavelengths to enable investigations of complex and low-symmetry
materials; and
new multimodal instrument concepts enabled by the wide bandwidth at the STS to permit
simultaneous characterization of microstructural and crystallographic features across multiple length
scales.
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6.3 First STS Experiments
6.3.1

Understanding How to Overcome the Strength-Ductility Trade-off

The quest for materials with ever higher strengths that do not sacrifice other essential properties such as
ductility and toughness is endless [Morris, 2017]. Since dislocations are the main carriers of plastic
deformation in crystalline materials, putting obstacles in their path is a surefire way to increase strength.
Unfortunately, this almost always degrades ductility and toughness [Ritchie, 2011]. There are, however,
notable exceptions that defeat the strength-ductility trade-off [Gludovatz et al., 2014; Li et al., 2016].
Interfaces lie at the heart of their exceptional behavior; in particular, the dynamic generation of certain
types of interfaces during deformation. Alternative approaches of enhancing strength have taken
advantage of certain types of precipitates [Jiang et al., 2017] or nanoscale ordered interstitial complexes
[Lei et al., 2018], although in those cases the ductility either decreased or stayed roughly constant. A key
difference between these two sets of approaches is that the density of obstacles in the former (twin or
phase boundaries) increases with strain, whereas in the latter, the density of precipitates and nanocomplexes is fixed before deformation after which it does not change. Another difference is that, broadly
speaking, the former approach is better suited to enhance ductility whereas the latter is better suited for
improving strength. A combination of both approaches is therefore needed to maximize strength and
ductility: that is, a high density of coherent, closely spaced precipitates in a metastable matrix that
undergoes twinning and/or phase transformation under an applied stress. Furthermore, to maximize the
strengthening due to precipitates, they should be ordered (to increase their resistance to cutting by
dislocations).
While the broad outlines of how to accomplish the above goals are known, fundamental scientific
questions need to be answered in order to develop a sound basis for alloy design. One important question
addresses twin and phase boundaries: do they act merely to provide a steady (or even increasing) source
of work hardening and thus delay the onset of necking instability in materials whose ductility is limited
by premature necking, or do they also provide additional deformation modes to accommodate the applied
strain and thus enhance ductility? Other central questions include the following:
•
•
•

•

How do the crystal structures of the parent and transformed phases and any attendant volume changes
affect strength and ductility?
What are the effects of external constraints (e.g., those exerted by grain boundaries or precipitates) on
the activation barriers for twinning and stress-induced phase transformations?
Are there any synergies to be exploited between hardening due to increased dislocation storage on the
one hand and generation of deformation-induced twin and phase boundaries on the other? (For
example, one could envision delaying as much as possible the strain at which the processes of
twinning and phase transformation are exhausted, which would allow maximum dislocation
hardening to take place in the interim.)
How can we control the metastability of the pretransformed matrix phase, and the volume fractions,
morphologies, and sizes of the strengthening precipitates, to obtain the highest combination of
strength and ductility?

Answering all of these questions will require in situ neutron diffraction experiments at the STS so that we
can study the evolution of relevant microstructural features as a function of strain and temperature. In
cases where one (or more) of the phases involved is ferromagnetic, performing the experiments in a high
magnetic field may produce certain preferred morphologies during transformation whose effects on
strength and ductility are currently unknown.
For the first STS experiments, we envision designing model alloys using computational thermodynamics
approaches specifically tailored to answer one or more of the above questions. For example, alloys can be
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designed so that their matrices are either face-centered cubic (fcc) or body-centered cubic (bcc) at
elevated temperatures, with a tendency to transform to bcc or hexagonal close-packed (hcp) at low
temperatures. The thermodynamic driving force for such phase transformations can be tuned by adjusting
the alloy composition to enable complete (thermal) transformation during cooling at one extreme, or zero
transformation at the other extreme, with various transient states in between where the structure is
metastable. These metastable states can then transform during deformation under the influence of the
additional driving force provided by stress. Metastability can be further tuned by constraining the
transformation through the introduction of nanoscale ordered precipitates in the matrix that also serve to
strengthen. In fcc alloys, the activation barriers for twinning and fcc-hcp transformation are closely
related and depend on the stacking fault energy, which can be calculated reasonably well from first
principles and therefore will help in the interpretation of the experimental results. In situ straining
experiments will be performed as a function of temperature to determine the evolution of different phases
with strain to understand quantitatively the relationship between phase transformations and work
hardening rates (Fig. 6.1). Texture evolution with strain will be evaluated to distinguish between ordinary
dislocation plasticity and twinning. Load shedding from one phase to another, which can be determined
from their respective elastic strains, will help us understand how the global applied stress is partitioned
among the different constituents, which in turn
will shed light on potential stress-relief
mechanisms that contribute to ductility. Smallangle neutron scattering will provide
information on the precipitate distribution (size
and volume fraction), which in combination
with the phase analyses will allow a deeper
understanding of how they interfere with both
thermal and deformation-induced phase
transformations. Correlative transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) performed at the
Center for Nanophase Materials Sciences will
provide additional details of the precipitate
structure, coherency, and chemistry, as well as
Fig. 6.1. Schematic of real-time in situ multimodal
dislocation cutting mechanisms. Together, these
experiments at the STS. Multidirectional lattice strain,
results will help in the development of broadly
phase transformation, precipitation, texture, etc., can be
applicable scientific principles that can be used
measured by diffraction, diffraction contrast
to design future generations of stronger and
tomography [Wu et al., 2018], SANS, and imaging.
tougher alloys.
Image source: ORNL.
In connection with the in situ mechanical tests
outlined above, the STS offers unique capabilities that are not currently available elsewhere. It provides
high flux at longer wavelengths, which enables multiscale analysis of microstructural features over the
wide length scales of interest in phase transformations, from nanometer to millimeter, by using
simultaneous scattering and transmission measurements. The high flux at longer wavelengths also allows
the larger d-spacings of ordered superlattices (strengthening precipitates) to be determined; this is
currently difficult to accomplish because the flux is high enough only at shorter wavelengths, where
unfortunately there is considerable overlap of the fundamental diffraction lines. Because of the unique
detector geometry planned, simultaneous measurement along three orthogonal directions will be possible.
The high brightness of the STS will allow continuous data collection while the specimens are being
strained, as opposed to experiments on complex materials with current beamlines, on which the straining
must be stopped for a long enough time (on the order of many minutes) to collect sufficient data during
which stress relaxation processes occur in the material, greatly complicating interpretation of results
(especially if bidirectional transformations occur, as recently reported by Lu et al. [2018]).
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6.3.2

Exploring the Fundamentals of Additive and Metamorphic Manufacturing

As previously mentioned, a key gap in our understanding of structural materials is what happens during
processing. In situ processing of bulk specimens will enable a deeper understanding of the elementary
steps that make up the overall process and of microstructural changes as they occur. Both are difficult
(and sometimes impossible) to deduce after the fact. Synthesis of materials is a process that is well suited
for in situ investigation at the STS; here we discuss its application to structural materials.
Among the various synthesis routes available for structural materials, additive manufacturing (AM) has
the greatest potential to revolutionize how parts and structures will be built in the future. AM uses powder
or wire feedstock that is heated with focused, computer-controlled laser or electron beams to build 3D
structures layer by layer (Fig. 6.2). Among the advantages of AM are increased energy efficiency, lower
environmental impact, the ability to produce parts on demand, and the ability to manufacture complicated
shapes, which enables innovative designs [Frazier, 2014; DebRoy et al., 2018]. AM can also produce
gradients in composition and, therefore, gradients in microstructure and properties [Dobbelstein et al.,
2019].
There are significant differences between
materials synthesized by AM and those produced conventionally—for example,
residual stress distribution, microstructural
anisotropy [DebRoy et al., 2018], and the
formation of certain defects such as pores,
spatter, and denuded zones [Khairallah et
al., 2016]. Many of these affect mechanical
properties and can make it difficult to predict how AM materials will behave based
on existing knowledge of conventionally
processed materials. Moreover, the
differences vary from alloy to alloy, and a
detailed understanding of the responsible
mechanisms is lacking. Without this
understanding, predictability suffers, and
each individual part and material must be
developed by trial and error. A more
Fig. 6.2. Schematic of powder-fed additive manufacturing
thorough understanding of the relationships
setup with a scanning focused laser beam for heating.
among process variables, microstructure,
Image source: Reprinted with permission from Frazier [2014,
properties, and performance is therefore
Fig. 2].
necessary. In general terms, from prior
work on solidification and welding, it is
known that the temperature gradient and the velocity of the solid-liquid interface affect its morphology,
for example, whether it is planar, cellular, or dendritic, and the resulting microstructures (e.g., dendritic or
equiaxed). The thermophysical properties of the melt and solid combined with the process variables such
as heat input and cooling rate determine some of the defects that form during solidification. However, the
discrete nature of the powder feedstock used in AM introduces complications that need to be accounted
for. Sophisticated model simulations have proven successful in reproducing several critical defects that
form during laser-based AM [Khairallah et al., 2016]. Experimental validation is challenging because it
requires monitoring the process with precise spatial and temporal resolution. In situ studies using neutron
diffraction/ absorption in conjunction with high-speed IR cameras will greatly advance understanding
by bridging these gaps.
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The third wave of digital manufacturing, after computer numerical controlled (CNC) machining and AM,
is metamorphic manufacturing (MM), which has been referred to as “robotic blacksmithing” [TMS,
2019]. MM is still in its infancy, but the basic idea is to combine sensors, thermal control, incremental
mechanical deformation, robotic manipulators, and real-time computational tools to make complex shapes
in which the microstructures and properties can be controlled at specific locations. MM has the potential
to overcome the biggest limitation of AM: its inability (by and large) to control local microstructure and
properties. Therefore, MM working together with AM (i.e., thermomechanical processing integrated into
the AM build process) has the potential to enable the control of composition, microstructure, and
properties on demand, in a location-specific way, in complex shapes.
Many challenges (both engineering and scientific) must be overcome before MM can be widely deployed
[TMS, 2017]; given that AM has been under development for almost three decades, a similar time scale
can be assumed for MM. From a materials standpoint, we lack a quantitative, predictive understanding of
processing-structure-property-performance relationships, especially when AM and MM are combined.
Characterization is typically performed after the process is completed; in both AM and MM, however, inprocess characterization of continuous change in structure and properties is needed to reveal how process
variables affect performance. The various analysis methods that will become available at the STS, along
with the uniquely large sample volume afforded by the high-brightness source, will enable in situ
measurements of materials structure and mechanical properties during the build process, which cannot be
done anywhere else.
We envision the first STS experiments to be performed on high-melting-point refractory metals that
maintain strength at high temperatures and are resistant to attack in harsh environments, such as liquid
metals. They are difficult to synthesize using conventional processes but can be produced by AM
[Dobbelstein et al., 2018, 2019; Li et al., 2019]. For decades, their poor ductility has remained stubbornly
intractable, but recent results have shown that the ductility of certain refractory metals can be significantly
enhanced by the so-called high-entropy approach of combining four of more principal elements in high
concentrations [Senkov and Semiatin, 2015], while the strength-ductility combination can be maintained
at a high level by adding a light element in low concentrations [Lei et al., 2018]. The poor ductility of
refractory metals is generally ascribed to an insufficient density of mobile dislocations. MM can be
utilized to controllably introduce mobile dislocations above the ductile-brittle transition temperature
during the AM process, thereby enhancing ductility. Additionally, the complex microstructures enabled
by AM have recently been shown to defeat the strength-ductility trade-off in a conventional stainless steel
[Wang et al., 2018], which offers the hope that it might be possible to employ AM and improve
mechanical properties in other materials, such as refractory metals, if the responsible mechanisms are
understood. The Achilles heel of refractory metals is their poor oxidation resistance. Compositionally
graded structures produced by AM have the potential to overcome this problem by creating an oxidationresistant surface layer.
Introducing a vacuum chamber with a pulsed laser source and powder feeding mechanism into the beam
will enable operando analyses of the AM process. By using premixed powders whose chemical
compositions can be controlled on the fly, chemical gradients can be produced within the solidified part to
achieve corresponding gradients in microstructure. Such gradients will produce gradients in physical,
mechanical, and chemical properties. Chemical gradients in combination with applied external fields can
be used to tune phase stability and, in turn, the microstructures that form in the material. While the
anticipated temporal resolution of the neutron scattering experiments (~30 ms) cannot capture all of the
phenomena of interest in AM, it is likely sufficient for the processes of interest in MM. Simultaneous
characterization with high-speed cameras (30 µs) will get us most of the way to capturing many of the
other phenomena of interest, such as changes in temperature gradients, recoil of molten particles, and
denudation of powder particles. The fundamental mechanisms and principles uncovered through such
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experiments will be indispensable in formulating new alloy design approaches for next-generation
materials for extreme conditions.

6.3.3

Understanding Fundamental Corrosion Mechanisms

The economic cost of corrosion is estimated to be 3 to 4% of the gross domestic product of industrialized
nations [Wood and Clarke, 2017; Wood et al., 2018]. On metal surfaces, the corrosion process is complex
and involves oxides, hydroxides, and other thin films [Wood and Clarke, 2017]. In addition to time,
environmental conditions such as stress, temperature, or radiation can alter the rates of corrosion
processes. In spite of decades of corrosion research, the nature of passive films on metals remains poorly
understood. In addition to passive films, conversion coatings and inhibitors are widely used for corrosion
protection of metals. Although protective structures of some type must exist, interfacial structure has
proven difficult to characterize. The problem is that conventional techniques are not able to resolve both
the chemical and physical characteristics of nanometer-scale films. Current understanding of protection
and failure, therefore, is largely based on indirect methods. In order to advance corrosion science, in situ
methods to gain understanding of the fundamental relationship between process, structure, and
performance are needed to allow investigation on time and length scales not possible today.
Neutron reflectometry has been extensively used to reveal interfacial structure and has been successfully
used as a characterization tool in corrosion science, revealing changes of film composition, thickness, and
roughness under corrosive environments [Hu et al., 2013; Hu et al., 2015]. Dong et al. [2011] were able to
reveal the structure and morphology of a trivalent chromium process-coated aluminum surface in an
aqueous solution under pitting conditions, while Wang et al. [2010] determined that vanadate-based
inhibitor film forms a bilayer structure on the surface of an aluminum alloy, forming an effective water
barrier. Welbourn et al. [2017] used neutron reflectometry, along with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), to characterize the inhibiting function of surfactant on copper and successfully demonstrated
reflectometry’s ability to distinguish adsorbed layers from an underlying oxide layer. An important
advantage of neutron reflectometry for corrosion research is that it permits a greater range of sample
environments, for instance, in vacuum, allowing for studies in well-controlled atmospheres as well as in
aqueous environments, allowing for precision control of salinity, for example [Wood et al., 2018].
Neutron reflectometry also offers superior quantitative analysis not offered by conventional techniques.
However, a limiting factor for the role of neutron reflectometry in corrosion research is the time required
to acquire useful data for investigating kinetic behavior at the environment/surface interface.
Current neutron reflectometers typically require tens of minutes, at best, to acquire useful data due to lack
of neutron brightness and broad wavelength flux; thus, quasi-static experiments are employed. The STS,
with its high brightness and broad wavelength bandwidth afforded by its 15 Hz operation, will enable the
acquisition of statistically significant neutron reflectivity data in real time, making it possible to
investigate corrosion phenomena on time scales not available today. For instance, pit nucleation can occur
in much less time than is required for anion diffusion across a passive barrier, on the order of seconds in
some cases [Wood et al., 2018].
The new capability provided by the STS will allow the determination of the origin, evolution, and failure
of passive oxide surfaces on stainless steels. Knowledge will be gained that is complementary to that
gained by X-ray methods. Building on techniques perfected in investigations of corrosive behavior using
the Liquids Reflectometer at the FTS, we will use neutron reflectometry to determine the film density and
composition profile for pure iron and Fe-Cr-Mo alloys prepared by magnetron sputtering. Passive films
will then be grown anodically while being continuously monitored with the neutron beam. The response
of the film can then be observed under increasingly aggressive environments by performing neutron
reflectivity measurements in a split liquid cell under electrochemical potential control (Fig. 6.3). The
films will be monitored for the formation of pits and/or cracks in the surface and the subsequent progress
of corrosive species formation on the surface as a function of time. It has been shown that effective
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corrosion inhibitors preferentially absorb
to a surface and can displace destructive
corrosion species [Nut, 1970]. Addition
of an inhibitor to the electrochemical
system can then be monitored to
determine rates of adsorption of
inhibiting species and their underlying
ability to mitigate the corrosive process.

6.4 Conclusion

Fig. 6.3. Schematic of an electrochemical split cell for in situ
neutron reflectometry measurements. Image source:
Reprinted with permission from Dong et al. [2011, Fig. 2].

The STS will enable heretofore
impossible studies of the evolution of the
structure and properties of advanced
structural materials during synthesis, processing, and service (operation). The knowledge gained will be
critical to developing broad scientific guidelines for the design of next-generation structural materials.
The key features of the STS that will make such advances possible are the high flux at longer
wavelengths, the significantly shorter time needed for measurements, the smaller beam sizes with higher
brightness that can be focused on regions of interest, and the large sample environment chambers in
which multiple characterization techniques can be applied simultaneously.
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7. BIOLOGY AND LIFE SCIENCES
A fundamental principle of complex biological systems is dynamic hierarchical organization. These
systems—including metabolic and signaling pathways, organelles, cells, organisms or ecosystems—are
made of simpler, interconnected building blocks. However, even the simplest of systems, comprising a
few distinct molecules, are a challenge to analyze. This is because these systems are dynamic, with
component molecules catalyzing reactions through quantum mechanical proton and electron movements,
making and breaking associations with other molecules and even changing their shapes (conformations)
in response to stimuli. As described in a recent report on grand challenges for biological and
environmental research, “The capacity to quantitatively predict functions in biological systems is not
limited to static snapshots. To enable accurate understanding of dynamic processes, tools are needed to
precisely probe systems in temporally or spatially controlled ways” [Stacey, 2017].
The unprecedented peak brightness and broader energy range of neutrons at the STS, together with
associated advances in neutron optics and detectors, will transform neutron scattering capabilities for
biological research. The brightness and energy range provided by the STS will make it possible to
observe changes in biological systems in real time, using smaller samples, and across the multiple length
scales relevant to biological systems, from quantum biological phenomena up to cellular scales. By
combining the new capabilities of the STS with precision deuterium labeling, multimodal experimental
environments (or techniques), and state-of-the-art high performance computing, time-resolved
measurements will become possible, providing “movies” of collective motions in biomolecular systems
and of cellular components as they interact in real time, forming functional complexes and higher-order
hierarchical assemblies that span the organizational levels of the cell. Thus, development of a dynamic
understanding of the function of complex, hierarchical biological systems will become possible, enabling
advances in areas such as artificial photosynthesis, biocatalysis, and biopharmaceuticals.

7.1 Introduction
Natural systems demonstrate a mastery of physical laws and engineering principles against which the best
artificial systems look primitive. Examples of this are highly selective catalytic processes, efficient energy
conversion, and optimized materials synthesis. Biological systems are self-organizing, self-healing, highly
specialized, adaptive and robust. Such emergent properties are the key to the complex, higher-order
functions performed by cells—such as sensing, communication, transport, reproduction, adaptation,
self-repair, movement, and memory.
A major goal of biological research is to elucidate the molecular basis of these remarkable processes, with
the grand challenge of gaining a predictive understanding of the designs and mechanisms that underpin
them [Alberts, 2011]. This knowledge will allow us to mimic the architectures and processes of living
systems to create new biomaterials and bio-inspired technologies and will also provide detailed molecular
and personalized descriptions of human biology and disease that will enable us to protect and repair
physiological systems. The quest for such a predictive understanding has taken centuries and passed
remarkable milestones, such as Mendelian genetics, the atomic structures of DNA and proteins, the first
complete genome sequences, and recent gene editing technologies. However, much remains to be done.
Over the next decade, progress will continue at an increasing pace in determining the detailed atomicresolution structures of biological molecules, such as proteins, using X-ray crystallography at advanced
light source user facilities. High throughput -omic sciences (e.g., genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics,
and metabolomics) combined with new gene-editing technologies (such as CRISPR/Cas) will increase
our ability to manipulate biological systems and to improve our understanding of the relationship between
gene and function—a grand challenge for biological and environmental research [Stacey, 2017].
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Emerging techniques such as cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) and free electron lasers will continue
to be improved so that they have increasing impact, particularly in their ability to visualize larger protein
complexes and assemblies that cannot be crystallized.
Harder to obtain will be an integrated view and a predictive understanding of the dynamic function of
cellular components and molecular complexes within the living cell, and of how they are organized in
time and space. Further, some key biological systems will remain recalcitrant to crystallographic and
electron-based experimental techniques, including systems such as lipid membranes and intrinsically
disordered proteins. This is where the application of neutron scattering will be most powerful, and the
next decade is the time frame for the STS beginning operations with transformative new capabilities.
A major advantage of neutrons for the study of biological systems is that they interact directly with an
atom’s nucleus rather than its electrons. As such, they are highly sensitive to hydrogen (H), so they can
locate important H atoms that are nearly impossible to detect with X-rays or electrons, even in atomically
resolved structures. Moreover, neutrons are sensitive to motions of molecular systems and are
nondestructive to delicate biological materials. Further, neutrons can readily distinguish H from its stable
isotope deuterium (D), enabling a powerful experimental technique, unique to neutrons, called isotopic
contrast variation [Jacrot, 1976]. Through the judicious substitution of D for H, contrast can be increased
or eliminated, such that specific parts of a multicomponent biological system are either contrasted sharply
or made invisible to neutrons. Isotopic contrast variation can also be applied within a single molecule, or
even to an entire living cell (Fig. 7.1). These properties, combined with the nondestructive nature of
neutrons, have made neutron scattering an important tool in biological sciences. Researchers use
techniques such as small-angle neutron scattering (SANS), neutron macromolecular crystallography
(NMC), reflectometry, neutron spin echo (NSE), and quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS) to study the
structure and dynamics of biological systems, but their fields of application have been limited by the
relatively low flux of available cold neutron beams [Ashkar et al., 2018]. The unprecedented peak
brightness and broader energy range of neutrons at the STS will remove these limitations.
The structural basis of quantum biological processes involving proton and electron transfer has been
difficult to see directly using standard crystallographic techniques. In contrast, neutron crystallography
can locate protons at different stages of their pathways through proteins, thus definitively identifying
reaction pathways and quantum chemical mechanisms, but the need for long collection times has limited
the application of this technique to only a few biological systems. The higher brightness of STS will open
up a world of biological enzymes and channels for this type of unambiguous study.
The STS will also begin operation in a remarkable era of biological research, characterized by the
converging top-down synthetic simplification of known organisms approaching the minimum blueprint
for life (including Mycoplasma mycoides JCVI-syn3.0 [Hutchison, 2016]) and the bottom-up construction
of artificial cells (proto-cells) of increasing complexity and functionality [Blain and Szostak, 2014;
Buddingh’ and Van Hest, 2017]. A minimal form of the bacterium Bacillus subtilis has been proposed
and will likely be created over the next few years [Reuß et al., 2016]. Complementary to these advances,

Fig. 7.1. Application of deuterium labeling and contrast matching. These techniques can highlight or mask
the diffraction signal for certain members of a multi-component system. Image source: ORNL.
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in 2017, at the FTS, a B. subtilis cell system enabled in-beam detection of raft-like domains in membranes
of living cells, creating a new neutron-based observatory for in vivo analysis of biological structure and
function [Nickels et al., 2017]. The STS will transform this observatory to real time, enabling the
mapping of dynamics and kinetics of cellular processes in space and time. Subcompartments, reminiscent
of organelles, have also been proposed and created, and it is potentially feasible to power artificial cells
with light [Steinberg-Yfrach et al., 1998; Choi and Montemagno, 2005] or simple food molecules [Jewett
and Swartz, 2004]. The STS will provide detailed characterization of these natural, composite, and hybrid
materials across relevant length and time scales, enabling the principles and properties of biological
organization, assembly, and cooperative response to be translated and incorporated into new functional
biomaterials with tailored behaviors and biomimetic properties. As the STS comes on line, allowing
researchers to experimentally characterize cellular processes, capabilities in exascale computing will
enable simulation of these processes, allowing the mechanistic basis of physiological processes to be
understood.
The examples illustrated in this section represent just some of the many outstanding biological challenges
for which neutron science can elucidate key mechanisms. Processes such as photosynthesis, membrane
signaling, the formation of organelles with membranes, and DNA repair combine mechanisms including
catalysis, recognition, self-assembly, and self-organization across length scales from the atomic to the
mesoscale, and across wide time scales. Uncovering the mysteries of these processes holds the key to new
energy technologies, medical breakthroughs, superior materials, and novel devices. The STS dramatically
extends the capabilities of neutron scattering to meet the challenges of this new frontier, delivering orders
of magnitude gains in neutron brightness and capabilities that will enable us to watch biological events
unfold in time on scales from the atomic and molecular to the cellular level.

7.2 New STS Experimental Capabilities for Biological Function
Through the new capabilities described below, the STS will lead the way toward widespread use of
neutron techniques in biological research. It will enable new communities of researchers to address major
challenges that cannot now be approached. The net result will be both broader use of neutrons and fuller
realization of the potential of neutrons to produce unique insights in structural biology. The promise of
the STS for biological research is to make difficult and exotic experiments routine, and nowimpossible experiments possible. The STS will provide new ways to investigate how cellular
components interact in real time, both with each other, and within the higher-order functional complexes
and hierarchical assemblies that span the organizational levels of the cell and beyond. This will be
accomplished through time-resolved spectroscopy, the characterization of biological structure across
scales, and labeling and contrast matching schemes. When combined, these techniques offer unparalleled
insights into dynamic biological phenomena from catalytic cleavage of covalent bonds to soil transport
processes.
STS offers unprecedented peak brightness and a broader energy range for each incident neutron pulse, as
well as much greater overall flux at the longer wavelengths that are essential for biological studies.
Further, innovations in neutron optics and other technologies, such as dynamic nuclear polarization, will
provide instrument performance gains of two orders of magnitude or more. Together, these improvements
will result in a dramatic reduction in data collection times while also allowing the use of smaller samples,
an important consideration because some biological samples are difficult to obtain. Specific new
capabilities enabled by STS include:
Time-resolved measurements of kinetic processes and beyond-equilibrium matter. Understanding
biological systems requires more than static pictures of individual molecular components—it demands
“movies,” or cinematic measurements, that show the dynamic behavior of these components in action. At
present, neutron scattering has mastered the “still photo” level of analysis. Using isotopic contrast
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variation, it is now possible to study the overall size and shape of stable multimolecular complexes and
the individual molecules within them. However, much of the relevant dynamic behavior is too fast to
resolve because of insufficient time resolution due to the relatively weak flux of available neutron beams.
The increased intensity at the STS will enable researchers to pass this threshold and gain access to the
movies, resolved at minutes or seconds, that are required to follow biological processes in real time. Such
time-resolved experiments have been much in demand but are not feasible at any current neutron facility.
The ability to perform time-resolved studies is one of the most important transformative advances enabled
by the STS. With the STS, measurement times for most techniques will be reduced by 100-fold and in
some cases by more.
Simultaneous measurements of hierarchical architectures across unprecedented length scales, from
the atomic scale to the micron scale and beyond. The STS band structure is ideally suited for biological
study, as it will enable simultaneous measurements of hierarchical architectures across a broad range of
length scales. This is important because biological processes are inherently multiscale, ranging from
proton transfer and ligand binding on the molecular scale to cellular processes on the mesoscale.
Smaller sample and beam sizes that allow characterization of new biological systems. These characteristics are particularly important for biological systems. The increased flux of the STS creates new
opportunities for probing smaller samples, which will expand by several-fold the number and classes of
biological problems that can be investigated. Small sample sizes are key to spectroscopic measurements
on proteins that are difficult to express, to scattering of dilute solutions, and to diffraction studies using
small-crystal volumes. It is expected that net gains for neutron crystallography will be transformative,
allowing precision analysis of much larger molecular complexes than currently possible, and with far
smaller crystals.
Simultaneous examination of broad ranges of length, energy, and time scales for studying biological
dynamics. Inelastic neutron spectroscopy techniques are powerful tools for measuring functional
collective dynamics in biological materials. The wide wavelength energy range offered at the STS will
revolutionize these techniques by improving the dynamic range covered. The potential gains in simultaneous wavevector and Fourier time coverage for NSE (see Sect. 8) will make it possible to address
important scientific challenges that have previously been out of reach of NSE through dynamics
measurements over wide Q-ranges and to 6 orders of magnitude in time, on systems that evolve from
picoseconds to hundreds of nanoseconds. This direct measurement of global molecular dynamics is
unique to neutrons and will be complemented by time-resolved structural studies using SANS over broad
wavelength ranges corresponding to 1 nm to hundreds of nanometers in length scale. These STS
experiments will provide data suitable for verification of many classical and quantum mechanical
dynamics simulations.
Labeling and contrast variation in multicomponent systems. The unique way in which neutrons
interact with matter can provide information about complex biological and environmental systems that
can be difficult to obtain with other techniques. For example, because neutrons interact directly with
atomic nuclei, hydrogen atoms are easily detected and can be readily distinguished from deuterium. This
feature enables isotopic contrast variation, which can reveal the individual components within a
multicomponent system. Moreover, their energies make neutrons ideal probes of motions in complex
systems.
While deuterium labeling and contrast matching are not new capabilities, they will play critical roles in
maximizing the value of the new STS instruments. Selective deuterium labeling allows some elements of
a multicomponent system to become more visible, while contrast matching renders other elements
invisible. Different classes of biomolecules, such as lipids, proteins, and DNA, have different elemental
compositions and hence intrinsically different scattering length densities (SLDs). When the SLD of a
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biomolecule matches that of the surrounding water, it is contrast-matched and invisible to neutrons
(Fig. 7.2). Deuteration increases SLD, as shown by the arrow, allowing experimentalists to control
contrast through deuteration of water and biomolecules. In 42% D2O, ordinary proteins disappear, and
only deuterated proteins are visible. Their structure and properties can then be studied in the context of
partner proteins, which are present but invisible, as illustrated in Fig. 7.2. The increased STS neutron
intensity will enhance the ability to distinguish between and contrast-match different classes of
biomolecules.
Fig. 7.2. Isotopic contrast variation.
(A) SLD increases with deuteration, as shown
by the arrow, allowing experimenters to control
contrast through selective deuteration of water
and biomolecules. (B) Contrast variation is
illustrated with several species of interacting
proteins, represented as different shapes. In H2O
(top), ordinary and deuterated proteins are
contrasted from each other and the solvent; in
42% D2O (bottom), only the deuterated protein
is visible. Image source: ORNL.

7.3 First STS Experiments
7.3.1

Time-Resolved Disorder in Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis

Many proteins, such as enzymes, have well-defined three-dimensional (3D) architectures that allow them
to be crystallized and permit analysis of their structures at atomic resolution. Intrinsically disordered
proteins (IDPs) represent a completely different structural paradigm. They are highly dynamic and do not
by themselves fold into well-defined structures. However, they are essential for many biological
processes, and, indeed, 50% of all human proteins are either wholly or partially disordered. However,
disordered does not mean disorganized, and IDPs are in fact prominent organizing features in many
protein interaction networks, particularly signaling and regulatory pathways, where they may fold as a
result of specific interactions or remain flexible and disordered in “fuzzy” complexes [van der Lee et al.,
2014]. Networks of IDPs can even grow large enough to form distinct fluid phases within the cell, where
they are referred to as membrane-less organelles [Mitrea and Kriwacki, 2016].
Establishing relationships between disorder and function is a major challenge. Neutrons can make
substantial contributions to overcoming this challenge because of their unique ability to probe the
heterogeneous conformations of disordered systems in solution. With the enhanced time resolution and
extended spatial range and resolution of neutron scattering instruments at the STS, the advances in
structural knowledge of IDPs and their complexes will provide a framework for understanding the
molecular basis of neurodegenerative and other diseases, while providing insights for innovative
therapeutics. Because many uncharacterized genes encode for IDPs, uncovering the genetic basis of plant
and microbial phenotypes will be aided by understanding the structural mechanisms utilized by IDPs in
recognizing their binding partners. In addition, disordered regions of otherwise ordered proteins, such as
glycosylated linkers in cellulases that bind dynamically to cellulose, can have important biological
functions.
Experiment description: The dynamic assembly of IDPs into important hierarchical structures with
various pathologies provides a particularly important example of the need to understand the mechanisms
of protein aggregation. Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), also known as Lou Gehrig’s disease, is an
incurable neurodegenerative disorder that results in loss of voluntary muscle movement and, in most
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cases, death within a few years of diagnosis. Recently, the misregulation of membrane-less organelles
(phase-separated fluid regions in cells that arise where proteins and nucleic acids condense into dense
liquid-like or hydrogel-like structures termed “stress granules” [Mitrea et al., 2016; Hyman et al., 2014;
Weber and Brangwynne, 2012]) has been shown to be involved in this disease. In addition, mutations in a
protein called FUS, an IDP, are linked to ALS and are thought to promote irreversible conversion of the
protein from a functional, liquid-like state into pathological fibers (Fig. 7.3). The formation and aging of
the liquid-like state in FUS have only recently been emulated in the laboratory [Molliex et al. 2015; Patel
et al. 2015]. Physical changes are observed using fluorescence techniques over the course of seconds to
minutes, but the underlying changes in molecular structure remain unknown. Understanding the formation
and architecture of membrane-less organelles and FUS fibers will permit the molecular mechanism of the
disease to be determined and pave the way for new therapeutic approaches.
SANS techniques can probe the architecture of networks within nucleoli and other membrane-less
organelles, including those altered in neurodegenerative disorders such as ALS. Contrast matching
techniques, in which selective deuterium labeling is employed, will make it possible to observe the
individual components within multimolecular complexes and isolate the signal from FUS within
membrane-less organelles. The high flux and broad dynamic range available at the STS SANS instrument
will further facilitate time-resolved studies of the structural transitions in FUS that occur over seconds or
minutes, providing insight into the molecular-level details of these dynamic processes. Further, the STS
will permit direct structural observations of these transitions on relevant timescales and without the
unwanted changes caused by exogeneous labels such as fluorescent dyes. These studies will provide new
insight into the molecular mechanism underlying the formation of membrane-less organelles and FUS
fibers and will allow researchers to conceive of ways of disrupting their formation. For example, if the
shapes and locations of FUS are known, then computer simulations deriving the driving forces for
aggregation can be used to predict the action of potential therapeutics and the design of new drugs.
The success of these studies will also enable new discoveries in the mechanism of action of amyloid
proteins, another class of IDPs that can form aggregates, fibrils, and plaques, which are hallmarks of
diseases such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and Huntington’s. While the exact mechanisms of
pathogenesis are unknown, it is believed that conformational transitions in the disordered amyloid
proteins lead to the formation of soluble aggregates that are toxic to cells long before they precipitate and
become visible under the microscope. Mapping out the early steps in protein aggregation pathways, by

Fig. 7.3. Hijacking membrane-less organelles in ALS. Aging of ribonucleoprotein granules in neurodegenerative disease can be studied using high-flux, time-resolved SANS at the STS. (A) Schematic representation of
protein-protein interactions leading to molecular assembly within liquid-like droplets. (B) Schematic of structural changes responsible for conversion of liquid-like ribonucleoprotein granules into pathogenic amyloid fibers
associated with ALS. Image source: Courtesy of Diana Mitrea and Richard Kriwacki, St. Jude Children’s
Research Hospital.
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identifying the various precursor structures and mechanisms of assembly, is critical to establishing their
underlying roles in disease.
SANS has distinct advantages for studying amyloid proteins. It can detect conformational changes in
individual molecules and then report on the formation of larger ensembles or aggregates under physiologically relevant conditions in solution. For example, time-resolved SANS at the FTS and HFIR
provided new structural information on huntingtin, the protein responsible for Huntington’s disease, and
on how an abnormally expanded polyglutamine sequence in mutant huntingtin makes it highly susceptible
to aggregation [Stanley et al., 2011]. However, structural information about the early events of
aggregation is missing because of the limited neutron flux available.
The STS will overcome this limitation and provide, for the first time, the ability to obtain critical details
about early events, over seconds to minutes, in the formation of aggregates in amyloidosis that cannot
now be observed. With the use of selective deuterium labeling of the polyglutamine regions that are
known to modulate the aggregation properties of huntingtin, the STS also will enable new time-resolved
SANS contrast matching experiments to determine how the sequence context of huntingtin impacts
internal structural changes across the entire aggregation reaction. Acquiring such key structural
information is essential toward designing effective therapeutics to combat Huntington’s disease and
related amyloid disorders.

7.3.2

Understanding the Structure, Dynamics, and Function of the Microbial
Cell Envelope

A major challenge for the next decades is to achieve an understanding of the structure, dynamics, and
function of the microbial cell envelope at atomic detail. Information on the compositions of microbial
envelopes is rapidly becoming available, and, for example, the lipid compositions of microbial membranes and many structures of membrane-associated proteins have been (and are being) determined. The
time is therefore approaching where near-complete descriptions of the compositions of the cell envelopes
of both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria will be available. The challenge will then be to
transform this compositional data into full 3D descriptions of functional microbial cell envelope structure
and dynamics (see Fig. 7.4).
Neutrons will play a pivotal role in achieving this goal. Neutrons are a valuable tool for studying
membranes because some membrane lipids are sensitive and easily damaged by X-rays or electrons, but
not by neutrons. Moreover, membrane lipids are the most hydrogen-rich class of biomolecules and are
thus ideally suited for H/D isotopic contrast variation. In addition, membranes are intrinsically dynamic,
fluid structures. Neutrons have energies well matched to those of the relevant molecular motions, and
inelastic neutron scattering techniques such as NSE can detect small transfers of energy between neutrons
and molecules and thereby sense the collective motions and nanoscale diffusion of lipids or proteins in the
membrane. Such dynamic measurements can then be connected with physical properties of the
membrane, such as mechanical moduli. These themes, which apply universally across all biological
systems, will drive neutron-based biomembrane research at the STS.
With the aid of selective deuteration of membrane components, experiments using SANS, reflectometry,
and NSE will link composition to structure and structure to dynamics. Neutron scattering from microbial
membranes will link these properties to function. Neutron experiments will also serve to benchmark the
molecular simulations, specifically by refining their force fields, thus unleashing the predictive power of
computation for the study of complex biological problems. Exascale supercomputing will provide simulation models of complete microbial membranes to synergize with and interpret neutron experiments.
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Experiment description: How cell membranes are
organized, both laterally and transversely, is of great
importance to biology. In particular, the spatial
organization of lipids and proteins in biological
membranes has a functional role in the life of a cell.
Experimental evidence now supports the participation of nanoscopic lipid domains in membrane
processes including protein sorting, vesicular
transport, and cell signaling. However, despite
intense interest, the fundamental mechanisms
controlling the emergence of lipid domains and their
size have remained elusive. An obstacle that has
prevented us from gaining an insight into these
mechanisms is the lack of techniques capable of
interrogating biomaterials at the nanoscale.
The high peak brightness of cold neutrons at the
STS, in combination with advances in neutron optics,
will result in much shorter data collection times. This
will enable time-resolved studies capable of probing
the response of H/D-labeled membrane components
in vivo to environmental factors such as temperature,
pH, and solute concentrations. Structural properties
determined by SANS will be coupled with dynamic
neutron scattering measurements using NSE, which
provides detailed information of the membrane’s
mechanical properties. These studies will provide a
molecular-level understanding of membrane
organization, overcoming the current bottleneck in
transforming compositional information into fully
fledged envelope structure and function.

Fig. 7.4. Computer model of the cell envelope
of a Gram-negative bacterium. Understanding
the structure, mechanics, dynamics, and function
of systems such as this at atomic detail will
require integrating a range of STS experiments
with computer simulations and specific labeling
experiments. (OM: outer membrane; Lpp: lipoprotein; IM: inner membrane.) Image source:
Reprinted with permission from Hwang et al.
[2018, Fig. 1].

The STS will enable structural studies of biological membranes made of heterogeneous mixtures of lipids
and other molecules in order to probe their functional aspects. In addition, it will be possible to access the
relevant time scales to determine how membrane structure and dynamics impart function to membraneembedded and peripheral proteins, and how local lipid composition affects their functionality. It is
possible that in vivo, active processes such as protein/cytoskeletal interactions [Yethiraj and Weisshaar,
2007] or rapid lipid turnover [Turner et al., 2005] may prevent equilibrium conditions from being
reached. Accordingly, measurements of live cells will be needed. However, these questions cannot be
addressed with current instrumentation because of the inherently weak signals of overall dilute specific
components such as membrane proteins and specific membrane domains in the context of in vivo studies,
which result from limited neutron brightness. With the increased neutron brightness and longer
wavelength neutrons of the STS, resolution of these central questions in membrane biology, which can be
addressed only with neutrons, will become a reality.
The societal benefits of understanding microbial envelope function at the molecular level will be
enormous. They can include the rational design of antimicrobial drugs that penetrate or disrupt envelopes
of pathogenic microbes, the design of functional biomimetic membranes, the development of a predictive
understanding of first-line microbial responses to external environmental perturbations, and the
engineering of microbial membranes to improve their tolerance to the stressful conditions associated with
biofuel/bioproduct formation.
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7.3.3

Photosystem II: The Light-Activated Water-Splitting Enzyme

The photo-induced oxidation of water (H2O) to oxygen gas (O2) is one of the most abundant proton
transfer processes in nature. Most of the oxygen in the atmosphere is generated by plants, algae, and
cyanobacteria through this reaction. In photosynthetic organisms, the reaction is catalyzed by the
multisubunit membrane protein, Photosystem II. At the center of this system is the oxygen-evolving
complex (OEC), a small metal ion cluster (Mn4CaO5) that catalyzes the oxidation of H2O, forming an
oxygen-oxygen bond in a chemical reaction that is unique in nature. Artificial systems able to mimic
photosynthesis would efficiently produce fuels, such as in photo-induced hydrogen production.
Experiment description: Pump-probe neutron diffraction, combined with the ability of neutrons to
resolve hydrogen atoms, offers a unique tool for studying water splitting by photons in Photosystem II.
With the new capabilities of the STS (i.e., the ability to collect data sets quickly and on small crystal
sizes), it will be possible to obtain a detailed picture of the water environment of the catalytic site,
allowing insight into the vital role of light-induced changes in the hydrogen bonding network and
protonation around the active site. When H2O is oxidized, it produces O2 and protons and sequentially
releases four electrons in an oxygen atom. This light-induced reaction is thought to involve different
stable illuminated states in the five-state kinetic model for photosynthetic oxygen evolution originally
proposed by Kok et al. [1970]. This model consists of four (meta)stable intermediates (S0 to S3) and a
transient S4 state, which precedes the formation of dioxygen. The oxidation state of the manganese atoms
within the OEC cluster alters during the reaction, which illustrates the importance of using a probe that
does not influence the oxidation states [Yano, 2005]; neutrons are thus ideally suited to follow the Kok
cycle (see Fig. 7.5). The final stages of the cycle, which involve the transient S4 state, are highly debated,
largely owing to the inability of experimental techniques to capture this short-lived intermediate. Taking
advantage of the proton location information contained within the neutron structures of the S0–S3
intermediate states, quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) simulations will be used to
model the transient S4 state to complete a detailed understanding of proton transfer in the Kok cycle.
In this first experiment, diffraction data will be collected on the stable intermediates S2, S3, and S0 of
protein photosystem II, each generated by laser pumping, and entirely recorded before decay to the dark
state (S1) begins. Scaling preliminary low-resolution diffraction data collected at the FTS by the gains in
brightness provided by the STS allows us to project that the diffraction resolution can be increased

Fig. 7.5. Photosystem II and the Kok cycle. At left, the structure of the multisubunit photosystem II complex.
At right, the classical Kok cycle with its five kinetic states (S0 to S4); a structural model of the OEC, an unusual
metal cluster formed of manganese, calcium, and oxygen, is superimposed. The oxidation of H2O is catalyzed
via a series of light-induced transitions between the five kinetic states of the Kok cycle. Image source: ORNL.
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sufficiently to visualize protons that are coupled with the electron transfer processes involved in water
splitting. At existing neutron facilities, in order to visualize protons in a biological macromolecule, a
neutron crystallographic structure is determined by collecting diffraction data from a crystal in several
orientations—typically 20 to 30. At each orientation, the crystal is exposed for several hours to obtain
sufficient diffraction signals. This approach makes time-resolved or parametric studies impossible. The
high peak brightness and broad energy range of cold neutrons at the STS will enable visualization of
crystal structures of macromolecules in relatively short periods of time with just one neutron exposure;
the broad energy range will allow a large enough volume of reciprocal space to be simultaneously
surveyed in a single crystal orientation; and the high peak brightness will enable measurements in a
shorter time. This represents a transformative new capability to study proton transfer processes in biology.
The ability to rapidly acquire data throughout the Photosystem II reaction cycle will enable an analysis of
the neutron scattering density from each data set and allow the proton transfer pathways to be mapped,
providing critical insight into the full range of chemical mechanisms employed by Photosystem II to split
water using photons. This vital information will accelerate the development of bio-inspired catalysts with
impacts on areas ranging from fuel cells and solar cells to carbon capture technologies.

7.3.4

Harnessing the Catalytic Power of a Versatile Family of Enzymes

This experiment and the experiment described in Sect. 7.3.3 use neutron crystallography to study proton
transfer, a process underlying many biological functions. For example, proton transfer is the foundation
for almost all chemical reactions catalyzed by enzymes; is involved in many transmembrane-associated
processes; and is also the chemical basis of photosynthesis, one of the most critical reactions in nature.
Because protons are light particles, their transfer processes are inherently quantum mechanical, and
biological proton transfer is an important element of quantum biology. Tracking the exact pathway taken
by protons during these chemical reactions is therefore essential for gaining insight into fundamental
biological processes at the quantum level. Because neutrons are highly sensitive to light elements and
readily differentiate hydrogen from deuterium, neutron crystallography can be used to elucidate proton
transfer processes at different stages of a chemical reaction. Further, neutrons probe biological samples
without inducing radiation damage artifacts, such as altered oxidation states of catalytic metal centers
[Yano et al., 2014].
Enzymes operate in water near neutral pH and ambient temperature, have exquisite substrate selectivity,
and achieve remarkable rate accelerations. By coordinating the action of weak acids (proton donors) and
weak bases (proton acceptors), enzymes can facilitate proton-transfer reactions that otherwise require
extremes of temperature or pressure. Moreover, the design of strong inhibitors or biomimetic catalysts
requires a knowledge of the reaction mechanisms of the enzymes and therefore the precise locations of
active site hydrogen atoms. Neutron crystallography is unrivaled in its ability to provide detailed 3D
structural information on proton locations in enzyme active sites.
Experiment description: We will utilize neutron crystallography to study a class of enzymes that
modulate the catalytic activity of pyridoxal-5′-phosphate (PLP), a vitamin B6 derivative co-factor (see
Fig. 7.6). Remarkably, PLP-dependent enzymes are capable of catalyzing more than 140 chemical
reactions, such as transamination, racemization, decarboxylation, retro-aldol cleavage, etc., using a single
PLP catalytic center. These enzymes are involved in neurotransmitter synthesis, amino-acid metabolism,
and myriad other physiological pathways. Furthermore, pathogens such as Mycobacterium tuberculosis
and Plasmodium and many other microorganisms depend on the action of PLP enzymes for their survival.
Our goal is to answer a fundamental question: how do PLP-dependent enzymes catalyze so many
disparate biochemical transformations using just a single co-factor? The PLP co-factor is incredibly
catalytically versatile. Which of the many possible reaction pathways is actually taken by any given PLPdependent enzyme depends on the specific 3D protein environment in which the co-factor is embedded.
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Fig. 7.6. The dimeric aspartate aminotransferase (AAT) enzyme and two active sites. The active site
labeled PLP is the reactant state, while the site labeled PLA is the intermediate product state generated by
addition of a substrate analog. Within the AAT crystal both states are obtained, as the chemical reaction occurs
only in one active site (Dajnowicz et al., 2017). Image source: ORNL/Jill Hemman and Andrey Kovalevsky.

The electrostatic field of the protein determines the protonation states of groups on PLP during different
steps of any given reaction, associated with intricate hydrogen-bonding networks, and this in turn corrals
the enzyme along the specific reaction pathway. This makes PLP-dependent systems ideal for detailed
study with macromolecular neutron crystallography. However, the limited flux on existing neutron
crystallography instruments means that only one or two of these enzymes can be practically studied, and
this is insufficient to derive the principles determining the highly variable reactions. The STS will enable
much faster data collection from much smaller crystals to encompass a vast space of catalytic mechanisms without compromising on the details that need to be learned about the reaction pathways. These
studies will explain how these enzymes catalyze so many disparate biological transformations.
This first experiment will focus on mapping reaction pathways catalyzed by the four families of PLPdependent enzymes, distinguished by different 3D folds, from Mycobacterium tuberculosis, including the
α-family (Fold I), the β-family (Fold II), the alanine racemase family (Fold III), and the D-amino acid, or
branched chain amino acid, aminotransferase family (Fold IV). Fold I serine hydroxymethyl transferase is
the major source of carbon atoms needed for synthesis of thymidine, necessary for DNA synthesis. Fold II
O-acetylserine sulfhydrylase makes cysteine, an essential amino acid. Fold III alanine racemase makes
D-alanine, which is required for bacterial cell wall maturation. Fold IV branched chain amino acid
aminotransferase is needed for synthesis of essential amino acids, valine, leucine, and isoleucine.
Neutron structures of the active enzymes with the PLP co-factor bound (the internal aldimine state), with
an enzyme-specific substrate bound (the external aldimine state), and with substrate analogs that allow
trapping different stages of catalysis will be obtained. The hydrogen atom positions and hydrogen
bonding interactions will be mapped along the reaction pathways in order to elucidate catalytic
mechanisms and devise rules for substrate specificity of the four selected PLP-dependent enzymes. This
first experiment will also make it possible to determine the hydrogen positions in complexes of the
enzymes with the drug cycloserine, which targets alanine racemase. The understanding of a unique
natural catalytic steering system gained from this first experiment will pave the way to similarly tuned
biomimetic systems.
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7.4 Conclusion
Neutron scattering can address frontier challenges in biological research by providing crucial elusive
information that cannot be obtained using any other experimental method. The STS will dramatically
extend the capabilities of neutron scattering, delivering orders of magnitude gains in neutron flux, and
capabilities that will enable us to watch molecular events unfold in time. These advances will enable the
use of neutrons in a transformative way, integrating structural and dynamical descriptions of biological
systems, most notably in linking the atomic scale and mesoscale of cellular organization. For instance, the
dynamic assembly of many biological complexes involves networks of competing inter-actions, which
constantly assemble and disassemble in response to their cellular environment. Examples include large
dynamic multicomponent complexes, some of which can act as molecular machines; multidomain
proteins connected by flexible linkers; protein folding; intrinsically disordered proteins; transmembrane
and membrane-associated complex systems; and even entire organelles and living cells. Breakthroughs in
these areas will provide researchers with opportunities to improve the conversion of biomass to fuels and
increase drought resistance in crops; to deliver vital information needed for the development of more
effective treatments for cancer, drug-resistant infections, and neurodegenerative diseases; and to
synthesize bio-inspired materials such as targeted drug delivery systems and biosensors.
The unique information provided by the STS will complement and extend information obtained from
other user facilities utilizing techniques employing, for example, photons or electrons. The nondestructive
nature of neutron scattering and its ability to use deuteration to highlight specific components position the
STS as a forefront facility for the analysis of complex biological systems, both in vitro and in situ. It
stands poised to make unique and timely scientific contributions that will accelerate the convergence—of
natural with artificial, of physical with virtual, and of molecular with cellular—on which a predictive
understanding of biology depends.
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8. APPLYING ADVANCES IN NEUTRON INSTRUMENTATION AND
TECHNOLOGIES TO THE STS
The proposed Second Target Station (STS) at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) will incorporate
advances in neutron instrumentation and technologies to provide enhancements in instrument
performance of two orders of magnitude or more. These enhancements will enable scientific experiments
that cannot now be conducted at any existing neutron facility worldwide. Advances in the technology that
transports neutrons from the source to the sample position will enable fine control over the neutron beam
characteristics to provide smaller, focused beams with selectable angular divergence. The need for
polarized neutrons in quantum materials research has been clearly articulated (see, e.g., Sect. 4.3), and
polarized neutron techniques underpin advanced methods such as Larmor (neutron spin precession)
methods. Developments in the production and manipulation of polarized neutrons are facilitated by the
cold neutron beams that are a key strength of the STS. The broad wavelength bandwidth of the STS
enables new approaches to the design of neutron scattering instruments; instruments with the dynamic
range needed to simultaneously measure changes in samples across all relevant length scales will be
feasible, while the STS high neutron brightness will make it possible to make these measurements more
rapidly, enabling time-resolved experiments that probe transient phenomena.

8.1 Introduction
The new science enabled by the unique characteristics of the STS source will be amplified by a suite of
next-generation neutron scattering instruments, neutron optics, and computational tools to support the
user community. Neutron optics transport neutrons from the source to the instrument and are used to
tailor the characteristics of the neutrons that illuminate the samples. The capability to focus neutron
beams to smaller samples while controlling their angular divergence will be enabled by novel mirroroptics designs incorporated into specific STS instrument concepts. Once neutrons scatter from the sample,
neutron detectors must record the position and time at which the neutron is detected. New concepts for
neutron detector technologies will be explored to meet the demands of neutron scattering instruments at
the STS.
An important aspect of the development of next-generation neutron scattering instrumentation at the STS
will be the integration of high-performance computing (HPC), coupled with the use of artificial
intelligence (AI) and machine learning. While computational tools for analyzing and modeling neutron
scattering data already exist, critical steps in data reduction and traditional analysis and parametrization
often require direct manual and often iterative input and control by the researcher. This human factor
frequently becomes the limiting step in exploiting the full scientific value of the data generated by neutron
scattering, and this problem will be especially challenging at the STS. Recent developments in AI hold
great promise to enhance our ability both to analyze neutron scattering data sets and to recognize
scientifically relevant features that may have been hidden or difficult to identify with traditional
methods—and even to provide new ways to design and execute experiments. Deep learning is a rapidly
developing technology that has great potential to maximize the science impact derived from these data.
Advances in neutron scattering instruments, neutron optics, and computational data are all key to
delivering next-generation experimental capabilities at the STS, including:
•
•

Time-of-flight methods that support recording of individual detected neutrons, enabling an
experiment to be “replayed” one detected neutron after another and correlated with changes in the
sample environment or conditions
Time-resolved and cinematic measurements of kinetic processes and beyond-equilibrium matter
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•
•

Smaller sample and beam sizes that support measurements in extreme fields or of limited sample
quantities
Simultaneous measurements across broad length scales to observe hierarchical organization in
complex materials

8.2 Neutron Optics
The field of neutron optics includes techniques to transport, focus, monochromatize, polarize, or otherwise manipulate the state of a neutron beam. Neutron guides typically consist of a rectangular tube whose
interior surfaces are coated with a neutron-reflective material. The neutron beam is then confined within
the guide by total external reflection and is guided from the neutron source to the sample position in a
manner analogous to how light is guided with a fiber optic. The neutron refractive index n for most
materials varies only slightly from 1.0, the value for vacuum or air, so that 1 – n ≈ 10–6. This means that
the critical angle for total external reflection is very small, less than 0.1°/Å—the value it achieves for a
nickel coating. A neutron with wavelength 1 Å has a critical angle of only 0.1°, while a 2 Å neutron has a
critical angle of 0.2° for a nickel-coated surface. Neutrons that arrive at the reflecting surface at an angle
greater than the critical angle are not reflected and are “lost.” Nickel was one of the original materials
used for coating the reflecting surfaces of the guide; the critical angle for other materials is often
expressed relative to the value for nickel as a reflective index m. A coating with a reflective index of
m = 1 would be equivalent to nickel, and a coating with a reflective index of m = 2 would have a critical
angle twice that of nickel for a given neutron wavelength.
Supermirrors extend the reflective index of guide coatings to m = 7 and beyond by combining refraction
with diffraction from a graded multilayer coating. Even so, the critical angles are limited to no more than
a few degrees, which in turn severely limits the set of optical techniques available for neutrons. However,
the combination of the high-brightness/long-wavelength moderators planned for the STS and the availability of high-quality high-index (m >7) supermirror coatings will enable the use of more sophisticated
neutron optics than has been feasible in the past and opens up new possibilities for neutron transport.

8.2.1

Neutron Beam Transport

An important consideration in neutron scattering instrument design is determining the neutron phase
space requirements for a given instrument and designing the optics of that beamline to deliver only what
is needed as efficiently as possible. These requirements include the range of neutron wavelengths desired,
the range and distribution of vertical and horizontal neutron beam angles, the size of the beam at the
sample position, and a spin variable if the instrument uses polarized neutrons.
In analyzing neutron transport, it is useful to represent the neutron in a six-dimensional phase space
representation that uses three conjugate momenta and three canonical position coordinates. The neutron
beam is an ensemble average of the individual neutrons that it comprises. The neutrons in the beam can
be conditioned for optimal transport by undergoing only one or two reflections at the entrance to the
transport optics and then reshaped for scattering, diffraction, or imaging at the far end. To increase the
neutron flux (the number of neutrons per area per second) reaching the sample, previous-generation
neutron guides that were illuminated by large, less “bright” moderators frequently delivered beams that
were larger than the sample and required apertures near the sample to define the beam spot size; however,
these additional neutrons have the potential to raise the background near the sample position and decrease
the overall signal-to-noise ratio. As a result of the high brightness and compact size of the STS
moderators, coupled with the use of high-index supermirrors, more phase space volume can be captured
at the entrance of the neutron transport system simply because there are more neutrons within the
wavelength range and solid angle that the optics can accept. Consequently, much greater control of the
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phase space transport is possible, resulting in a much-improved signal-to-noise ratio for experiments and
a reduction in the need for beam apertures near the sample position.

8.2.2

Neutron Focusing/Imaging Optics

Several important techniques first developed for X-ray optics can now be implemented effectively on
neutron scattering beamlines because of advances in neutron guide coatings. When combined with the
high-brightness STS moderators, these techniques will enable more efficient beam transport and control
over the neutron phase space, which is particularly important to create the small beam spots that are a
signature of many proposed STS instruments. Examples include axial-symmetric focusing techniques
such as Wolter mirrors [Liu et al., 2013a, 2013b] and off-axis imaging techniques such as KirkpatrickBaez (KB) mirrors [Ice et al., 2010; Meilleur et al., 2013].
Techniques that image the entrance aperture onto the sample position are generally more constrained than
focusing optics in both wavelength bandwidth and beam divergence, but they offer the possibility of
controlling the size and shape of the beam cross section at the sample position without significant change
in the flux or angular divergence by employing an adjustable aperture far upstream rather than near the
sample. In addition to KB mirrors and Wolter optics, techniques that can now be implemented using the
high-brightness moderators at the STS include plane grating monochromators, twin parabolic mirrors,
ellipsoidal mirrors, polycapillary focusing, various types of one- and two-dimensional gratings, and
Fresnel zone plates.

8.2.3

Polarizing Supermirrors

In conjunction with the development of high-index supermirrors, high-quality, high-m polarizing neutron
mirrors are also now available. Polarized neutron scattering, which can be used to distinguish magnetic
from nuclear scattering, is an exquisite probe of magnetic structure and dynamics in materials. Polarized
neutrons also enable neutron spin precession methods such as neutron spin echo. In addition to polarizing
3
He spin filters and field gradient–type polarizers, a neutron beam can be polarized by diffraction from a
monochromator or by reflection from a mirror that has a different scattering cross section for the two
neutron spin states. Polarizing neutron mirrors are advantageous because they are less expensive and
more readily available than older technologies such as Heusler, 57Fe, and FeCo monochromator crystals,
and they are far less complicated and more user friendly than 3He spin filter setups. Their application is
particularly attractive for the polarization of cold neutrons because the critical angle of reflection
increases linearly with neutron wavelength, enabling the transport of more highly divergent neutron
beams.
Among the most impressive implementations to date is on the WASP high-intensity spin-echo
spectrometer now being commissioned at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL), where the mirrors are used to
analyze the polarization of the scattered neutron beam across a wide angle [Bigault et al., 2014]. At the
STS, mirrors of this type, in combination with the high-brightness, long-wavelength spectrum of the
moderators, will enable highly efficient manipulation of the polarization of the neutron beams.

8.3 Polarized Neutrons and Larmor Methods
Many of the latest innovations in neutron techniques and instrumentation use polarized neutrons either as
a probe of magnetic structure and phenomena (identified as a key capability of several STS instrument
concepts, such as the cold neutron chopper spectrometer and the versatile magnetic diffractometer) or for
spin precession (Larmor) methods to access long length or slow dynamics, as required for many
experiments in soft matter (Sects. 3.3.1 and 3.3.3) and biological science (Sect. 7.3.2). The STS provides
an ideal environment for these experiments because its beams of cold neutrons will enable access to the
slowest dynamics and longest length scales.
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With Larmor methods, the main objective is to significantly enhance the experimental resolution in a
particular scattering variable (such as energy transfer ħω or momentum transfer Q) by encoding this
variable in the neutron spin precession angle and measuring the beam polarization. The resolution gain
thus achieved can be much greater than with a conventional approach in which the beam is made either
more monochromatic or less divergent (or both). Critically, the resolution gain is also largely decoupled
from the intensity loss resulting from a conventional approach to improving the resolution; however, this
gain is not “free” as it costs neutron flux to polarize a beam, and it is more difficult and time-consuming
to measure polarization in addition to the scattered neutron intensity. Most importantly, however, the
fundamental limit for the resolution gain is a function of the amplitude and homogeneity of the magnetic
field that is involved. Fundamentally, Larmor methods are the only current approaches that break the
inverse relationship between improving the resolution in a scattering variable and losing intensity.
Larmor methods have generally been developed using monochromatic neutron beams because neutron
polarizing devices have traditionally performed best in a narrow wavelength band. Advances in broad
wavelength devices, such as the polarizing supermirrors described in Sect. 8.2.3, combined with the
greatly increased cold neutron brightness of the STS open the door to much greater and far more effective
use of these methods at a time-of-flight (TOF) neutron source that uses a broad wavelength band. Two
examples that illustrate advantages that could be achieved at the STS are described below.
Wide-angle neutron spin echo: A wide-angle neutron spin echo (NSE) instrument at the STS would
provide an entirely new capability to the scientific community to study coherent dynamics of materials.
Conventional NSE measures the intermediate scattering function S(Q,t) by scanning the wave vector Q
and the Fourier time independently and sequentially. Recent advances in NSE techniques incorporate the
use of a large bank of detectors to cover a wide Q-range (for example, WASP at ILL, Grenoble) [Fouquet
et al., 2007].
A TOF wide-angle NSE instrument at the STS would take advantage of a wide wavelength bandwidth
(approximately 4.5 Å ) and the high flux of cold neutrons to measure wide Q and Fourier time ranges
simultaneously, for the first time, as illustrated in Fig. 8.1. This instrument will not reach the ultimate
correlation time (Fourier time) of a high-resolution, solenoidal NSE because of the magnetic field
geometry it employs, but will reach a realistic upper limit of ~100 ns. The STS wide-angle NSE
instrument will be optimized for studying diffusion of atoms and spin excitations on atomic and
molecular length scales (0.1–10 nm) with typical counting times for individual spectra estimated at
minutes, enabling time-resolved dynamic studies in soft materials or in situ investigations of timedependent molecular dynamics. Typical applications include studies of the motion of biological
functional groups, dynamics in molecular magnets, dynamics of 1D and 2D confined molecules, and
understanding systems near the glass transition (as illustrated in Fig. 8.1). In addition, the high count rate
estimated for this instrument will enable studies of small samples. Adding an operational mode as a
polarized beam chopper spectrometer (with one additional neutron chopper) would expand the dynamic
range of the instrument by two orders of magnitude toward short correlation times.
Angular resolved spin echo: The use of Larmor precession in small-angle scattering and reflectometry
experiments is an emerging field. In this application, Larmor precession is used to encode the neutron
scattering angle in the phase of the neutron spin [Bouwman et al., 2008]. This allows neutron scattering
techniques to measure very small scattering angles without extreme collimation of the beam and the
commensurate loss in flux on sample and neutron count rate. These methods may be considered either for
a dedicated STS instrument or as “add-ons” to more conventional neutron scattering instruments.
One approach that could be incorporated at a traditional SANS instrument is spin-echo-modulated SANS
(SEMSANS) [Strobl et al., 2012]. This approach does not compromise the performance of the instrument.
An instrument incorporating a SEMSANS option is operating at the European Spallation Source (ESS)
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Fig. 8.1. Illustration of the range of Fourier time and momentum transfer measured by a wide-angle
NSE at the STS. Neutron wavelengths are color-coded from 5 Å (blue) to 20 Å (green) in steps of 1 Å.
Each neutron wavelength probes motions within its rectangular box. At a reasonable instrument length, a
range of 4.5 Å within 2–20 Å can be used simultaneously when the instrument is operated at 15 Hz, or twice
this in pulse-skipping mode. Slower motions occurring on larger length scales are measured to the upper left
of this domain space, while faster motions on smaller length scales are sampled to the lower right. The
insets illustrate the types of motions that could be characterized in the indicated region of the graph: at upper
left, polymer diffusion [Polymer Reptation, 2019]; in the center, range of motions in a protein [Perticaroli et
al., 2017a]; and at lower right, single molecule dynamics and the glass transition [Perticaroli et al., 2017b].
Image source: ORNL; insets reprinted with permission.

[Kusmin et al., 2017]. Incorporating such an option into a SANS and/or SANS/WANS instrument at the
STS would extend the maximum length scale to at least 10 µm with a reasonable development goal to
reach a length scale of 50 µm.

8.4 Neutron Detectors
Although neutron detector technology has advanced rapidly over the past 10 years, the smaller, brighter
neutron beams of the STS will require new detectors with higher spatial resolution (smaller pixels) that
are capable of higher neutron count rates than current technologies can support. Instrument types that are
particularly demanding include SANS, SANS/WANS, reflectometers, and single-crystal diffractometers,
all of which are represented in the instrument concepts described in Sect. 8.7.
Recent developments at ORNL in scintillator-based technologies are leading the way to meeting the
requirements of these instrument types. Anger logic technology uses an array of sensors to measure the
cone of light emitted from a scintillator upon neutron absorption and then triangulates to the spot where
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the event occurred. Recent advances in this technology using
silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) as light sensors have
demonstrated 0.7 mm FWHM spatial resolution (see Fig. 8.2),
which is adequate for use on the FTS and HFIR neutron
scattering instruments; however, continued development will be
needed to reach the 0.3 mm requirement of the STS single
crystal diffractometer (see Sect. 8.7.6). The STS reflectometer
will require a detector with the highest linearity and highest
small-area count rate, ~100 n·mm–1·s–1 (100 times the
requirement for the SANS instruments) over a local area
approaching 100 mm2 within a total 400 cm2 detection area to
support its cinematic mode of operation.
ORNL is in the early stages of developing a new pixelated,
scintillator-based detector with the potential to meet these
requirements, but further development will be required. As
recent developments in support of the ESS reflectometers mature
[Mauri et al., 2018], they will also be considered for use on the
STS instrument.
Other instrument concepts described in Sect. 8.7 rely on
large-area arrays of detectors (up to tens of square meters).
Traditionally, these instruments would often have used large
numbers of 3He-filled tubes to measure the scattered neutrons.
3
He-based detectors have desirable characteristics for many
neutron scattering applications, including low gamma sensitivity,
high uniformity of response, and high neutron counting
efficiency; they represent a mature and robust technology.

Fig. 8.2. Scintillator Anger camera
detector technology. Top: The first
production SNS scintillator-SiPM
Anger camera; for scale, the front
face is 120 × 120 mm. Bottom:
Resolution mask image collected on
prototype SiPM Anger camera,
demonstrating 0.7 mm FWHM spatial
resolution. Image source: ORNL.

Four of the eight STS instrument concepts require relatively low
spatial resolution (≥ 6 mm) and low per-pixel line count rates
(generally ≤ 6000 n·s–1), which are well satisfied by current
commercially available 3He tube array technology. The highest
anticipated per-tube count rate for an STS instrument is
~15,000 n·s–1, which is close to the acceptable limit for this technology when used for diffraction.
Because of the high cost and recent limited availability of 3He, alternative 10B4C-based technologies have
been developed, especially for use as large detector arrays on powder diffractometers and direct geometry
inelastic spectrometers [Lacy et al., 2011; Anastasopoulos et al., 2017]. When 3He detector technology
meets the requirements (speed and pixel size) of a neutron scattering instrument, it is usually the detector
technology of choice. As alternative technologies continue to mature and demonstrate their capabilities in
large installations, they may become the detector of choice for some STS instruments. Particularly for
large detector arrays, cost can become a significant consideration.
In addition to 3He tube arrays for measuring diffraction, the materials engineering instrument concept will
require a very high spatial resolution (50 micron pixel size) imaging detector. This detector requirement
can be met by 10B/Gd-microchannel plate (MCP) Quad-Timepix detector technology [Tremsin et al.,
2011, 2015]. ORNL has several years of operational experience with this type of detector, both at SNS
and at the higher neutron flux imaging station at HFIR. Staff in ORNL’s Neutron Sciences Directorate are
developing in-house design and production capabilities (see Fig. 8.3) to meet increasing demands for this
type of detector at HFIR and the FTS today and at the STS in the future. This detector has the potential to
reach a spatial resolution of ~10 μm.
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As the concepts for the STS instrument suite are
developed, advances will continue to be made in
new technologies and materials for neutron
detection that could enhance the performance of
these instruments. For example, new scintillator
materials and scintillator morphologies could
increase neutron counting efficiency and reduce
the gamma sensitivity of current materials.

8.5 Data and Computing
The scientific impact of data collected in a
neutron scattering experiment is realized only in
its analysis, interpretation through modeling and
simulation (mod-sim), and ultimately its
communication and publication. Data and
computing will therefore have an essential role in
realizing the scientific potential of the STS. Our
vision is to operate neutron facilities with smart
beamlines for experimental design, control, and
data reduction and analysis, with these instruments integrated into a comprehensive computing
and data management infrastructure that allows
rapid and transparent access to advanced
computing and data analytics capabilities.

Fig. 8.3. Advancing detector technology. Top:
Engineering schematic of SNS 10B/Gd MCP
Timepix3 detector. Bottom: Prior generation
Timepix2 component module. Image source: ORNL.

Our major activities in data and computing for SNS and HFIR at present include making the specialized
software capabilities for data reduction and analysis more robust, exploring better integration with
ORNL’s world-leading HPC capabilities, developing more powerful approaches to modeling and
simulating data for comparison with experimental data, and exploiting artificial intelligence (AI) and
machine learning (ML) to improve almost every aspect of the data life cycle. They also include
developing computing on the stream and workflow management, particularly multisite interoperable
workflows.
The STS will require further advances in data and computing to manage and fully exploit larger data
collection rates, larger and more complex information content of data, and new types of experiments.
Some STS instruments will have data acquisition rates two orders of magnitude greater than those of
existing instruments. STS instruments will also enable new types of experiments, such as the ability to
measure kinetic processes in real time or the ability to simultaneously measure samples with hierarchical
architectures across much larger ranges of energy and momentum than are possible today. Several other
communities, such as high energy and nuclear physics and light sources, face similar data challenges, and
the STS will leverage the knowledge base of those communities. In this section we describe approaches
that are being formulated at ORNL to prepare for these new challenges, focusing on future rather than
ongoing activities.
Data analysis at SNS and HFIR today is largely dependent on traditional mod-sim approaches to
comparing calculated neutron data with reduced data. This involves multiple transfers of data between
instruments, instrument control computers, clusters, local storage, and centralized storage in a sequential
way during and after the experiment. When required, access to HPC is through allocation awards and
batch queues with centralized file systems. This approach is vulnerable to interruptions in data transfer,
slow data transfer rates of large data sets, and unreliable access to remote resources. Despite these
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vulnerabilities, we have already prototyped live data reduction on the event stream, and this novel method
of data reduction will continue to be fully deployed to enable workflows that allow real-time visualization
and analysis at the STS. Much tighter integration with computing, including HPC, will be required at the
STS, and this tighter integration will be achieved through a comprehensive data architecture that will
cover all stages of computing and data. This architecture is a foundation for support for both operational
and scientific workflows, a converged ecosystem of federated smart neutron scattering instruments, and
support for advanced uses of data. The approaches discussed in this section leverage recent advances and
future possibilities in computing and data managements that are being driven by ORNL.

8.5.1

Comprehensive Data Architecture

A data architecture is a blueprint for development of optimal and efficient structures, systems, and
operations in support of the data-centric mission and operations. The STS requires a comprehensive data
architecture because, unlike a traditional single-purpose system, this architecture needs to integrate
support for:
•
•
•
•

all dynamic characteristics of data (streaming and static),
multistage computing (from edge and instruments to the data center, with support for graceful and
efficient restarts),
metadata and data management for effective scientific discovery, and
support for both modeling and simulation and AI-oriented scientific computing.

A disciplined approach to data management and the application of best practices result in the values that
manifest themselves in more than one domain. In the case of STS data architecture, this approach will
support both operational needs, such as efficient running of experiments, scheduling, and tracking of
resources, and the primary research mission of scientific discovery from data.
The operational mission will be supported by recording, tracking, analyzing, and reporting of all elements
of operations. In other words, it will be used for instrumentation of the operations of the facility, and
consequent optimizations. From a scientific point of view, and keeping in mind the pivot to data-intensive
science, the STS data architecture will promote productive, efficient, and scientific discovery experience
through best practices in metadata and data management, including management of AI-specific data such
as labeled training data, consequently accelerating both human-intensive and machine-supported
processes of scientific discovery (e.g., making phenomena in data more easily discoverable by using best
practices in labeling machine-readable data and storing the comprehensive metadata that will facilitate the
research essential search and discovery functions).

8.5.2

Smart Neutron Scattering Instruments in a Converged Data
and Computing Ecosystem

We propose to push data analytics closer to the source of data generation, the neutron scattering instruments, to achieve more robust, faster, and easier communication between these instruments and the
advanced data and computing services at ORNL. Each instrument will have local computing and micro
data centers and sensors (detectors, motor controls, sample environments, etc.). This approach has
similarities to edge computing and has similar benefits. We refer to instruments that are enabled in this
way as “smart” instruments. Continued improvements in decentralized accelerated node technologies will
further improve communications between smart instruments that communicate with each other and other
federated data and computing services at ORNL in higher tiers, such as midrange servers, clusters, and
data centers. The benefits of this approach will include reduced completion times, remote facility use, and
an environment that enables AI knowledge learning and inference for instrument control, design of
experiments, and online learning.
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We further propose to enable sophisticated data management solutions in data sharing, data publishing,
rich metadata management, efficient search and discovery of data and new knowledge pathways, and
making data available for AI, through a graph network approach. This approach federates the extracted
and derived information, “metadata knowledge indexes,” from smart instruments and other computing
services and links and correlates them in novel ways, toward the scalable searching, sharing, and
publishing of millions of datasets and the discovery of new knowledge pathways.
A necessary first step to realizing this graph network is the creation of metadata knowledge indexes
through the automatic extraction of information from the STS resource fabric (millions of data sets,
storage system stat information, tens of thousands of sample environments, users, millions of reduction
and analysis jobs and the systems they run on, experiment proposals, and publications). By federating the
rich resource information, we will build a neutron science relationship graph network as an overlay atop
the STS resource fabric. Each node in the graph represents an object of a particular entity type (e.g., user,
data set, experiment, sample environment, analysis job, papers), with metadata about it represented as
properties, and the edges representing the relationships between objects. Such a graph structure can
elegantly capture the many-to-one and many-to-many relationships between these entities. The science
graph network will use the federated metadata knowledge to automatically and intelligently build
associations between the resource entities (e.g., discover and suggest similar data sets based on an overlap
in the model/process used).
Beyond associations, more profound levels of knowledge discovery can only be unraveled with deep
mining and analytics techniques. Deep search techniques can also enable automatic data analytics, e.g.,
the identification of a key artifact (such as a crystal structure) in a data set, which if annotated in the graph
via a tag can automatically trigger further analysis on similar data sets. Using a graph as a basic construct
to represent a scientific collaboration will foster relationships, enable scalable data discovery, address
future challenges in sharing and publishing, find new knowledge pathways, strengthen AI-based analysis,
and accelerate scientific discovery.

8.5.3

Advanced Data Reduction and Analysis

New experimental capabilities at the STS—such as time-resolved studies and studies across broad ranges
of length, energy and time scales—will create an absolute requirement for real-time data visualization,
reduction, and comparison to calculations for real-time feedback. This in turn will require further
development of workflows that allow real-time comparison of mod-sim with reduced data and therefore
experiment steering. It will also require further development of approaches to start processing data on the
live stream, which have been prototyped at the FTS. The expanded use of the stream will allow for more
complex counting criteria (e.g., counting to a statistical measure of a model fit or peak width).
Ongoing developments that are synergistic to this approach include advances in the use of AI and
machine learning (ML) for data reduction and analysis, including the use of clustering to identify phase
transition in materials and the clustering and training of neural networks to improve the reduction of
diffraction data, to recognize features in complex SANS data sets, and to identify features in neutron
tomography. Clustering algorithms are a class of tools that allow data sets with similar features to be
grouped. Such algorithms have recently been shown to reveal the presence of different phases of materials
and also can be used to alert the experiment team or facility staff of unexpected changes in conditions
during an experiment [Peterson et al., 2018]. We will implement these routines so that they can be
routinely employed on STS instruments.
Neural networks have been used for scientific data analysis for several years. Today, the field of ML is
quite large and has applications in both the sciences and the community at large. Several ML packages are
targeted to chemistry and materials science, integrating with existing databases of material structures.
Their applications cover a wide field, from studying material properties to predicting crystal structures of
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new materials [Mueller et al., 2016; Butler et al., 2018]. ORNL has already used ML for diffraction,
diffuse scattering, and small-angle neutron data.
ML systems can identify patterns in data recognized from a training set. The process of defining the ML
model, training it, and assessing its performance can be difficult; a simplified process is needed to support
users at the STS. Two types of problems can be defined for consideration. The first type concerns models
that are developed once and then used to address, for example, issues related to running the instruments,
such as diagnostics and calibration.
The second type of problems concerns more specific, smaller-scale data analysis issues. For such cases,
an ML model may be required to recognize deviations in the shape of diffraction peaks, or a model must
be trained to recognize certain atomic structures from patterns on the detector. To enable users to tackle
such problems efficiently and more organically, without having to turn to ML experts every time, an ML
framework for neutron data analysis will be developed. Such a framework would lower the threshold for
scientists to use the power of ML.
ML is a good tool for recognizing known features in data sets and completing tasks such as classifying
peaks or assigning theoretical models to reduced data sets. Using such an approach can be of great help in
interpreting the data, especially when the measured data is complex or when it comprises features that are
not directly related to the material under study. However, ML can also be used to streamline data
acquisition. We can envisage three types of processes to help the experiment progress more efficiently:
alignment processes used to prepare data acquisition, diagnostics process to assess data quality, and
analysis processes to help decide if enough data has been collected and where to measure next.
Instruments with a large number of motors can have an intricate alignment process. For instance,
reflectometers use an iterative alignment process that involves beams reflected from a standard sample.
Guided alignment processes have already been implemented at the FTS for the Liquids Reflectometer.
Such processes still depend on the user, who needs to carefully follow instructions as the system proceeds
with several alignment scans. The user must recognize when each of those scans has succeeded before
proceeding to the next. Given that the scan data is fairly simple, applying ML to the alignment process
could automate a crucial process that often requires instrument staff. The alignment system would
proceed like a standard guided procedure, where ML would help determine success.
By processing the instrument data and metadata during acquisition, we can envisage a live diagnostics
process that can assess data quality and inform the experiment group when there are problems with the
instrument. Training the ML process with standard-looking projections of the data should make it
possible to determine whether the acquisition is proceeding as it should. Again, taking the example of
reflectometry, it should be possible to determine whether the acquisition requires attention by looking at
the TOF distribution as a function of time and the distribution of events on the detector. Such a diagnostic
process could be extended to recognize patterns in the data, such as peak location and shape. This could
be used to help determine when a new feature appears in the data and when to proceed to the next run.
Such a process would require input and would be part of experiment planning. For instance, if an experiment is trying to test a model that would produce a detectable phase transition during acquisition, giving
enough input for the computer to recognize such a transition should be possible. Once detected, the
program would help us decide when enough data has been accumulated to move on to the next
measurement. In this scenario, we would develop an experiment planning tool that takes inputs such as
the type of signal to look for and the level of statistics needed to proceed to the subsequent analysis.
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8.6 STS Experimental Approaches
This section describes experimental approaches used for various measurements at the STS, focusing on
the neutron beams. For most neutron scattering experiments, sample environment equipment, including
extremes in temperature, applied fields, pressure and chemical environments, is an essential component of
the research. Design and procurement of state-of-the-art sample environment equipment will be an
integral part of the STS project, and community input will be sought as part of this process. Thus, a
detailed description of these sample environments is beyond the scope of this document.

8.6.1

Time-of-Flight Experimental Approaches

Pulses of neutrons from the STS target will travel from the moderators along beamlines to a specific
neutron scattering instrument, where they interact with a sample. As they travel along a beamline, the
neutrons spread out in time as lower energy neutrons fall behind faster, higher energy neutrons. Time-offlight (TOF) methods require knowledge of both the start time and the arrival time of the neutron; the
difference in flight time across a known distance defines the neutron velocity. Without further definition,
slow neutrons from one pulse can be overtaken by fast neutrons from the next pulse, masking the true
start time. The wavelength range of neutrons that can be used without overlap for a source operating at
frequency f is ∆λ = 3956/(Lf) for a total flight path of length L (in meters). On an inelastic neutron
scattering instrument, L is the distance from the moderator to the sample; for other instrument types, it is
the sum of the distances from the moderator to the sample and from the sample to the detector.
To prevent this overlap problem, neutrons can be removed (chopped) from the beam to define this wavelength range. As the pulse frequency decreases (i.e., longer time between pulses), a wider wavelength or
energy range of neutrons can illuminate the sample. Because the STS is based on a proton pulse
frequency of 15 Hz, neutrons with a very broad range of wavelengths will illuminate the sample, even for
the longest flight paths (about 90 m at the STS). The range of neutron energies at the STS can be
extended even further by using a technique called “pulse skipping,” which effectively halves the
frequency to 7.5 Hz by chopping alternate incoming proton pulses. Because the energy of a neutron is
proportional to the inverse square of its wavelength, maintaining the necessary energy bandwidth for cold
neutron spectroscopy requires a broader ∆λ than is needed for thermal neutron spectroscopy.
At the STS, data will be collected in “event mode”—that is, each detection event, including the location
where the neutron is detected and its time of arrival, will be recorded individually along with other
associated information. This allows for sophisticated post–data collection processing such as filtering,
flexible binning, and time-slicing data [Granroth et al., 2018]. TOF event-mode data collection, in
combination with the broad energy range of neutrons at the STS, will enable experimental approaches that
simultaneously measure events across huge volumes of energy-momentum (and spin) space, without the
need to reorient the sample or reconfigure the neutron scattering instrument. Driven by the world-leading
peak brightness of the STS, this ability to survey large four-dimensional (4D) volumes of energymomentum space and record large data sets of individual events that can be processed in different ways
opens up the possibility of completely new types of experiments, some of which are discussed below.

8.6.2

Time-Resolved and Cinematic Measurements of Kinetic Processes
and Beyond-Equilibrium Matter

A unique aspect of the STS is the ability to make time-resolved and “cinematic” measurements of
materials as they undergo changes across broad ranges of length or energy scales. These measurements
are required to characterize kinetic processes, such as those that take place during formation of
hierarchical structures in self-assembly of polymers and assembly of protein complexes in biology, and to
characterize changes in materials in situ and operando where the sample may evolve in time and/or under
the influence of an applied field, changing chemical environment, or during processing. Here we use the
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term “time-resolved” to refer to the ability to collect data at a rate that is fast enough to observe changes
in the sample with time. The length of time needed to collect data of sufficient quality to determine the
scientifically relevant parameter (e.g., a phase transition, radius of gyration, or order parameter) is the
time resolution of the experiment. We use the term “cinematic” to refer to continuous collection of data
that may be correlated either with time or with changes in an extrinsic sample condition, such as pressure,
magnetic field, or pH. These measurements essentially create a recording of the neutrons as they arrive at
the detector that can be recombined (histogrammed or sorted) post-experiment in a flexible way
determined by the researcher. This post-experiment processing is only possible due to TOF data
collection in event mode.
Time-resolved and cinematic experiments will be enabled on all types of STS instruments (neutron
scattering, reflectometry, spectroscopy, and diffraction). However, the direct benefits of the high peak
brightness and broad energy range of neutrons at the STS for these experiments are most directly
illustrated in the case of reflectometry. Figure 8.4 compares the capability of the existing Liquids
Reflectometer at the FTS to that of a horizontal surface reflectometer concept under development for the
STS. The y-axis is proportional to the effective neutron flux on sample (normalized by the reflectivity of
the sample).
From this comparison the following observations can be made: (1) If the structure of the sample can be
characterized with a specular reflectivity curve using neutron wavelengths up to ~6 Å, then either the FTS
or the STS instrument could be used, although the higher flux at the STS would allow better time
resolution. (2) If the sample response is more extended in Q and requires neutron wavelengths up to
~14 Å, then this experiment can only be done without changing the instrument configuration at the STS.
The FTS instrument could be reconfigured to access
longer wavelengths, but the experiment would have to be
repeated, making it impossible to characterize the sample
in a time-resolved or cinematic fashion simultaneously
across all required length scales. (3) If the sample
response is even more extended in Q, requiring neutron
wavelengths up to ~25 Å, as is the typical case for
reflectometry, then the STS instrument could be used in
pulse-skipping mode (7.5 Hz). In this case, however, the
neutron flux received over the first half of the dynamic
range, to neutron wavelengths up to ~14 Å, is reduced
compared to STS operation at the higher (15 Hz)
frequency. STS instruments can typically accommodate
either mode of operation, trading higher flux over a more
limited wavelength band for lower flux over a broader
wavelength band when required.
In summary, the ability to collect complete specular
reflectivity curves across a broad dynamic range in
momentum transfer (Qmax/Qmin = 11.5) with time
resolutions of seconds or less would be truly
transformative for studying kinetic processes and the
structure, dynamics, and reactions of complex
hierarchical materials that have heterogeneity, interfaces,
and disorder. These types of gains, associated with
extended bandwidth and the ability to measure kinetic
processes, are characteristic of many STS instruments.
However, as indicated in Fig. 8.4, counting times may be
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Fig. 8.4. Illustration of the power of
cinematic data collection. The effective
neutron flux on sample (normalized by
reflectivity of the sample) as a function of
neutron wavelength is shown for the 15 m
Liquids Reflectometer at the FTS and for a 20
m horizontal surface reflectometer concept for
the STS in both normal (15 Hz) and pulseskipping (7.5 Hz) mode. Image source:
ORNL.

dominated by only a small part of the wavelength band (in the case of the reflectometer, at the shortest
wavelengths and highest momentum transfers where the signal is weak).

8.6.3

Smaller Sample and Beam Sizes

In many cases, limited sample availability (due to limits in materials synthesis or isolation from biological
systems) restricts the applicability of neutron scattering techniques, especially for weakly scattering
samples. The one to two orders of magnitude higher neutron flux at the STS instruments will enable
studies of materials beyond the reach of the best instruments available today. At the same time, advances
in neutron optics technology (see Sect. 8.2.2) are leading to better and more efficient control of neutron
transport; this will reduce background by preventing unwanted neutrons from reaching the sample area
and improve the signal-to-noise ratio, which is a key requirement for measuring smaller samples.
The high-brightness, focused cold neutron beams of the STS will also facilitate the study of materials
under extreme environments, such as high pressure, temperature, and applied fields. Extreme environments can reveal new physical and chemical phenomena, create materials that are not stable at ambient
conditions, and mimic the harsh environments in
which real-world materials must operate. For
example, extreme high-pressure experiments are
conducted in diamond anvil cells, requiring focused
neutron beams with controlled size and beam
divergence. In this case, decreasing the sample
volume increases the pressure that can be applied, so
focusing beams into smaller volumes makes it
possible to cross new thresholds in maximum
pressure.
In the case of studying materials under extreme
magnetic fields, the high-field magnet is bulky,
limiting access to the sample for neutron beams and
obstructing desired paths to detectors. Figure 8.5
illustrates the limited vertical access that an extreme
high-field magnet might impose on flight paths that
scattered neutrons can take to detectors. Wedges in
the horizontal plane are also necessary in order to
provide mechanical support to keep the upper and
lower coils of the magnet separated. In such a case,
the wide range of wavelengths available in a single
STS pulse provides continuous coverage of
momentum transfer in the scattering plane while
maximizing the range of momentum transfers that can
be accessed within the limited vertical angular access
afforded by the magnet.

8.6.4

Upper magnet coils

±5 deg vertical access

Lower magnet coils

Fig. 8.5. Cartoon of extreme high field magnet,
illustrating limited access to the sample
location. Image source: ORNL.

Simultaneous Measurements Across Unprecedented Length Scales

In the case of hierarchical materials, at existing neutron sources it is often not possible to simultaneously
access the required broad ranges of length or energy scales with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio using just
one instrument configuration or sample orientation. The wide range of neutron wavelengths available
within a single STS source pulse supports simultaneous measurements across wide regions of reciprocal
space, facilitating the study of complex, multiscale matter. STS instrument concepts use this broad wavelength band to provide continuous coverage in momentum transfers over an unparalleled dynamic range
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(Qmax/Qmin) up to four orders of magnitude, from subangstrom to hundreds of nanometers in the case of
the combined small-angle and wide-angle neutron scattering (SANS/WANS) instrument (see Sect. 8.7.2).
At the same time, the high neutron brightness of the STS makes the measurement faster. The ability to
simultaneously observe the evolution of structure on this range of length scales is essential; recent
developments open the door to greatly extend the upper bound of this range by combining neutron
Larmor methods (e.g., SEMSANS, as described in Sect. 8.3) that measure real-space correlation functions
with these reciprocal space methods.

8.7 STS Instrument Concepts
The full complement of 22 beamlines at the STS will support a suite of neutron scattering instruments that
provide wholly new capabilities to the US research community. As part of the STS project, an initial suite
of eight instruments will be built; for each instrument, this includes (1) the infrastructure to transport the
neutrons from the moderators to the sample position and to shape, manipulate, and shield the neutron
beam as required along the incident flight path; (2) the instrument end station and its associated shielding,
mechanical components, neutron detectors, and an initial suite of sample environment equipment; and
(3) the data management infrastructure and scientific software required to reduce and analyze data.
The research community will be engaged in an instrument selection process early in the preliminary
design phase of the STS project to select the initial suite of instruments. A 2015 user community workshop [Eskildsen and Khaykovich, 2015] reviewed a number of proposed STS instrument concepts.
Figure 8.6 shows 16 of these notional instrument concepts, distributed around the STS target monolith.
Eight of these instruments were identified as high priorities for detailed concept development to support
preparation of the STS Conceptual Design Report, and brief descriptions of these instrument concepts are
presented in this section. These instruments are subject to refinement, additions, or changes based on
future community input. Instrument performances have been calculated with detailed Monte Carlo

Fig. 8.6. Schematic view of the STS target building and experiment halls, showing 16
of the 22 instruments that will be part of the STS when it is fully outfitted. For clarity,
some beamlines have been left unoccupied. Image source: ORNL.
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simulations and show gains of up to three orders of magnitude compared to existing instruments, with the
potential to deliver extraordinary new capabilities for the scientific user community.

8.7.1

SANS Instrument

Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) will benefit from combining the high brightness of STS with
next-generation detector technology to probe real-time nanoscale changes in materials that are
inaccessible today. This will provide new opportunities to study time-resolved phenomena and kinetics
associated with materials processing, 3D printing, or the assembly of complex polymers or biological
complexes, domain wall and topological defect dynamics in magnets and ferroelectrics, and synthesis of
nanomaterials and quantum materials.
For example, SANS at the STS will provide insight into the substructures of cell membranes (see
Sect. 7.3.2) and as a tool for revealing the structure of membrane-less organelles associated with diseases
such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (see Sect. 7.3.1) without inducing damage to the sample during timeresolved studies. This proposed instrument will be used to characterize the structure of materials from
0.4 nm to hundreds of nanometers across a very broad range of science.
Building on recent success at SNS with advances in neutron chopper technology, the proposed instrument
will incorporate a high-speed statistical chopper that enables discrimination of elastic (desired signal)
from inelastic (background) scattering, improving the signal-to-noise ratio and resolving a long-standing
complication in the operation of TOF SANS instruments. The instrument will use stepped arrays of 30 ×
30 cm2 silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) Anger camera detector modules to support the high anticipated
data rates of the instrument, as illustrated in Fig. 8.7. The three detector arrays coupled with the broad
wavelength band at the STS mean that the instrument can collect data simultaneously across a broad
dynamic range of momentum transfers (Qmax/Qmin) of about 300–800, depending on the selection of
wavelength band. Figure 8.8 shows a Monte Carlo simulation demonstrating the resolution of the
instrument using a pseudo-sample that produces a sequence of sharp peaks that are logarithmically spaced
in momentum transfer [Lefmann and Nielsen, 1999]. Key instrument parameters are listed in Table 8.1.

Fig. 8.7. Arrangement of stepped arrays of Anger camera
detector modules for the STS SANS instrument. Image
source: ORNL.
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Fig. 8.8. Simulated scattering patterns
for the STS SANS instrument. The very
sharp diffraction peaks demonstrate the
resolution of the instrument. Image source:
ORNL.

Table 8.1. STS SANS instrument concept: Key parameters
Parameter
Description
Moderator
Horizontal tube moderator
Beam size
30 × 30 mm2 guide dimension, nominal 1 cm diameter sample size
Moderator-sample distance 25.2 m (nominal)
Sample-detector distance
1.111 m, 3.333 m, 10.0 m
Detector
Arrays of 30 × 30 cm2 SiPM Anger camera detectors
with 3 × 3 mm2 pixels for mid-and high-angle banks, as low as 1 × 1 mm2 pixels
for low-Q bank
Q-range
0.0017 Å–1 < Q < 1.4668 Å–1 at 2.0 Å < λ < 9.49 Å (15 Hz)
(high collimation setting)
0.0009 Å–1 < Q < 0.2933 Å–1 at 10.0 Å < λ < 17.49 Å (15 Hz)
0.0009 Å–1 < Q < 1.4668 Å–1 at 2.0 Å < λ < 16.98 Å (7.5 Hz)

8.7.2

Simultaneous SANS/WANS Instrument

Simultaneous SANS/wide-angle neutron scattering (WANS) will bridge the gap in length scales between
those measured on conventional diffractometers and SANS instruments to simultaneously study the
evolution of structure from the subangstrom scale to ≈300 nm. The instrument exploits the wide
bandwidth of the STS to provide continuous coverage across this range of length scales, at which
interactions govern the properties and function of many complex hierarchical materials, such as highentropy alloys and polymers. This approach of combining SANS with wide-angle diffraction capabilities
has been implemented on the TAIKAN instrument at the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex
(J-PARC) [Takata et al., 2010], but the wide bandwidth at the STS will make such an instrument feasible
for the first time at a US neutron source.
The neutron scattering capabilities of this SANS/WANS combination will be further enhanced with
additional in situ characterization tools, such as spectroscopic measurements, to build a more complete,
time-resolved picture of sample response to changing environmental conditions. The instrument will
simultaneously measure structures across a dynamic range (Qmax/Qmin) approaching four orders of
magnitude. The high brightness of the STS will enable time-resolved measurements of materials in action
or as they are being processed. These capabilities will have an immediate impact on the understanding of
soft matter systems under real-world processing conditions, for example. Early studies that can be
anticipated include real-time spatially resolved measurements of polymer mixtures in millifluidic sample
environments (see Sect. 3.3.1), elucidating the mechanism of self-assembly, and crystallization of
polymers induced by single-wall carbon nanotubes
(see Sect. 3.3.4). The large dynamic range will be
particularly effective for measuring systems
exhibiting hierarchical structures and crystallization
from complex solutions, which can occur in flowing
complex fluids such as those used in fracking and
various industrial processes (see, e.g., Sects. 3.3.5
and 5.3.1).
Three arrays of 30 × 30 cm2 SiPM Anger camera
detector modules will be used to support the high
data rates of this instrument (see Fig. 8.9). The
detector locations have been chosen to support a flat
sample geometry consistent with low-angle SANS
and backscattering diffraction. The detector
arrangement provides continuous coverage in
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Fig. 8.9. Detector configuration for STS
SANS/WANS instrument concept. Image source:
ORNL.

momentum transfer at 15 Hz when configured for a minimum wavelength of less than 2 Å. Continuous
coverage is maintained to a minimum incident wavelength of 4 Å when the instrument is operated at
7.5 Hz in frame-skipping mode. As with the SANS instrument concept, inclusion of a correlation chopper
is under consideration. Table 8.2 lists key parameters for this proposed instrument.
Table 8.2. STS SANS/WANS instrument concept: Key parameters
Parameter
Description
Moderator
Vertical cylinder moderator
Beam size
20 × 20 mm2 guide dimension, nominal 1 cm diameter sample size
Moderator-sample distance 30.25 m (nominal)
Sample-detector distance
–1.25 m (backscattering), 1 m (mid-angle), 3 m (low-angle)
Detector
Arrays of 30 × 30 cm2 SiPM Anger camera detectors with 3 × 3 mm2 pixels
Q-range
0.00373 Å–1 < Q < 24.918 Å–1 at 0.5 Å < λ < 8.4 Å (15 Hz)
0.00316 Å–1 < Q < 6.229 Å–1 at 2.0 Å < λ < 9.9 Å (15 Hz)
0.00158 Å–1 < Q < 3.115 Å–1 at 4.0 Å < λ < 19. 8 Å (7.5 Hz)

8.7.3

Neutron Reflectometer with Horizontal Sample Surface

A neutron reflectometer with a horizontal sample surface will enable real-time studies of interfaces
including free liquids and the transport of atoms, molecules, or charge across interfaces. Many advanced
properties sought through materials by design will only be realized in new materials having at least one
nanoscale dimension where new functionality can arise from surface-dominated forces and interactions.
New insights unlocked by this instrument will be key to enabling the creation of next-generation batteries,
environmentally responsive coatings, drug delivery systems, and sensors.
Early experiments will utilize this brightness to investigate previously inaccessible regimes of real-time
structural change on surfaces and interfaces. These experiments will be particularly relevant to new
technologies for energy storage devices—for example, reaction pathways for the structural evolution of
polyelectrolytes on surfaces (see Sect. 3.3.2) or various interfaces in batteries, including solid-solid or
solid-liquid (see Sect. 5.3.3). This instrument will enable real-time studies of surface corrosion under
various in situ conditions (see Sect. 6.3.3) and will have enough intensity to permit detailed studies of
heterogeneous mixtures of lipids and other molecules that form biological membranes (see Sect. 7.3.2).
The increased bandwidth of the STS instrument makes it possible to collect complete specular reflectivity
curves using a single instrument setting, enabling cinematic operation with continuous observation of the
sample as it evolves in time or in response to external stimuli. Samples in time-dependent environments
(e.g., temperature, electrochemical, magnetic, or chemical alteration) will be observed in real time, as fast
as 1 Hz in favorable cases, such as that shown in Fig. 8.10, which illustrates the ability of the STS
reflectometer concept to measure the kinetics of the crosslinking reaction of a polyelectrolyte hydrogel.
The engineering concept for this instrument is shown in Fig. 8.11.
To measure reflectivity from samples that must be held horizontal, such as a liquid surface, the neutron
beam must be inclined at a small angle, up to approximately 2.5°, relative to the horizontal. Some
samples, such as free liquid interfaces where there is a gaseous atmosphere above the liquid, require the
neutron beam to reach the interface from above. In this case, the neutron beam is inclined downward from
the horizontal. In other cases, such as some liquid-liquid interfaces or when using specialized sample
environments such as a rheometer, the neutron beam must reach the interface from below. In this case the
neutron beam is inclined upward from the horizontal. This beam line provides both neutron beam
geometries with a lower station using a downward-directed beam and an upper station using an upwarddirected beam. The two end stations can operate independently and simultaneously support two
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independent experiments
at the same time, each
using a different neutron
beam geometry, as
indicated in Fig. 8.11.
Table 8.3 lists the key
parameters of this
instrument.
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Fig. 8.10. Kinetics of the crosslinking reaction of a polyelectrolyte hydrogel.
Left: Simulated 7.5 Hz reflectivity data from a polyelectrolyte multilayer for
several collection times at a single incident beam angle of 2.5º. Right: dependence
of χ2 for the fitted value of the marker-layer spacing. Image source: ORNL.

Fig. 8.11. Schematic view of the STS horizontal surface reflectometer
concept. The two end stations enable the neutron beam to reflect from below the
sample surface (upper) and from above the sample surface (lower). Image source:
ORNL.
Table 8.3. STS horizontal surface reflectometer concept: Key parameters
Parameter
Description
Moderator
Vertical cylinder moderator
Beam size
20 × 30 mm2, delivered by a horizontally curved, vertically tapered guide
Moderator-sample distance 20 m (lower end station)
Sample-detector distance
1.5 m (nominal)
Detector
SiPM pixelated scintillator detector, 40 × 20 cm2, with 2 × 2 mm2 pixels
(inclined detector gives effective 1 × 2 mm2 pixels)
Q-range
0.009 Å–1 < Q < 0.088 Å–1 at 1.0° incident angle
0.023 Å–1 < Q < 0.219 Å–1 at 2.5° incident angle
0.037 Å–1 < Q < 0.351 Å–1 at 4.0° incident angle
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8.7.4

Cold Neutron Chopper Spectrometer

A direct geometry inelastic spectrometer can be designed to probe the weak signals intrinsic to small
cross sections (e.g., small magnetic moments) or the limited sample sizes often available for new
materials or associated with extreme sample environments, such as high pressure. This instrument will be
optimized for the study of quantum and functional materials, but its broad dynamic range is also well
matched to measuring diffusion and excitations in soft and biological matter. It will have the ability to
simultaneously measure dynamic processes over a wide energy range, as indicated in Table 8.4, making it
the spectrometer of choice for first measurements of new materials. This instrument will support a
polarized neutron beam and polarization analysis to separate nuclear from magnetic scattering and
coherent from incoherent scattering processes in hydrogenous materials.
Table 8.4. STS cold neutron chopper spectrometer optimized for small sample area: Key parameters
Parameter
Description
Moderator
Beam size
Moderator-sample distance
Sample-detector distance
Detector
Ei range
ħω resolution

Horizontal tube moderator
10 × 10 mm2
29.5 m
2.5 m
25 mm diameter linear position-sensitive detector (PSD), 3He
0.5 meV < Ei < 25 meV; with repetition rate multiplication, the source pulse
will be subdivided to 5–10 incident energies across a bandwidth of 7–8 Å
Flexible, ∆ħω =2–5% Ei at the elastic line

This instrument will have an immediate impact on research in quantum materials, revolutionizing the
energy-momentum resolved spectroscopy in highly entangled systems such as quantum spin liquids (see
Sect. 4.3.1). The huge intensity will enable pump-probe experiments to investigate out-of-equilibrium
quantum dynamics in many systems, one prototypical example being the behavior of magnetic monopoles
in “spin ice” following a pulse of terahertz radiation (see Sect. 4.3.2). The high brightness and large
bandwidth of the STS will be utilized for novel investigations of dynamics in quantum materials under
extreme pressure, expanding our understanding of phenomena such as topological transformations (see
Sect. 4.3.3) or emergent collective ground states such as pressure-induced superconductivity (see
Sect. 4.3.4). This instrument will be equally useful for understanding new functional materials that can
only be synthesized at high pressures (see Sect. 5.3.2). The high brightness will allow investigations of
excitations in small-volume systems, including artificial heterostructures (see Sect. 4.3.5) and small single
crystals.
This instrument will use repetition rate multiplication methods to utilize multiple incident neutron
energies sequentially within a single 15 Hz pulse of the STS, making it well suited to perform survey and
discovery experiments. Figure 8.12 illustrates this mode of operation with the primary source pulse at
15 Hz subdivided into six incident neutron energies. This ability to simultaneously measure dynamic
processes over a wide energy range makes this spectrometer uniquely valuable for surveying materials
with excitations covering a large dynamic range where different values of incident energy are needed to
provide full coverage at appropriate resolutions. This method is implemented on spectrometers at J-PARC
[Nakamura et al., 2009] and has been proposed on a similar instrument concept developed for the ESS
[Vickery and Deen, 2014]. In Fig. 8.13, the performance of the STS and FTS chopper spectrometers is
compared, illustrating the power of repetition rate multiplication to effectively survey reciprocal space
and zoom in on smaller regions with higher resolution when needed [Sala, 2018]. The key parameters of
this instrument are listed in Table 8.4.
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Fig. 8.12. Functional layout of the STS cold neutron chopper spectrometer concept. The time-distance
diagram at right illustrates the neutron paths through the guide system (red) and the location of critical
components to sort mini-pulses arising from repetition rate multiplication. The incident energies available in a
single source pulse are shown for one configuration of the instrument. Image source: ORNL.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8.13. Performance of the FTS and STS cold neutron chopper spectrometers. Spectra calculated
for a 1 g sample of K2V3O8 for (a) the FTS chopper spectrometer and (b) the STS cold neutron chopper
spectrometer at incident neutron energy of 5.1 meV. The intensity is indicated by the color scale at the top of the
figures. (c) Benefit of repetition rate multiplication using the 1.08 meV incident energy simultaneously available
within a single source pulse to provide higher energy resolution. Image source: ORNL.

8.7.5

Multimodal Instrument for Studies at High Magnetic Field

A multimodal instrument for studies at high magnetic field is designed to collect both indirect geometry
spectroscopy and single-crystal diffraction data. This instrument will offer unmatched opportunities to
elucidate the structure and dynamics of quantum materials at extremes of magnetic field and low
temperatures. A dedicated magnet installation is required to achieve the highest steady-state magnetic
fields, similar to the approach taken for the EXED instrument at the Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin BER II
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reactor [Smeibidl et al., 2010]. Recent advances in composite conductors using high-temperature
superconductors provide a pathway to fields as high as 35 T or beyond in a vertical geometry that is best
suited for neutron scattering [Hahn et al., 2019]. The high-brightness, focused cold neutron beams of the
STS are ideally matched to illuminate the small sample area intrinsic to achieving the highest magnetic
field. This multimodal instrument will open new frontiers in the study of quantum critical phenomena,
entangled quantum states, and competing magnetic interactions.
Inelastic neutron scattering under extreme magnetic fields provides detailed quantitative access to the spin
Hamiltonian of frustrated magnetic materials by measuring the magnon spectrum in the fully polarized
high-field state (see Sect. 4.3.1). The Hamiltonian embodies all relevant information needed to develop a
theory of lower field collective properties. The proposed instrument, with its extreme high magnetic field,
will greatly expand the materials to which this technique can be successfully applied by crossing new
thresholds in the minimum field required to saturate the magnetization. The capacity for unprecedented
exploration of both structure and dynamics in phases appearing as a result of field-induced quantum
critical points will enable progress on a variety of problems; a classic example is the pseudogap phase
hidden beneath the dome in unconventional cuprate superconductors (see Sect. 4.3.4).
Extreme high magnetic fields impose severe limitations on the neutron scattered beam geometry, greatly
restricting the vertical and horizontal angular ranges that can be accessed. The proposed instrument will
use the broad range of wavelengths available in a single pulse to make the best use of the limited detector
view of the sample afforded by an ultrahigh-field
magnet. The concept for this instrument has eight
arms spaced around the magnet in the horizontal
scattering plane, providing access to the sample for
incident, transmitted, and scattered neutron beams, as
illustrated in Fig. 8.14. These arms will be equipped
either with diffraction detectors or with a set of
sequential crystal analyzers to enable spectroscopy.
The multiple analyzer crystals in each spectroscopy
arm, combined with the broad range of incident
neutron energies within each STS source pulse, enable
the instrument to sweep broad ranges of Q-ω space
simultaneously [Groitl et al., 2016]. Figure 8.15
illustrates the range of energy and momentum
transfers that can be simultaneously accessed by the
inelastic arms using both the (002) and (004)
reflections of pyrolytic graphite analyzers at 15 Hz
Fig. 8.14. Spectrometer and diffraction arms
surrounding the magnet of the multimodal
when the instrument is configured to use incident
instrument concept. Image source: ORNL.
neutron wavelengths of 1 to 5 Å. Table 8.5 lists the
key parameters of this instrument.
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Fig. 8.15. Range of energy and momentum transfer simultaneously accessed by the analyzer arms of the multimodal
instrument concept for a single instrument configuration.
Image source: ORNL.

Table 8.5. STS multimodal high magnetic field instrument: Key parameters
Parameter
Description
Moderator
Beam size
Moderator-sample distance
Sample-detector distance
Detector
Ei range
ħω resolution
Q-range (diffraction arms)

8.7.6

Vertical cylinder moderator
15 × 15 mm2
55 m
3.5 m to diffraction detectors, varied for analyzer arms
8 mm diameter linear PSD, 3He
3.3 meV < Ei < 80 meV (15 Hz operation, low λ range)
∆ħω =3–8% Ei at the elastic line
0.4 Å–1 < Q < 8.9 Å–1 (15 Hz operation, high λ range)

Single-Crystal Diffractometer for Small Samples

A single-crystal diffractometer for small samples will be optimized for collecting Bragg diffraction data
from crystal volumes below 0.01 mm3 with unit cell edges between 10 and 300 Å. The broad wavelength
range available in a single STS pulse coupled with the high detector angular coverage of this instrument
will enable complete data sets to be collected rapidly, in some cases with only a single orientation of the
single-crystal sample. This diffractometer will cross a new threshold in minimum sample crystal sizes,
bringing the hydrogen sensitivity of neutrons to new systems, with implications for developing improved
drugs to fight multi-drug-resistant viruses and bacteria, understanding enzyme mechanisms, and
exploiting the regulation of metabolic pathways for synthetic biology, such as capturing solar energy by
mimicking plant photosynthesis. Early experiments will include a crystallographic investigation of PLPdependent enzymes that should explain how these proteins catalyze so many disparate biological enzyme
reactions (see Sect. 7.3.4). The high brightness will also enable detailed crystallographic characterization
of the photosynthesis process in the membrane protein known as photosystem II, which proceeds via a
specific set of intermediate states (see Sect. 7.3.3).
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This proposed instrument features a sophisticated optics system designed for precise control over the
neutron phase space delivered to the sample position, as illustrated in Fig. 8.16 [Coates and Robertson,
2017]. The primary slit defining the view of the STS moderator is demagnified by a factor of 30 to
produce a beam size at the sample of 1 to 0.001 mm2. Initial calculations demonstrate that this optics
system delivers about twice as many desired neutrons to the sample area as a conventional elliptical guide
and about 1000× fewer undesired neutrons to the vicinity of the sample. Monte Carlo simulation shows a
very homogeneous neutron distribution at the sample position with flux of 7.64 × 106 n/s/mm2 integrated
over the 15 Hz operating wavelength band from 1.5 to 4.5 Å. Table 8.6 lists key parameters of the
instrument.

Fig. 8.16. Schematic of the optics design for STS single-crystal diffractometer for small samples.
Image source: Coates and Robertson [2017, Fig. 2].
Table 8.6. STS single crystal diffractometer for small samples: Key parameters
Parameter
Description
Moderator
Vertical cylinder moderator
Beam size
Variable from 1–0.001 mm2; controlled by primary slit
Moderator-sample distance 90 m
Sample-detector distance
0.3 m
Detector
(37–116) × 116 mm2 SiPM Anger cameras with 0.3 × 0.3 mm2 pixels
d-spacing range
dmin = 0.6 Å

8.7.7

Versatile Diffractometer for Magnetic Structure Studies

A versatile diffractometer for magnetic structure studies at the STS will be world-leading for diffraction
studies of magnetism in powders and single crystals, allowing routine measurements of milligram-size
samples, small magnetic moment compounds, and diffuse signals. This instrument will probe magnetic
local and long-range ordering in quantum materials that exhibit emergent properties arising from
collective behavior. These experiments are expected to reveal fundamental behavior in quantum magnets
that will help drive development and understanding of the next generation of quantum materials, which
have the potential to transform computers and data storage and raise the efficiency of energy storage and
transmission.
This diffractometer will be equipped with full polarization capability and will be optimized for studies
under extreme conditions of temperature, pressure, and magnetic field. Its unique use of polarized
neutrons to isolate the magnetic signature in the measured data will enable detailed insight into local
magnetic ordering. Planned early applications include polarized diffraction studies of complex topological
structures, such as those in noncollinear magnetic systems exhibiting topological spin structures,
including skyrmions (see Sect. 4.3.3). The instrument will also enable previously unfeasible
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measurements of the full crystal structure of the highpressure metal hydride superconductors, including hydrogen
positions.
This proposed instrument uses a mirror optics system to
flexibly deliver either high resolution (low beam
divergence) or high flux and includes an option to polarize
the incident neutron beam. The instrument will use a curved
supermirror analyzer to provide full polarization capability.
The detector layout will be a logarithmic spiral, similar to
that employed on the POWGEN diffractometer at the FTS,
to preserve the required resolution at low Q by increasing
the distance from the sample to the low-angle detectors,
as illustrated in Fig. 8.17.
At present, the Wish instrument at ISIS Target Station 2
(ISIS-TS2) is widely considered the world-leading powder
diffractometer for magnetic studies. The operating
frequencies of ISIS-TS2 (10 Hz) and the STS (15 Hz) are
similar; however, the peak brightness at the STS will be
more than an order of magnitude larger, and the instrument
will receive 50% more pulses than Wish. Table 8.7 lists key
parameters of the instrument.

Fig. 8.17. Detector layout for STS
diffractometer optimized for magnetic
structure studies. Top: View of detector
array from above. Bottom: 3D view of
detector array. The distance from sample
to detector has been selected to preserve
the resolution at low Q required for
magnetic studies. Image source: ORNL.

Table 8.7. STS diffractometer optimized for magnetic structure studies: Key parameters
Parameter
Description
Moderator
Vertical cylinder moderator
Beam size
Variable from 3 × 3 mm2 (single crystal) to 10 × 20 mm2 (powders);
controlled by primary slit
Moderator-sample distance 40 m
Sample-detector distance
1.5 m to 3.5 m (detectors arranged in logarithmic spiral)
3
Detector
He linear PSDs (1 m long, 10 mm in diameter), 1792 tubes
Q-range
0.1 Å–1 < Q < 12.5 Å–1 at 1 Å < λ < 6.75 Å (15 Hz, first frame operation)
Q resolution
∆Q/Q ≈ 0.3%

8.7.8

Versatile Multiscale Materials Engineering Beamline

A versatile multiscale materials engineering beamline at the STS will be a transformational high-flux
instrument with unique capabilities for the study of low-symmetry, complex materials. It will support
both fundamental and applied materials science and engineering research in a broad range of fields,
including advanced alloy design, energy storage and conversion, nuclear energy, aerospace, transportation, and civil infrastructure. This instrument will combine unprecedented long-wavelength neutron flux
and high detector coverage to enable real-time studies of complex structural and functional materials
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behavior under mechanical, thermal, electrical and magnetic fields. It will incorporate SANS and imaging
capabilities to extend its sensitivity to larger length scales and higher spatial resolution. First experiments
are expected to include studies of model alloys exhibiting phase transitions proceeding via metastable
states (see Sect. 6.3.1) as a function of temperature and strain, with simultaneous measurements of both
atomic (i.e., crystal) and microstructural features, as well as texture. Another initial application will be to
characterize the real-time structural changes occurring during processing of materials, for example during
additive manufacturing (see Sect. 6.3.2).
As is the case for the other two STS diffractometer
concepts, this proposed instrument will use a
mirror optics system to flexibly deliver the desired
neutron phase space to the sample location. The
unique detector geometry illustrated in Fig. 8.18
provides the capability to measure noncoplanar
components of strain and complete orientation
distributions for textured samples with a minimum
number of simple sample rotations about a single
axis. Figure 8.19 compares the performance of this
instrument with the FTS engineering diffractometer
VULCAN for measurement of diffraction peaks in
a Ni3Al superalloy with a superlattice structure
(note the difference in vertical axis scale). The
optimized cold neutron moderator at the STS,
coupled with advanced neutron optics, will deliver
Fig. 8.18. Detector layout for the STS engineering
a cold neutron flux to the sample up to three orders
materials instrument. At right, ~5 m from the
of magnitude higher than VULCAN at wavesample, is a SANS detector. Two detector banks
lengths greater than about 5 Å. VULCAN views
positioned at ~90° are shown in light green, while
a thermal moderator and was optimized for thermal
detector banks that are particularly useful for
measuring orientational data are shown in blue. The
neutron performance using neutron wavelengths
remaining detector bank, shown in dark tan, provides
from about 0.5 Å to 3 Å. In contrast, the STS
high-resolution backscattering measurements. Image
instrument has been optimized to use neutron
source: ORNL.
wavelengths from 2 Å to 10 Å. Figure 8.19 shows
the additional weighting given to long d-spacings
by the cold spectrum relative to the thermal spectrum of VULCAN. The STS instrument will complement
the strengths of VULCAN, which uses the high-wavelength resolution of thermal neutrons available on

Fig. 8.19. Simulated diffraction data from VULCAN at the FTS (left) and the engineering
diffractometer at the STS. Identical gauge volumes and counting time were used in the simulations.
Note difference in vertical axis scale. Image source: ORNL.
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the FTS to study high-symmetry crystal structures. Table 8.8 lists key parameters of the proposed
instrument.
Table 8.8. STS multiscale engineering beamline: Key parameters
Parameter
Description
Moderator
Beam size
Moderator-sample distance
Sample-detector distance
Detector
d-spacing range

Vertical cylinder moderator
1–10 mm2 in high-intensity mode; up to 1 cm2 in high-resolution mode
72 m
Variable depending on detector bank; up to 5 m for SANS
3
He linear PSDs (0.7 m and 1 m long, 8 mm in diameter); B/Gd-doped
microchannel coupled to Timepix readout
0.5 Å < dmin < 7.9 Å in 7.5 Hz frame-skipping mode
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Appendix A.
Community Workshops and Activities
in Support of STS, 2013–2018
Science Topical Workshops
[Reports available at https://neutrons.ornl.gov/content/grand-challenge-workshop-reports
(accessed July 3, 2019)]
Quantum Condensed Matter Workshop, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA,
December 9–10, 2013
Organizers: R. J. Birgeneau (University of California–Berkeley), R. Ramesh (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory), and S. E. Nagler (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
Grand Challenges in Biological Neutron Scattering Workshop, University of California–San Diego, San
Diego, CA, January 17–18, 2014
Organizers: Susan Taylor (UCSD), Heidi Hamm (Vanderbilt University)
Grand Challenges in Soft Matter Workshop, University of California–Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA,
May 17–18, 2014
Organizers: Fyl Pincus (University of California–Santa Barbara), Matt Tirrell (University of
Chicago)
Frontiers in Materials Discovery, Characterization and Application, Schaumburg, IL,
August 2–3, 2014
Organizers: George Crabtree (University of Chicago and Argonne National Laboratory), John Parise
(Stony Brook University and Joint Photon Sciences Institute)
Frontiers in Data, Modeling, and Simulation, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL, March 30–31,
2015
Organizers: Peter Littlewood (Argonne National Laboratory), Thomas Proffen (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory)
Other Workshops
Second Target Station Workshop (general user workshop on STS science and instruments), Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, October 27–29, 2015
Chairs: M. R. Eskildsen (University of Notre Dame), B. Khaykovich (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology)
[Report available at https://neutrons.ornl.gov/sites/default/files/STS%20Workshop%20Report.pdf
(accessed July 3, 2019)]
Workshop on Novel Concepts (technical workshop), Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN,
April 25–26, 2016
Chair: Roger Pynn (Indiana University)
Very Cold Neutron Source for the Second Target Station Workshop, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, TN, April 27–28, 2016
Chair: Mike Fitzsimmons, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
[Report and related documents available at https://conference.sns.gov/event/18/page/414-shareddocuments (accessed July 3, 2019)]
Town Hall Discussion at 2016 American Conference on Neutron Scattering
(open meeting for users), Long Beach, CA, July 12, 2016
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ZEEMANS Instrument Advisory Team Meeting (instrument-specific workshop), Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, August 19, 2016
Chair: Barry Winn (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
Early Quantum Materials Science at the STS, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA,
January 5–6, 2017
Chairs: Mark Lumsden (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Travis Williams (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory), Martin Mourigal (Georgia Tech)
[Related documents available at https://conference.sns.gov/event/64/overview (accessed July 3,
2019)]
STS Integrated Systems Review (technical status of instruments and target; choice of operating
parameters: 15 Hz, 700 kW, short proton pulse), Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN,
April 2017
Chair: Robert McGreevy (ISIS)
Instrument Advisory Board (three-source strategy; placement and prioritization of instruments),
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, January 2018
Chair: Dan Neumann (National Institute of Standards and Technology)
Meetings of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Neutron Advisory Board, Oak Ridge, TN
April 2013: Development of three-source strategy
March 2014: Three-source strategy; discussion of instrument concepts
May 2015: STS and its instrument suite
June 2016: STS and its technical parameters (short pulse); discussion of Basic Energy Sciences Advisory
Committee (BESAC) Facility Upgrade Prioritization Subcommittee report
September 2017: Three-source strategy and instrument optimization
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Appendix B.
Acronyms, Abbreviations, and Initialisms
1D
2D
3D
4D
AAT
AI
ALS
AM
bcc
BES
CNCS
CNMS
CORELLI
CSNS
DAC
DOE
EDA
EQ-SANS
ESS
fcc
FRM-II
FTS
hcp
HEBT
HFIR
HPC
HYSPEC
IDP
ILL
IMAGINE
INS
ISIS
J-PARC
KB
LEBT
MCP
MEBT
ML
MM
mod-sim

one-dimensional
two-dimensional
three-dimensional
four-dimensional
aspartate aminotransferase
artificial intelligence
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
additive manufacturing
body-centered cubic
Basic Energy Sciences
Cold Neutron Chopper Spectrometer (at SNS FTS)
Center for Nanophase Materials Sciences
elastic diffuse scattering spectrometer (at SNS FTS)
China Spallation Neutron Source
diamond anvil cell
United States Department of Energy
ethylenediamine
Extended Q-Range Small-Angle Neutron Scattering Diffractometer (at SNS FTS)
European Spallation Source
face-centered cubic
Forchungsreaktor München II
First Target Station
hexagonal close-packed
high-energy beam transport
High Flux Isotope Reactor
high-performance computing
Hybrid Spectrometer (at SNS FTS)
intrinsically disordered protein
Institut Laue-Langevin
Image-Plate, Single-Crystal Diffractometer (at HFIR)
inelastic neutron scattering
ISIS Neutron and Muon Source
Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex
Kirkpatrick-Baez
low-energy beam transport
microchannel plate
medium-energy beam transport
machine learning
metamorphic manufacturing
modeling and simulation
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NCNR
NIST
NR
NSE
OEC
OLCF
ORNL
PLP
PMAA
POWGEN
PPU
PSD
PVP
QCP
QSL
RF
RFQ
RTBT
SANS
SEQUOIA
SEMSANS
SiPM
SLD
SNS
STS
SWCNT
TBP
TOF
TOPAZ
TS
VULCAN
WANS

NIST Center for Neutron Research
National Institute of Standards and Technology
neutron reflectometry
neutron spin echo
oxygen-evolving complex
Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
pyridoxal-5′-phosphate
poly(methacrylic acid)
General-Purpose Powder Diffractometer (at SNS FTS)
proton power upgrade
position-sensitive detector
poly(vinylpyrrolidone)
quantum critical point
quantum spin liquid
radiofrequency
radiofrequency quadrupole
ring-to-beam transport
small-angle neutron scattering
Fine-Resolution Fermi Chopper Spectrometer (at SNS FTS)
spin-echo-modulated small-angle neutron scattering
silicon photomultiplier
scattering length density
Spallation Neutron Source
Second Target Station
single-wall carbon nanotube
tri-n-butyl phosphate
time-of-flight
Single-Crystal Diffractometer (at SNS FTS)
Target Station
Engineering Materials Diffractometer (at SNS FTS)
wide-angle neutron scattering
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